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T is a real pleasure for us, in behalf of the Class of Nineteen Hundred and
Thirteen, to present this seventh volume of THE PURPLE PATCHER to the
little world that knows it. It is of course a Holy Cross world, and that must
I
be our pardon for boasting of being the largest graduating class of our Alma
Mater-yet it is our happiness as Holy Cross men that a year or two will rob
us of the title. May we not, too, take pride in this: that we are the Seniors of the inau
gural year of that new era at Holy Cross-may it prosper even beyond our fairest wishes!
-which has its orientation in the founding and completion of the new Senior building,
Beaven Hall.
We trust that the class-book is not wholly unworthy of the peculiar distinction that
we of Nineteen-Thirteen may thus claim. We realize keenly what it is not; yet we know,
too, that it has its worth. It will tell you a littl� of the men we are, of what we have done,
and what has been done with us, of persons and places we have known and loved-it is
all very simple, very local; it will interest you only as you are interested in us. Hence we
warn you for your own sake-need we mention our own ?-not to read in a spirit of
criticism, but with sympathy, kindness and appreciation.
We plead to changes. In doing so, we have endeavored to avoid the shortcomings
of our predecessors ( mille pardons, mes amis!) while retaining their excellences-a desul
tory method worthy of a "Patcher." Your familiar eye will easily find the pannus pur
pureus, and we trust that each will find favor: the new cover, the page design, the distribu
tion of photographs, and-a consummation at least we devoutly wished-a higher tone to
the "write-ups." We believe that a one-season write-up for the various sports is all suffi
cient, and at the same time gives space for the mention of the deserving but neglected
"scrub"; this is a precedent we would wish to see followed at least in its latter aspect.
If you will first allow us, then, an assertion of the pardonable pride of authorship
and compilation, we submit the "Patcher" to the charity of your judgment.
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Ere the dusk at twilight usher o'er us
A hush that breathes sweet dreams of life's vast morrow,
Ere youth's dimming day shall fade forever
Or years unfurl their secret joy and sorrowList, oh Love, a plighted pledge that's welling
To fl.ow anon with words of parting-sadness,
Streamlets lisp it, lindens sighing whisper
The last " Farewell " that melts our erstwhile gladness :
When long years have fl.own and skies are darking
Of Thee, oh gracious Mother, oft we'll ponder
Of the hours that were-in life's far morning,
Of scenes of yore whose absence makes us fonder.
With dim memory thy praise will linger
Till stillness thrills us aft' their echo dwindles,
And eternity awaits with promise
Of answered hopes thy old-time love enkindles.

C. J. H., '13.
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VERY REV. ANTHONY J. MAAS
Provincial

REV. JOSEPH N. DINAND, S.J.
President of Holy Cross College

REV. JAMES A. MULLEN, S.J.
Vice-President, Dean and Prefect of Studies

REV. FERNANDA. ROUSSEAU, S.J.
Prefect of Discipline
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't>•-❖-rf TRIBUTE to our professors is customary and appropriate in this volume. It
is in itself a significant tribute that in each succeeding "Patcher" you will
find a reiteration of the same appreciation, the same admiration and affection;
J �. it is the testimony of a standardized excellence. We know, too, that there
l-•-•
❖
is a certain inevitableness to this phrasing and rephrasing-for we, too, find the
same causes for tribute, for gratitude, for love; and yet we hesitate from the triteness of
the repetition and regret that thoughts and emotions run so poorly into words. But, be
lieve us, that whatever we say here is the expression of something very hearty, very real
and true in each one of us.
So then, we appreciate keenly the rounded excellence of the purely intellectual edu
cation that you, dear professors, have given us; we are convinced that it is unequalled, and
in proof we adduce the remarkable, widespread, and almost universal prominence and suc
cess of our small Alumni.
We thank you more for that close, intimate influence of your own personalities,
which secular professors do not and can not give, for that silent, strong pressure that bent
and moulded us, yes, and-shall I say it?-even for the occasional clash of our per
sonalities that had its place in our formation.
Do not think that we were indifferent to association with men who had done the
noblest thing in all the world, sacrificing all for the service of God and man. Service
has become quite the fashion now :-they teach it and preach it as a near-religion, adopt
it or capitalize it as a political ideal, or merely talk it,-well, because it is the fashion.
But we have seen and felt true service, not from the motive of an irrational, spineless
altruism set up as a finality, a very term, but from its only logical, sufficient source a
belief in God and an intending of it all to Him as the Supreme, the Absolute and Ultimate
End.
It is, we firmly believe, the greatest lesson we have learned ( and we have learned
it as you most certainly wished) ; we trust you will see that only reward you look for
the fruit it will bear in our lives.

REV. EDWARD T. FARRELL, S. J.
Professor to Senior in Psychology, Natural Theology and Evidences

Erb. 111rnuris 11. :!lrNiff. �. 11.

Jrnfraaor tn �rnior in 1.Etqira an� Jnlitiral 1.Ernnnmy·

REV. ROBERT SWICKERATH, S. J.
Professor to Senior in Pedagogy
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REV. GEORGE L. COYLE, S.J.
Professor to Senior in Organic Chemistry

REV. PETER J. SCHWEITZER, S. J,
Professor to Senior in History of Philosophy

REV. EDWARD J. SWEENEY, S. J.
Professor to Senior in Elocution

.
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MR. LOUIS J. HAUBERT, S.J.
Professor to Senior in Geology and Astronomy

WILLIAM I. McLOUGHLIN, A. B., LL. B.
Professor to Senior in Jurisprudence

···--------

BIOLOGY
-------------·-----·----······---

JOSEPH W. O'CONNOR, A. B., M. D.

,Hlff JX>H'T-CARF
WHAT-:8£ COMES
OF:-ME. l<JCt< THAT
YOII GET Ii F TElfZ.
P/:ISStN<; THRO�JI
THF?EE OR MOR£
YEliRS o� -P:tNALS

Seniors
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has seemed to us that the biographies are the most important part of the
"Patcher." It is essentially a memory book, a keepsake, and surely our
friendships and friends are things most to be remembered. It has then been
I
our
purpose to set each man down on paper as well as words allow; in doing
--4
so we have struck off somewhat from the rut of our predecessors-striving to
make the "write-ups" a character-sketch rather than the customary farrago of petty doings
and failings.
As far as lay in our power, it has been done honestly. We have tried to avoid any
thing hurtful or unduly embarrassing; yet that we might remember you as we have known
you, your failings may find some place here. But remember that you were placed to the
best of our knowledge in the hands of friends, who knew you best and loved you most
so profit by the criticism, if there be any.
To some there may appear a certain lack of balance and proportion-one man
eulogized beyond his desserts, another not valued at his full worth; we fear that there is
something of this; in so large a class, and in consequence with so large a board, complete
uniformity of the product is an ideal to be desired but scarcely reached. It has this advan
tage-that each one with his friends may consider himself the sufferer.
But we hope most earnestly that these biographies will serve their purpose but half
as well as we have wished-to help each one to remember all his class-associates of four
years at Holy Cross, for we believe that rarely has any class been so closely knit by
friendship into a singular unity as ours of Nineteen Hundred and Thirteen.

I

FRESHMAN

1913 AS SOPHOMORES

1913 AS JUNIORS

1913 AS SENIORS

HAROLD T. ANGLIM

St. Paul, Minn.

''Harry''
"'l'ear-fallin.<J 11it11 r1 ,ccfls 110/ in t/1 is rye."'
'Ja::;:-; Footbnll (1, �). Cen�or l'ltilo111athic (:2).
of :-;t, Yin ·ent lfo:-;pital (-:I-) I.

l_:--tal'

f

"Harry" 1s a tribute to our national completeness.
He presents a happy combination of that restless pro
gressivism that belongs to the West. and the calmer,
steadier outlook that marks the East. His sympathies,
intellectually speaking, are unbounded, and his preju
dices directed only against the prejudiced. He is an
American.
It would be rash to call him a democrat, however.
The milkman of human kindness does not stop at his
door. He is fastidious rather than hardy. Perhaps it is an excess of good taste and
the good taste conscience that accounts for this. "Harry" is a genuine arbiter of all
things tasteful and fitting and appropriate, be it men-whom he divides into those
amusing in the quality of their appearance and those amusing in the quality of their
speech-or books or plays, which are subjected to much the same division. We said
that "Harry" was an American, and he is, but more in unive;·sal curiosity than in
tolerance.
"Harry's" distinctions in course-if he might be said to be in the race for any
thing rather than withdrawn in observant criticism of the racers-have been largely
external and outside the house. Reports of his social prominence in urbe are not in,
as we go to press. Certain it is that he had the rare honor of representing the class for
three successive seasons at St. Vincent Hospital, which he claims as his joint Alma
Mater. In all that trying experience, he showed a smiling patience that was altogether
manly, if not heroic.
"Tell me about it, quick!"

JAMES F. BARRY

Warren, R. I.

"Jim" "Jeemes" "Mr. Bawwy" "How's Things"
'11tilint/ al1cu11s 1rith o 11evcr foilint/
tena11c '.

.,,,.,,nif!I uf c<,1111-Hano\\·.

l'rowoter (1, :2 � -:1:). OrclJ ·tra (J, :2). Cla:--. · Footl>nll
(-:1:). l'ro1u 'orn111ittee (4).

"Jim" came among us four years ago from La Salle,
Providence, with his violin, wonderful tales of Warren
and a few other things besides necessaries. The ac
counts of his home town soon ceased, however, but dur
ing our Freshman year "Jim" was the pride of the cor
ridor when it came to drawing melody from a stringed
instrument. Since then his ambition along musical lines
has waned, but never so his popularity, and if you knew
"Jim" you would easily know why. Our member from Warren has been noted for
many things during his course, among them his frequent changes of room-mates and his
studious ways. However, this has never affected his activity as a student, for he has
ever been known as an industrious and consistent seeker of knowledge. It never seems
to worry Jim as to whether examinations are coming or going, since he is always ready
and willing to do his part. Always the same imperturbable "Jim," with a happy
smile and a "How's things," he is well gifted with that sunny nature which u;ually
accompanies a goodly supply of avoirdupois. Furthermore, "Jeemes" is one of the
regulars, which is to say that he is some college boy.
To do him justice, however, "Jim" is one of the most popular members of the
class. His loyalty to his classmates, unfailing good nature and pleasant humor make
him an ever-welcome companion. But these qualities are well balanced by his earnest
ness and application regarding his work, and if "Jim" continues along this line, as we
feel sure he will, the expectation is that we shall hear great things of him in the future.

FRANCIS C. BERRY

Worcester, Mass.

"Franf' "Burr')/'
"A nian may smile anll smile, ana sun b·e lt vi17ain."
-Shake::;peare
. \ ·.·istant Prefect Day .'cllolar:' Sodalit� (3, :1).
Scholars' B. B. Team (1, 2, 3).

Da�·

A product of Vigornia with its classical environ
ment and an alumnus of Classical High, "Frank" is a
scholar of no mean ability. But then this "sometimes"
studious youth has ever held that man is a soc.al being,
and the primrose path, especially alluring when the Nor
mal girls used it as a promenade, has its place in the
world. Our earliest evidence of his existence was in
Freshman, when the professor, turning, said: "Look at
Berry smiling like a happy father." And true enough there he was, displaying his
molars in a most captivating smile. "Frank" was ever up to the front in his classes
whenever the students were alphabetically arranged, and, to tell the witless truth, when
they were not. Especially in Junior and Senior did "Frank" show his exceptional
capabilities, for the difficult questions of those years held no terrors for him, and his
high marks are mute evidence of earnest effort. To learn of his popularity with the
other sex one needed but to stroll along Main street with him after school hours.
What Berry does not know about elocution would fit comfortably in the Western
Hemisphere. How to make gestures and retain the hand dans la poche is still a per
plexing problem.
But, seriously, "Frank" is a rare good fellow. He is always cheerful in that
pleasant, easy way of his; you find in him, too, a sound character that makes it easy to
trust and respect him-despite Shakespeare and all mottoes. Couple with this a high
grade mentality and a capacity for hard work, and you have "Frank" and his promise
for the future.

JAMES A BRENNAN, JR.
"And:y'' "Jim"

"Brennans"

East Hartford, Conn.
"Gold Tooth"

'·\Vito mi.cecl rcaso11 1cit/1 JJ7casnre
1lncl 1ri.<;du1n u;itlt mirth."

-(�ol<hm1itl1.

Cla:-;s Footl>all (2, 3, -!).
'lass Basel>all (3, -:1-). l'icture
'01111uittee (-!). \'ice-l'resident of �cientific
�ociety ( 3) .

Behold the Soldier of Fortune! From the career of
a student-( and let it be noted that such is adventurous
to a degree )-down the lists to stoker and fireman, thence
to the furthering of the Prohibition movement has been
"Andy's" lot. And he has done very well. For the
flag of our hero has never been lowered to acknowledge
failure in a single instance. In Junior, to show his versatility, he turned his attention
to a more studious path and led his class with a 98o/c. Taken all in all, "Jim" is one
fine fellow, knowing his rights and amply able to protect them. But there is one man
that "Andy" holds in high regard, and the gentleman answers to the name of Murphy.
The only sad thing about "Brennans" was that he would not show himself in a
greater degree on the athletic field. After making an enviable showing at end in Soph.
year, he suffered a serious injury. Since then, to our loss in that line, he has refrained
from Varsity football. But his talents were not lost entirely. He stopped all attempts
of the other classes in the inter-class games and won the applause of everyone. Handi
capped by a startling tendency to blush at the wrong time, "Jim" has made good. Such
a fun-loving disposition in combination with a good head and natural wit cannot fail to
establish "Andy" in his proper place in our great world.

WILFRED R. BROPHY

Worcester, Mass.

"Broph"
'l'HE I'UBPLE PATCIIER ( 4). Entertain went Com. (-!).
Glass l!'ootlJall (1, 2, 3).

"Bon soir, mes amis/" And then there enters this
black-haired, dark-visaged youth of placid brow and rest
less eye. As he reaches his appointed chair the laughter
in a corner of the room and the injured expression of a
professor announce that the brilliant wit and humor of
Brophy is in active exercise. For he is a gay and happy
man, and finds life a pleasure. Well-known to all the
class, he is especially idolized by "Tom" Dempsey and
his coterie. For "Tom," as most of us know, was his
room-mate in Wilfred's boarding days.
Athletics found Brophy a capable man, for he was
a candidate for and remained a member of the Varsity football squad during his
Freshman year, and has often done yeoman service in the struggles of the classes.
In class work, Wilfred is a good scholar, with an evident supply of reserve force.
The writer, however, prefers to think of Brophy as a man with a poet's soul. Possessed
of a true literary taste, his recreation consists of reading and study, not of the mercenary
moderns, but of writers in the standard class, and he can quote from any of the best.
In Freshman we read his delightful contributions to The Purple, but since that time
indifference has rusted a delightful pen.
But Wilfred is a fine fellow, and, possessed of a capable and imaginative in
tellect, a strong will and a clean character, will some day add to the enviable prestige
of '13.

WALTER F. BURKE

Clinton, Mass.

"Burleie" "Wallie" "Sailor" "Cal" "Nauta"
"(Jot anu c/1e1ci11'.''

Class l!'ootl.Jall

(:3, -:l).

lloly Cross �i•rllt Com.

Ba 11tJ uet ( -�) .

(3).

Clinton and Holy Cross have always been closely as
sociated, the little mill town sending many sturdy sons to
Mount St. James. Our Walter is certainly a credit to
this thriving hamlet. His every rule of life is Clinton.
In the beginning he distinguished himself from all
other Clintonites by becoming a boarder, and has the
unique honor of being the only Clintonian who remained
a boarder during his whole course.
Your first impression of "Burkie" will mislead you. He is not the gruff and
rather boisterous fellow that he sometimes appears to be. His pleasant disposition is
manifest usually in a happy smile. Possessed of good common sense he rarely lets
his temper conquer him. Yet "Seal" called him a "White Hope." The writer must
confess that Burke seemed to be a claimant for this title when on that never-to-be
forgotten night in Freshman, "Biscuit's" room being the scene of several fine exhibi
tions of the manly art, poor "Broph" was nearly tossed into oblivion by one of
Walter's ski! ful thrusts.
"Burkie" was a most welcome addition to every gathering, and usually made
things merry. He often regaled us with the wonders and beautie!- of Clinton, to the
disgust of "Yid" Mahoney, who left for B. C. "Burkie" appreciates a good joke,
even on himself. It is rumored that the "Nernst" (earnest) lamp was invented by
"Burkie."
As an athlete he was a tower of strength on the line in our champion Junior
football team. We will always remember him as a fellow of straightforwardness and
frankness of industry and determination. A faithful worker for four years, he has
been rewarded by a creditable standing in all his classes. A true friend, a man of
principle, his success is only a question of time.

BERNARD

J.

BURNS

Middlebury, Vt.

"Shaggy" "Bebe" "Baked-Beans" "Oedipous"
"Stay mol'c npon tllc rlcal' old farm,
'J'l1crc's danuc,. in tl,c toll"n."

Consnltor R. Y. 1'I. �odality.

From Vermont way, a typical "man from home" is
Berny. During his sojourn here, this gentleman from
Middlebury-despite the universal adoption of the
pompadour-has persisted in parting his hair in the
middle. But then it is of glorious hue, the color of
maple sugar ( which he could oft he seen munching dur
ing class) and he no doubt wished to show it up to the
best advantage.
The reticence and reserve which
marked "Shaggy• s" bearing during the first part of
his college life soon wore away and left us one who has
been much of the life of '13. In his class work he was generally to the front with the
other busy Bs, Barry, Brennan, Brophy, etc.; let us say in all seriousness, however, that
our "Oedipous" has maintained a consistently good rating throughout his course at
H. C. During his sophomore year "Bebe" made a trip to Mrs. Day's and there learned
to trip the light fantastic. Nor did this complete the social side of his life, for he was a
frequent and much sought guest at various parties and gatherings jn the Southern sec,
tion of the city. A member of the freshman football team, this was the height of his
athletic aspirations. He says he is going to follow Horace Greely's advice and go
west-evidently he means West Middlebury. But wherever he goes "Berny" will
take with him the good wishes of ninety-one classmates, for we all know him as a friend:
a man of excellent good-fellowship, he gets a hold on your affections; of quiet manli
ness and persistent ability, he commands your respect. To you, "Berny," a deserved
success.

PATRICK

J.

CAWLEY

Miners Mills, Pa.

"Capt." "Kid" "P. ]." "Spilre"
wWlio Or

!JOU /("(l'l"in' uf'!'"

\"nr:--ity Da::;eball (J, 2, 3, -1:). Captain (-:1-). Class
Hn ·k tlmll (:2). Cnp and Gown Committee
(-1:). l'romotor (1, 2).

0 f all the class no one is held in higher esteem and
favor than our "Captain Pat." A star on the diamond
for four years, he has a reputation to be proud of and
deserves our warmest congratulations. A full account
of "Pat's" career would require volumes. His baseball
record will be related in another section of this book.
But not from his athletic accomplishments alone is "Pat''
endeared to us. Possessing a modest and somewhat reserved manner he may not be equally known to all. But those best acquainted with
him consider him one excellent fellow, the center of any party, one who inspires your
confidence, whom you are glad to count your friend.
A fellow of elegant taste and refinement, his appearance always excited favor
able comment, especially among the "fair sex." "Pat" will ever be remembered as
the "trainer" of "Eddie Mack," for he left the conscientious "Buzz" and brought
dashing Eddie before the limelight in the Sophomore coterie left in O'Kane building.
An enthusiast of physical culture and out-door exercise, he has always taken the
best of care of himself, daily promenading the board walk. Like "young Tommie"
he went too far in some things and both were dubbed the "looking-glass twins." \Vith
"Sticks" and Tom he joined the K. of C. crowd in Senior.
He is another athlete who does not let athletics interfere with his studies. A
serious-minded fellow, a faithful and conscientious student, he has always stood well in
his classes. As you leave us "Pat" to enter fields of greater endeavor we can assure
you of success from your splendid record of the past.

CLARENCE E. COGSWELL

Clinton, Mass.

"Cogg))"
'·As prone to 1wi. ·ltief, a

aMe to perform it."

lass- Footha11 (:2, 3). Bowling 'l'enrn (-!).
Ba::;el>all ( J ) •

Cln�:-;

Clarence hails from a small hamlet a few miles out
side of the Heart of the Commonwealth, known to a few
as Clinton. He was a boarder for the first two years and
in Junior decided to become a commuter. The big score
by which our gridiron warriors defeated W. P. I. in
Junior was not the only feature, for Clarence chose that
day to show us something novel in head-gear; "But it is
only the change." Clarence spends most of his leisure
hours on the hill with the other members of the "Big
Four," namely "Tom," "Sailor" and "Mike," and for the last two years has kept
them well informed on the doings up home. We could not help but notice "Coggy' s"
earnestness in his studies, in his style of play on the athletic field during our class games,
and also in his conversation. His quick, incisive retorts were heard many a time ringing
through the corridors. There are few with whom one could become acquainted so
easily as with Clarence. His frank and honest manner has appealed to us all. He
was ever wont to sympathize with a fellow in trouble and his cheerful nature won for
him a host of friends. He has shown himself while here at Holy Cross to be made of
true manliness and we feel certain that in after-life "making good" will be the message
flashed over the wire. Best wishes for measureless success in your chosen task, Clar
ence.

WILLIAM B. COLLEARY

Boston, Mass.

"Butts" "Spider" "Panther" "Bill"
"AlJility

1.r;i11.

ns tlte e. teem of the tr11,e m n."

La Rocbefoucauld.

('la· Football (1. 2).
lass Baseball (1, :...). Yarsity
Track (1, 2, 4).
lass Toastma::.ter (2). ,·nrsit.Y
l!'ootball (3). l\Ianager Hockey (-1). PURPLE
PATCHER Board (-1). Yarsity
beerleader (-!) .
'las-· Basketbn I l ( -1).

A prodigy has been in our midst. William B. came
to Holy Cross entirely unassuming. although his arrival
was via the scholarship route with an enviable High
School record back of that. We were surprised when
he won the track meet for us in Freshman, because he
did not "train" for the events, just walked in and away,
twenty-four points standing to his credit. His subsequent records in the sports require a
department entitled "Athletics" to be found later in this volume. In his class work,
our hero has shown marked ability and his ease in acquiring the matter is an exemplifica
tion of Juvenal's precept, "Mens sana in corpore sano."
He is an entertainer of two species, private and public. In private he will regale
his audience with the finest brands of wit and humor; a sense of the droll plus powers of
miming, and mimicry enables him to rout any number of blue devils. In public "Mc
Ginty's Noble Horse" has won reputation for the entertainer. With pen or pencil he
exhibits the same quality and the sketches in this book are ample evidence of his ability
in delineation.
The sterling qualities we will remember of this Senior are many. His Holy Cross
spirit was ever evidenced, but particularly so during this last year when he acted as
cheer leader. Absolute fearlessness of opponents, true friendliness, cheerful disposition,
generosity and loyalty are notes in his moral make-up-and they are assurances of suc
cess in the years to come.

WILLIAM J. CONLEY, JR.

Lowell, Mass.

"Bill" "Jeff" "Con" "Will" "Jimmie"
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That there are such vile compositions that would cause
a lot of unnecessary and unlooked for sneezing and that
such would raise the "King's" ire are facts that "Jeff"
would vainly try to disprove. Before he was with us a
great while it became generally known that anything
short of a seismic disturbance might with prudence be
traced to "Bill." There were times when we knew
he was of an athletic bent, for when the leaves began to
fall and the afternoon air was cool and crisp, it was a familiar sight to see "Jeff" clad
in the moleskins hastening to the gridiron, where he distinguished himself on our class
teams. It is easy to become attached to "Bill" for among his many assets are a sunny
disposition and a happy faculty to cheer a fellow along. It was a rare treat to listen to
"Jeff" telling stories in his own inimitable way, between puffs at his bamboo pipe and
before we forget, we might add that any pipe is a "pipe" for "Jeff." He was sus
ceptible at times as the rest of us to the frills, fads and fancies, and frequent excursions
to the "Hub" is proof thereof. Earnestness and sincerity, as rare as they are admirable,
are both prominent in "Bill's" makeup, and as we are nearing to the time when fare
wells must be said, it is with reluctance that we part with "Jeff," in whose company we
all loved to linger.

PHILIP

J.

Worcester, Mass.

COONEY
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Well-knit and of sturdy build, this curly headed in
dividual of Worcester is the possessor of a smile so en
gaging and so winsome that it might excusably arouse the
envy of the nation's daughters.
One of the hardest
workers, mentally and physically, in the class, his career
has been varied and effective. Among others the roles
of canvasser and woodsman have fallen to his lot and
in the latter he found the inspiration for those imaginative
and thrilling poems published in The Purple. He is quite a mathematician, and applies
the rules of that science in timing his presence in the class-room, always arriving with
the peal of the bell. "Phil" reported for Varsity football during Freshman and
Sophomore, but outside occupations soon deprived the team of his skill and strength.
The class-room shows "Phil" an earnest and attentive student, and his numerous
questions to the professor show that his intellect is constantly in operation, and that he
challenges every statement for its proof. Nor does the ringing of the bell conclude his
studies of the class-room for often has he carried the questions .of Ethics and Psychol
ogy into the discussions of the Day Scholars' lounging room.
"Phil" is a splendid companion and a sympathetic friend. His every action spells
energy and his every undertaking is marked by sincerity. With a distaste for imitation,
a penchant for originality, and an aptitude for work, he is well equipped for a success
ful life.

Watertown, N. Y.

FRANCIS X. COUGHLIN
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F. X. Coughlin he is, in the Watertown directory.
But to us who have tried to probe beneath the merely
cognominal, he is "Old Tolerance," and never was a
happy title more happily deserved. The wealth of his
sympathy is like the fountain of many waters. His eye
is keen for the beautiful and the true, and he has a tan
talising way of finding them where they are visible to no
one else. In the midst of the cheaper intimate "gossip," peculiar to the democratic Iife hereabouts, he has
ever been friend to the attacked, and supporter of lost causes. He is Abou Ben
Adhem, and his name leads all the rest.
Literature finds a warm lover and a fond appreciator in this man of quiet power.
His expression is droll, cheery, original; he has a telling style. The many enthusiastic
admirers of The Purple's "Under the Rose" will get up and applaud this encomium, for
they have known the sweet pleasure of a charming monthly chat beneath the rose leaves.
Somehow, the rose sprite had a fairy fashion of transmuting the most ordinary common
places, such as the weather and examinations and the surging Blackstone, into things
of beauty and joys forever.
Frank belongs to the dreamers of dreams, a consoling and eminently cultivated
thing in these dumpy, matter-of-fact days. Strange to say, these dreams have a very
practical turn, and will be realized in the fond future to what may approach the nth
power. Frank is a "friend to man." He should "live in a house by the side of the
road," for he is fitted to be a publicist, a leader of the people, a constructive son of the
Republic. And he will be.

JOHN A. CREAMER

Providence, R. I.

"Dashing Jac/r'' "Societ))" "Handsome"
"]awn" "Captain''
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"Dashing Jack" first ascended the heights of Pack
achoag in the Fall of 1 908. He liked the appearance of
the football squad, so he came along with the crowd the
following September. In his first year "Jack" sent home
a few tickets and received the customary reward in return. Along with Bill Tally, ex-' 13, he presided over many a midnight luncheon in
the old Annex-Them was the happy days.'
The following year "Jack" donned his La Salle uniform, and if he has not earned
his H. C. as yet, it is not his fault but the mistake of Dame Fortune.
In the backfield "Captain" surprised us all, and we felt disappointed that he did
not stick with the varsity.
Wearing the "Mercury Foot" in the inter-class meet "Dashing Jack" showed
us a few things, especially when he trimmed the varsity men in the Broad Jump.
Not only in Athletics did "Jawn" excel, for he knocked a three bagger in Junior
and is still among the "Stars" in Philosophy.
He takes great pride in his carefully trained baritone, which he insists on pro
jecting into the numbers of the "Agony Quartet."
While walking in the Wednesday dress parade he carries his chapeau in his hand.
It is so annoying to be removing one's hat continually.
As a photographic subject, "Jawn" is a wonder, having taken the above only
three times. "Jack" leads the class in good cheer and enthusiasm. His personal
qualities are such as make for great success and a host of friends. Here's to "Jack."

GEORGE]. DACEY

Conway, Mass.

"Das" "Dais'J)" "Conwa'J)"
"Jl.11 heart' ill ti,
lii[ll1lond.,
Ly llcart is not 7,ere."
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When the faculty took the annual inventory in Sep
tember, anno domini nineteen hundred and nine, they
found in the Freshman class the captain of the Conway
baseball nine. That gentleman had relinquished a po
tential league fame to attain a classical education and to
ultimately pursue a profession. Judging by the finished
product we are inclined to believe that what was a loss
to fandom is a higher gain to the humanitarian caste. We
wouldn't trade "Das" for worlds of highest averages.
George J. Dacey is a man fit to baffle an oracle because he can assume many per
sonalities. Talk to him of the Panama Canal and you find an interested observer of
the nation's progress, discuss theaters and you have a critic, suggest a humorous incident
and you discover a skilled raconteur, open the topic of baseball and you converse with
an authority. Much of his time he spends enjoying all shades of literature and takes
great delight in debates. Testimony proves that he is a writer of no mean ability, but
his greatest works with the quill are not for the public. Just as soon as the weather is
consistently warm, "Conway" shoulders a bat and treks for the terraces; in those balmy
days baseball is his hobby, talk, occupation, be-all and end-all. During the remainder
of the year he is all those varied things, before mentioned.
He is fun-loving and wears a good mask when humor enters a conversation. No
one doubts his attainments as a student and everyone recognizes him a:; an American of
ability, fairmindedness and true loyalty, who is bound to rise to name and fame.

JOSEPH P. DALTON

Southbridge, Mass.

"Crab" "Phil" "Pooch" "Joe"
/'l1c!)c mortal wits to Gall 7t i1n 'C:rat1· a.r;r '('.
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Behold the most versatile man in 1913. His life on
Mt. Saint James has been so varied with thrilling ex
periences, amusing situations and real hard work, his at
tainments in every line have been so many that a real estimate of the man cannot be given in this short space.
On first meeting "Joe" you behold ;i serious looking
fellow with piercing dark eyes that cast a spell on you.
When you once know him and find him after he has "pulled off" something on an inno
cent classmate, what a change! He is convulsed with laughter and the merry twinkle
in his eye hides the seriousness in his brain. His keen sense of humor was always shown
in his many pungent witticisms. His delight was to slip it over on someone. Though
he nearly drowned Barry in Junior, he paid well for his joke. Poor "Fitch" was com
pletely baffled by his actions one night and urged us to exert ourselves and transport
"Joe" to Bloomingdale.
When time for fun he enjoyed himself, when time for work he was always at
his books. Everything in the curriculum has been mastered by him, with the exception
of analytical geometry. However it was a rare occasion when "Joe" was not pulling
tickets in everything else, which, together with many med.als, testify to his splendid
showing as a scholar.
He was truly one fine fellow. Each time you talked with him you found some
thing new and interesting in his character. Though he formed an inseparable trio with
"Joe" and "Doc" Hartnett, his magnetic personality always attracted a host of
friends. We leave you "Joe" with the best wishes of all and every assurance of a
great future.

JAMES L. DAVITT

Willimansett, Mass.

"Biscuits" "Jim" "Cap" "Marlin Sheridan"
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How can we truly appreciate this husky good-natured
giant? No one among us is worthy of greater praise than
"Biscuits." He has done more for 191 3 than any other
fellow and has given us the finest example of class and
college spirit that we have seen while in college.
An indefatigable worker with unlimited perseverance
and dogged determination characterize "Jim." These
traits are seen not only on the field but in his work. For four years he has been a
star on the gridiron, being a tower of strength on the ·line. He has a bulldog tenacity
that gives him success in all he undertakes and not even discrimination could conquer his
college spirit. In track he has worked hard, leading the team in Senior year.
Not as an athlete only is he known. He is the most versatile man in the class.
He printed our notes in Junior, is a musician of some ability and his artistic skill is ex
hibited in the many sketches of this book.
He has roomed with "Prex" the last three years and has been a great help to this
busy individual.
"Biscuits" is without doubt the most popular and best-liked fellow in the class, for
he has the finest of dispositions, is unselfish to the core and always considerate of the
wants of others. He can be serious when occasion requires, but at all other times is bub
bling over with fun and good nature.
Athletics never interfered with his studies for in the latter he has a very credit
able record.
In the future when we indulge in a little serious thought and reflection on our col
lege days we will better appreciate the men of sterling character who were among us
and will place at the head of the list "Biscuits," the staunch and self-sacrificing friend
of all.

T. CLIFFORD DEMPSEY

Scranton, Pa.

"T. C." "Demps" "Cliff" "Dempa"
".-,1 liulit h ·art live& lo11u."
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T. Clifford is a Scrantonian who fits well into the har
mony and order of our little universe on Mt. St. James.
Everyone in the school knows him in his public capacity
of class postman and everyone knows that he has served
his class in this respect magna cum laude. Privately
viewed, he exhibits the same qualities of earnestness,
ability and enthusiasm.
Science has been his bent while in Holy Cross. The hours of lab. have been to
him what recreation is to others. In Physics he displayed the same interest as in Chem
istry. While the rest of us were contented with a theoretical knowldge of principles and
applications, "T. C." obtained a practical and working knowledge of the apparatus in
the science room. Rumkoff coils, ultra violet and Rrentgen rays, polarization, electri
cal oscillations, all are play as well as work subjects for him. In other lines he is an
experimenter, too; just now he is trying to find a tobacco suitable for an epicurean in
smokes, the same being himself. The "pipe perfect" is his invention, consisting of a
briar bowl and a cherry stem.
His occupation as a common carrier, added to his natural affability, has made
him intimate with more of the classmen than any other of our number, and be it said to
his credit that "Demps with the mail" is no more welcome to a room than "Demps"
without it. Even the Parcel Post didn't disturb his equanimity.
He is a consistent worker, an apt student and he possesses temperate ambitions.
Granted health, he will be a winner and he leaves us with the stamp of approval of
faculty and classmates.

THOMAS F. DEMPSEY

Milford, Mass.

"Tommy" "Demper" "Major" "Tom"
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Choosing as his motto, "laugh and grow fat,''
"Tommy" has come to be a living exponent of "There's
a reason.
Complete to the last detail "Demper" has
but one worry and that is that even Herpicide can't save
it. Sometimes he has looked into the future, but lately
he has given that up. Now his only care seems to be an
after-dinner siesta. The "old Milford Center" was one
of our promising men on the gridiron, but alack and alas, automobiling proved his
Waterloo. He came back but never was the same. However it takes more than an
accident to worry "Tom." In fact nothing daunts him, save the absence of enough
"makings" and a place to throw the remains. It is said that on one oci:asion "Tommy"
would have fired the "Pelham" were it not for the heroic and long-continued efforts of
the "Scout." A versatile and witty man and possessing a remarkable voice, "Tom"
is generally in demand, both here at school and in other places. It seems to be an am
bition of "Tom's" to rival the "Beef Trust" in all ways in after life and if he tries no
doubt he will. For whatever he attempts it will be done very well as the cherubic hero
of our sketch has a peculiar faculty of thoroughness. He holds a thing longer than
any man in the house. The school will be proud of "Tommy," for his strong grasp
of current events and his clear and concise exposition of them in a style equalled by
few of our class will make him "a thing apart" wherever he goes and whatever he does.

DANIEL

J.

Worcester, Mass.

DOLAN
"Dan"
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Genial and generous in character "Dan" is a fellow
with a host of friends. This tall, fair-cheeked "Adonis"
is a familiar figure in the various circles at the college,
and-to tell the truth,-in others as well. On account
of his naturally retiring disposition. "Dan" has not
figured prominently in the activities of college life, though
he has taken an active interest in everything. In Freshman, however, he starred in
dramatics as "the mysterious voice upstairs," and won much praise for his work; for
"Dan" possesses a remarkable voice, very clear and resonant. As a declaimer, he is
often called upon to display his speaking powers, and the memories of the oft-repeated
"Massachusetts and South Carolina" will linger with us ad multos annos. "Dan"
has triumphed also as a temperance advocate. We understand that he has appeared
in some stirring discussions at the Lyceum rooms, where his eloquence won him a place
on the debating team. His calm, dignified manner, his honesty and sincerity attracted
the attention and respect of his associates, who chose him President-a fitting tribute lo
his character and executive capabilities.
Though "Dan" is the proud possessor of a keen wit, he has the unhappy faculty
of resurrecting ancient jokes and trying them on his friends. As a student-and to this
name "Dan" has indeed proved himself worthy-he has shown exceptional ability.
By constant application to serious work he has attained success in all branches of study,
and now holds a high position in the class. He is upright, candid in character, devoted
in friendship, pleasing in personality,-the type of man that everybody respects and
loves.

CHARLES A DONLON

Fitchburg, Mass.

"Mi/c c'' "ChollJJ " "Fitch" "Fred" "Don"
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It has been said that a person can best be judged by
the calibre of his enemies, but we feel we cannot secure
an estimate of "Cholly" in this manner, for an enemy of
his has yet to be found or heard from. His beaming
countenance is ever a balm for the blues, and an unmis
takable signal for Dismal Gloom to "beat it" for other
parts. He is always on the spot with an encouraging
word and helping hand; but his generous disposition was
cruelly imposed upon one night in Junior when he gallantly risked untold dangers to be of assistance to one he
imagined to be in dire straits. He has distinguished himself on our class football teams,
where he showed pluck and singular daring. In the class-room he has been a zealous
worker, a credit to himself and to the class.
He was not with us long before he entered Worcester society and many a 5 o'clock
tea was graced with his presence. Perhaps his one weak point is a leaning towards
frivolities of a social nature. During Junior he spent his leisure hours as a salesman
in one of the city's leading stores and in that endeavor must be reckoned a winner.
"Cholly" will go forth voted by all a good fellow and a genial companion. The host
of friends that he gathered to himself while among us presages a widespread popularity
in the future. He carries forth the well wishes of every member in the class.

JOHN A DOYLE
"June"

"Hecf' "Zeb"
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1913 boasts many talented, clever, accomplished men.
Among them is this pleasant looking chap who hails from
the "north end." Because of his good nature and ready
amount of information on all subjects, "June" has
breezed himself into the hearts of all the boarders. He
is one of our most sociable day scholar and can be
found during recreation periods in "Markham's" "Gig's"
or "Biscuit's" room relating the glories of Worcester,
presenting the latest "dope" or narrating some of his thrilling experiences, and yet you
could not call him a vender of superheated atmosphere.
In "Biscuits" he sees his ideal athlete, another Marlin Sheridan. "Zeb" knows
baseball inside and out and if nature had endowed him with a little more weight he
would have adorned the varsity nine. While playing ball in Winchendon one summer
he had the misfortune to fracture his leg and was confined in that delightful village
nearly the whole summer. His unfailing cheerfulness never left him.
"June" has all the qualifications of a lady's man if he chooses to exert them and
makes an excellent side partner. Hence he could not "dodge" the charms of Worces
ter society and whenever "June" blossoms out he will be sure to get the pick of the fair
contingent for his card. And yet there is a seriousness to this fellow not seen in the
merry twinkle of his eye and hearty laughter.
A sensible fellow with lots of common sense, he has maintained an honorable posi
tion among the leaders of the class. Yet he denies all appearances of a "grind." A
true friend and well liked by all, "June" will long linger in our memory.

THOMAS L. DUANE

Chicopee, Mass.

"Tom" "Tommie" "Tony's Roommate" "Chicopee"
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Another of those demure and bashful looking chaps
that hail from that choice spot called "Chicopee,"
"Tom" differs entirely in disposition from his dashing
and versatile room-mate. Quiet, undemonstrative in man
ner, blessed with a good deal of natural reserve, it was
hard at first to draw him out. But once you understood
him you were impressed with his pleasing manner and
jovial disposition. "Sid" and he prepared for Mt. St.
James in dear old Cathedral High, and this happy
couple remained together through their whole college
course. Early in "Tom's" career he manifested to all a marvellous tenor voice. At
the mayor's reception in Junior we were moved to tears by his singing. He was also
a member of our Senior quartet. He was something of a basket shooter.
We wonder why he never followed his room-mate's steps into the mecca of Wor
cester society. Perhaps he has centered his affections nearer home. His frequent use
of the mails and the many choice valentines he has received would seem to confirm this.
With the philosopher Regan he formed a close friendship, and these two
"chums" were always found continually together. "Tom" is one whom we all liked
to have among us. With a congenial disposition, never intruding nor putting himself
in the limelight, he had a host of friends. A good student, he always was prepared for
any exam., and his creditable standing testifies to his faithful work in the past and
augurs well for the future.

Pawtucket, R. I.
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When "Jack" left "Little Rhody," wherever that is,
and checked his trunk for Holy Cross, he little knew he
was to be a guiding star for many recruits in succeeding
years hailing from the smallest state in the Union. On
registration day he always maintains open house for the
La Salle boys, who congregate there in large numbers.
"Jack" is a possessor of a happy and generous personality, which won for him the dis
tinction of being one of the most popular fellows here. We saw in him managerial
capacity and accordingly elected him to pilot the fortunes of our Varsity Baseball.
Here he worked hard and zealously and furnished a schedule second to none in the
college world. Like a few others Cupid overtook him in Senio! but the strange part
of the affair was that the piercing instrument was not the customary arrow, but a "Stone"
and its color was "Black." "Jack" is a living exemplification of a new adage that
prizes are done up in big packages as well as small. Big in stature. heart and mind and
we have our genial manager. He leaves us well equipped and when he achieves suc
cess in after years it will be for him like meeting an old acquaintance who has been
more than beneficent to him in the past. As an indefatigable worker he won our high
esteem and as a cheerful companion he won our hearts. May unbounded success at
tend you, "Jack."

r
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When was there such another? The witty and wild
son of "Jos. P." has made an enviable record for the
coming classes. With "Seal," "Red" and the boys,
"Bill" made up our most famous frat. My pen falters
in my efforts to tell you of "Durkins." Everyone that
meets him likes him, and those that know him well swear
by him. A ready wit, a seemingly endless supply of
anecdotes, made him much sought after. And, in addition, he has been one of the
mainstays on the class teams during his stay on the Hill.
Fallowing in the footsteps of his brother, the "Harvard fellow," "Bill" migrated
from the famous Spaulding and settled on the Hill of Pleasant Springs. But the dear
memory of former ties still lingered and many times and oft has the "Swede" regaled
our ears with the song of his prep. school. Next to the Illinois River, real estate seems
to be "Will's" favorite. And if you question him, he will assure you that he knows
"lots" about it.
It was a good thing that "Bill" did join us for he has given to the class a clever
mind, a good thinking head, a deft eloquence, and a disposition that is unsurpassed in
joviality. Such a combination is appreciated everywhere and in whatsoever clime he
lives all will know him and, knowing him, honor him as we do.

STEPHEN M. EGAN, JR.

Jersey City, N. J.

"Ste-vie" "Mike" "Steph" "Youngster" "Handsome"
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A most welcome addition to our ranks came in Sopho
more in the attractive person of "Young Steve." Right
from "Broadway," he is a fellow of cosmopolitan at
tainments and modern and up-to-date views on all sub
jects, so that where St. Peter's lost, 191 3 has gained.
Nature has been lavish with her charms on him and
whenever he made an appearance at receptions he was
sure to be the recipient of many adrniri_ng glances. Hence
he is one of the favored few among us who have gained admittance into the choice circle
of Worcester society. But "Mike" believes that variety is the spice of life and that the
field should be played against the few. So do not attach too much importance to that
week-end spent in Northampton.
"Steve" is one of the popular fellows of the class and being so well versed in the
affairs of the day, together with considerable experience for one so young, he has en
joyed an enviable distinction in some quarters. Though differing many times from the
conservative views of coach "Tommie" these two athletes have remained together for
three years.
Confident of his athletic ability, "Stevie" has been from the very beginning a
most persevering aspirant for the much-coveted H. C., striving to become our Varsity
quarterback. His determination and hard work should have been better rewarded.
However, in class athletics he has attained great prominence, piloting our Sophomore
basketball team and playing a great game on our Senior five.
As a student this accomplished fellow has attained a high standing with plenty of
reserve force. He is a good speaker, with a forceful delivery. "Steve" intends to
study for the "bar," and from what we know of him we can promise him great suc
cess. In leaving him we join our regrets with those of many others in our vicinity.

E. LEO FINLEY

Rome, N. Y.

"Edmund" "Finn" "Bunf' "Mor timer"
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Rome, the Eternal City, stretching from the tawny
banks of the Ti- Mohawk thirteen milia pasuum in
every direction, assembled one fair September morn. E.
Leo waved adieu to his legion of friends, boarded the
R. W. & 0., met his room-mate, John, soon to be Rev., O'Connor, at Albany, came
to Holy Cross and made more friends and a record.
Perhaps we know him best as one of the managers of the athletic store. By
universal consent and the constant testimony of mankind he is admittedly the most
generous dispenser of ambrosia and nectar that ever fayored mere mortals over the A. A.
counters. In athletics our boy didn't win cups, medals, letters or numerals, but in
Freshman he ran a hard race for the glory of thirteen in the track meet. In class he
has done well-witness the verse above as testimony of his literary ability. Wonder
has been why this Roman would not develop this talent. Some say that classmates
added a second verse, thereby causing the poet to close his fancy factory. Whenever
he was called upon in elocution we were sure of melodrama, but in debate there was
nothing of the spectacular, just serious, steady work. We recall that "glories of
Rome and Athens compared" was a question on which he always took the Latin side.
He can make friends quicker than whom, none-and better yet, he keeps them.
Honest, able, energetic, good humored, smiling, and having every acquaintance for a
friend, he goes into the world well fortified. Rome is proud of this son, and justly so.

JOHN A. FITZGERALD

Albany, N. Y.
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It is many· years and a day since Clan FitzGerald be
gan sending its loyal sons to Holy Cross, and expectant
we may be that they will continue to extend, like Mal
colm's sons, to the crack of doom. But none in the line
will be more creditable to it than our own "Fitz," who
has helped us to see what a "joy of a man" it is that
kindly charitableness and· genial goodfellowship can combine to produce. "Jack's"
title to the rank of "parfit knight" has never been questioned. He always fits naturally
into the situation, has a keen eye for virtues and speech slow to detract. He has built
the edifice of a happy character on good-natured gentlemanliness, and it's not going lo
be shaken.
"Fitz" played Damon when "Nig" was Pythias, and they sold killgloom in big
bottles of sociableness. Even the alarm clock at 5 A. M. received some recognition.
If "Jack" will not have happy memories of college days-which is a consumma
tion devoutly to be averted-it will be unfortunate and unjust because he himsel ( will
adorn so many of those of his classmates. He ought to have a delightful career and a
successful one, too, if-crush the little "knock bird"-he does not love his fellows
more and himself less and put some things on the shelf, Hamlet fashion, till tomorrow.
"Where do you suppose he gets all his stories?"

FRANCIS L. FORAN

Worcester, Mass.

"Frank" "Francois'' "Leo" "Fusser"
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Foremost among those engaged in the activities of
college life stands our friend "Frank." From the open
ing day of Freshman, through the entire course his conquests in the intellectual field have assumed remarkable proportions and show the re
sults of earnest, persevering devotion to work, as also a mind naturally brilliant and
logical. He has won honors in dramatics, in elocution and oratory, in debating, in
scholarship-everything, in fact, "in sludiis liberalibus." Besides his forensic and
class-room successes we must remember his productions as a member of the Purple
staff, as well as his untiring industry and exhaustive originality in publishing the class
book. He has, perhaps, won greatest honors as a student, the host of prizes received
every year attesting his ability in this respect.
For entrance to society "Frank" possesses qualities de luxe, with his winning per
sonality and charming conversation. His engagements are confined usually to Sunday
evenings, when he tries to verify Fr. Coveney' s prediction of a brilliant career as a
singer. If we were to seek a man in whom are combined qualities of good-fellowship,
earnestness, and generosity, we would find our subject in "Frank." He is well liked by
everybody, and his tall, erect figure with its resolute face and dark hair tinged with
gray is familiar at all college exercises. His only fault, if it can be called such, is ex
treme generosity. However engrossed in study or other occupation. he is ready to help
another at any time. Knowing him as we do, his industry, genial disposition and strong
character, we have little to fear for his future.

Worcester, Mass.

JOHN F. FORD
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Frank, whose serene dignity would admit of no such
presumption as a nickname, is one of our quiet and un
assuming chaps.
ever too forward or intruding, yet he
was ever ready to answer the questions of the delin
quents in regard to the matter at hand. Beset by the
fear of hurting his modesty in praising his virtues, and be
cause of the scarcity of his faults (he threw no erasers,
etc.) we find great difficulty in characterizing him. Yet
we feel positive that because of the even tenor of his
life, his dislike for anything feminine and the calm contentment which his ever-constant pipe ha5 afforded him
the walls of some seminary will soon enclose him-and fitly so. His creditable stand
ing in class is due in no small way to conscientious daily study, for-mark that in this
he is the exception to the student type-procrastination is no characteristic of Frank.
A good scholar in class, we know of no particular line in which he excelled, but
he did well in all. He divided his outside time between home and the gym, which he
has attended a great deal of late, and an occasional stroll with Joe O'Connell. Theirs
was a mutual bond of friendship, both having labored together during the summer va
cation-real manual labor. Frank was on the Senior Picture Committee, and found
this move remunerative. However, since we are certain that he is to labor in the vine
yard of the Lord, we will leave him with our best wishes.
". . . . but a good cigar is a smoke."

Clinton, Mass.

JOHN H. FREEL
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The lone traveler of the early morning, journeying

from hereabouts to Boeotia, which some call Clinton,
might see in the distance a mighty figure bearing down
upon him out of the mist. The fear that is prudence or
the prudence that is fear might urge him to hie himself
into a nearby grove and await the coming of the god that
walked again upon the earth, as gods walked in the
olden day in which there were giants. But his trouble
would be needless. The countenance of the oncomer would be mild as the buttercups,
and his voice, if he were talkative enough to bid good-morning, dulcet and kind. It
would be John Henry Freel, keeper of the peace, coming up to 'scollege, armed with
no more formidable weapon than his Astronomy text or notes for Elocution.
"Jawn," legend hath it, used to have a key to speech, but he lost it. Some say
he recited in class regularly, but that was illusion. To whatever number of men he
chose to give his ear, he gave none his voice. He was and is communicative as the
Egyptian prince in the college museum. However, there are those among his intimates
who relate that, when once he is imprisoned behind closed doors and stuffed keyholes,
he finds a number of very wise and observant things to whisper which prove that his
gentle twinkling grey eye has no sinecure. John is as reliable as gravity. He will make
good.

ALBERT J. GAGNIER

Springfield, Mass.
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Finding Montreal too small a field for his labors,
"Gig" joined us in Junior, and with "Zeke" has enter
tained us most delightfully for the last two years.
He soon showed that he was a musician of genuine
ability, and the corridor re-echoed with choice selections
from his antique cornet. But it was not until he received
his piano, which had been long prophesied, that we saw
what a genius there was among us. His popularity then
knew no bounds, and the strains of grand opera, the latest musical comedy or popular
melody floating across the "bridge of sighs" testified that the "frat" was in session.
A most sociable fellow, "Al" kept open-house and greeted you with a welcome
smile, and he always had a good supply of stories gathered from his experiences in vari
ous walks of life. Thinks "Springfield is a little New York," and nothing is too good
for this beautiful spot.
We often wondered why he spent so many week-ends at home. But, greeting
us on every return with a clean-shaven face and neatly trimmed hair. we concluded he
spent some happy moments in the "parlor" of a special tonsorial artist.
When "Scout" organized his band "Gig" always carried the air, except at the
last "Tech game," when there was a sweeter charm than that of Uncle Dan.
Studies never troubled this accomplished fellow. He was a star in philosophy
and science, and spent less time than "Zeke" in preparing for an exam.
His cry after every paper was, "I surely am plucked," yet when marks were
known he always had a creditable percentage. His success in the future is a question
of time.

CLARENCEJ.GLENNON

Dalton, Mass.
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Here we have the best re (a) d man of the class.
"Red's" life at Holy Cross has been of the rather quiet
and unassuming kind, and he could, as someone has
said, pass by the watchman without being challenged.
Our associations with "Chad" have been pleasant, and
his presence in ' I 3 is one which we could hardly care to
lose. I� has ��e� a fa�ilf�r sig?,t on pl:�sant, ,afternoons
, .
,
to see Seal,
Bill,
Brad and Red nonchalantly strolling towards the city, their faces beaming and
their toggery announcing the latest styles.
He is a firm believer in the abolition of final and mid-year examinations, the
establishment of an elective course and the destruction of the study-hall. His argu
ments for the above opinions have often gained vociferous applause in the large circle
of friends which likes to gather about "Red." For be it known that "Red" has a host
of friends, and to anyone who appreciates true sympathy in adversity, hearty good
fellowship at all times, and unstinted generosity, this popularity will not be a problem.
In the classroom, "Chad" has held his own, or he would not be in Senior. While
not one of those who are always raising their hands in class, "Red" has always shown
in examinations that the matter was understood by him.
Athletics have never been exceptionally alluring to "Red, " but when the honor
of the class issued a call he was ever willing to offer his humble services.
The best estimate of a man is that secured from his true friends, and "Red's" best
associates tell us that none better can be found.
With his undoubtedly latent talent, unemotional nature, and aptitude for making
friends, he will, we hope, make us anxious to point to him as a classmate.

JAMES F. GRADY

Corning, New York
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Turn low the lights and listen to sweet strains of
music while you hear this story of one James Grady. In
retrospection of his life, it seems to have been fated that
he was to enter Holy Cross to do admirable work, and
to be the intimate friend of many. What many of us
could have done without his sympathetic, confiding person in our midst is too deep a question to settle a priori.
It was given to him to be intensely interested in his work throughout the course.
Backed by an intellect that worked well, rain or shine, it seems to have been fated also
that a sheaf of testimonials should stand to his credit. He has been an earnest worker
in many branches of student life. As a "regular" at debates, a "stand-by" in Sodality,
a constant attendant at Scientific Circle meetings, a loyal rooter at games and at prac
tice, he may be regarded as a model of punctuality and punctiliousness. His recrea
tion has been found in the city, save in fine spring weather, when the upper terrace and
a baseball glove claims him. He is fast on the way to become master of the cue.
Occasionally he flashes into society, but the general opinion is that the mundane mat
ters of the social world have no great claim on him. For lighter recreations he de
vours fiction of the sensible sort, and he is a familiar figure in the library.
He is generous, almost to a fault, agreeable and complaisant, yet he has a strong
will of his own. As a student and a thinker he is rated high. If one were to describe
him in a word, gentleman would be the closest approximation.

JOHN F. GRANT

Manteno, Ill.

"Jacf' "Stubby"
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John is small of stature; hence hi� name "Stubby,"
but if we consider his aptitude in almost any pursuit,
where a stroke of genius is required, and his intellectual
ability, he looms up very prominently. It made no dif
ference whether it was the exact turning of an English
phrase or a scientific treatise or a philosophic discussion,
the ease and facility with which "Jack" handled his
subject has always been a marvel to the rest of us. In
the chemical laboratory this little son of Manteno was a
mighty man scientifically, and his natural deftness and valuable hints have often been
our salvation in difficult experiments.
In his occasional flights into society, John is very particular on whom he bestows
his time and attention. "None but the best" is his motto.
In college and class activities, "Jack" has always taken a prominent part. As a
Thespian, his natural ability asserted itself on various occasions, especially in Sopho
more, when he filled, with the grace and elocution of a finished actor, a prominent part
in the cast of "Twelfth Night." To his good-will and industry we owe the majority
of the pictures which adorn our PATCHER, John being a photographer of this year's
publication.
Well endowed with wit, which is sharp at times, but always tinged with good
fellowship, "Happy Jack," with his ready smile and care-free ways, will ever be
remembered as a loyal classmate, one of the best of companions and a brilliant student.
Knowing him as well as we do, we venture to predict laurels for him in whatever walk
of life he may enter, and he is assured of one thing already, namely, the best wishes
of every one of his fellow-students.

STUART F. HALPINE

New Milford, Conn.
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It must have been-history shouts it was-a gala day
in New Milford when "Halp" put a few tobacco leaf
bookmarks and other sundries in his criss-cross bag and
came out into the world of wider activity and up to the
intellectual mine. The local curriculum certainly swelled
his treasure-bags of knowledge and provided sweet delights, but it did not sweeten his disposition. It could
not, without supersaturation.
For quiet contentment
found a son in him. His cup always ran over. No one ever heard him complain or
even cntJc1se. The work of creation pleased him, and he did not seek to reform it.
And all this is wondrous and satisfying indeed when and where a certain affected cynic
ism is often quite the fashion.
Yet he had his trials and painful duties. He was missionary to Vince, for in
stance, and although the conversion may not have been complete, there was a softening
of that cannibal tone in the cornet notes. Stuart, too, stood guardian to Shaggy, the
Defiant, and almost brought him to penitent rectitude.
"Stew" is more the spectator than the "howler in the mob," He returns the
public gaze calmly, but he dislikes it. A consistent student, he had rather see than
speak, and yet he does not play the Sphinx. He is a man of gentle charm, and his
course will lie along the pleasant ways.
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HANLEY

Camden, Me.
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This latter-day Adonis, with the roseate flush of
dawn in his cheek and the glad light in his eye, is in
digenous to Maine, the state that gives enthusiasts. And
enthusiast he has been and is. No san of '13 outrivals
him in strong and optimistic loyalty to his Alma Mater; this devotion has found expres
sion chiefly in fervid support of her athletics and perfervid support of her social pres
tige in Worcester town. In the first, he has too much good sense to be a blind athletic
ist, and, in the second, he is faultless with a native grace, as divers multi-colored notes
and sotto voce confidences give testimony.
His chief relaxation and pleasure on the side is concentrated in a violin that
speaks-but that's a platitude. Its diapason closed in his election to the presidency of
the orchestra in Senior, and, as if by a therefore, the orchestra was never more suc
cessful.
"Bill" is essentially social. He is the most amiable and agreeable of companions.
He has that old-fashioned humanity and genial interest in you, if you have the good
fortune to know him and appreciate that his excellent politeness is founded on gener
osity and cordial goodwill. Being social, he may be moved a little tco much by casual
opinion, and may drop into over-seriousness at times, but these serve only as the com
plement of a happy character. He need never worry about friends, for bitterness is
foreign to him.
"It is a fortunate man who knows his place and fits there."

JOHN T. HARTNETT

Holyoke, Mass.
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"Jack" came down from the foot of Mt. Tom and
joined his brother "Joe" in the fall of 1909, and pros
perity has attended them throughout the four-year part
nership. With others, he pays reverential homage at
the altar of the Muses, being one of the musical mem
bers of the class, and many happy hours were spent by
the fellows listening to his talented rendition on his violin
of the leading operas. He came to us a clarion-voiced
herald of the Paper City's glories. "Jack" avoids the
spotlight of publicity, caring naught for its treacherous
and deceiving rays, but is a lucky possessor of an unassuming character that is an object
of admiration whenever and wherever it presents itself. During Sophomore he evinced
a superior knowledge in the mysteries of chemistry, and in Junior the "unknowns" were
known to him. He never indulged to any extent in athletics, but contented himself
with contributing his moral support. John is sincere in all his undertakings, hopes
always for the best, and faces results courageously and calmly. He looks upon life
through a serious lens, fulfilling loyally his various duties. The fibres that go to make
up the fabric of his character are stout and strong. Over whatever road "Jack" shall
motor in the way of life it is safe to say he will "get there" by his energetic efforts
before many of us have had a good start.

Holyoke, Ma..,s.

JOSEPH F. HARTNET
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Here we have the Demosthenes of the class. This
appellation was won by his repeated victories in corridor
debating circles.
Gifted with a persuasive style of
speech and manner, "Lefty" has put to rout many an
opponent and has carried off the laurels in many a
heated controversy. Unhesitatingly he would launch
forth his convictions, and few remained unconvinced
when the final gong had sounded. "Joe" always brought
enthusiasm to anything he undertook. In the telling of stories he had a way peculiarly
his own, and was always sure to replete his fund when he journeyed back to the Valley
of the Connecticut. We could not pass on without stating that "Joe" is some slab
artist. Throughout the course he has been the mainstay in the box for our class teams,
and his ability in serving up twisters is deserving of no little mention. His popularity
is evidenced by holding various class offices since the "olden days of Freshman." "Joe"
has always been a zealous and excellent student, and when we reached philosophy he
felt perfectly at home, the "Possibles" and "Universals" having no terrors for him.
Cheerfulness and enthusiasm are the two predominent traits in his character, and both
of such a sort that they must assert themselves on all occasions. Success has excep
tionally crowned "Joe's" efforts during his sojourn on the hill, and in the years that
shall ensue, it is one safe bet that Joe will carve for himself a good-sized niche in the
Wall of Fame.
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Given but small space for the purpose, the hardest
task in sketching so prominent a man as "Tim" is the
selection of material. Meriden, or as "Tim" would say,
"Down home," sent him to us, and nearly every student
knows this tall, dark-haired, distinguished looking gentleman of the Senior class. And gentleman he certainly is,
in dress, in action, and expression. Do not think, however, that "Tim" is painfully re
served, for let him have a cigar, and with a "By golly," he will regale you with a
story related in a calm, deliberate, yet highly interesting manner.
If you would know his standard as a student, consult the list of honor men. Con
templative, logical, and discriminating, the subtle questions of philosophy and the nat
ural sciences offered no difficulties for his mind, and that he has an imagination and a
pen the pages of The Purple, in prose and poetry proclaim. Medals and premiums
won in Prep and Freshman are mute tributes to his superior scholarship. His actions
in recitation are unique and characteristic. Who will forget those repetitions in Juni.or
philosophy, when "Tim" gave splendid expositions of recondite problems, and clencl.ed
his arguments with thrusts of that eloquent forefinger? He is not mirthless nor op
posed to pleasant excursions, for to "Tim" it is indeed natural happiness to lead some
maid through a dreamy waltz to the strains of "Dear Old Illinois." A true friend to
all, an enemy to none, generous, sympathetic, honest, and frank, we like him and admire
him. We unhesitatingly hold him up as the most popular member of the class, and in
future references to the PATCHER we will take pride in his acquaintance, and grati
fication in his success.

THOMAS LINUS HOBAN

Scranton, Pa.
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Here is the class baby, little "Zeke." It was a great
day for 1913 when Thomas left the coal mines of Scran
ton for Worcester. Though it was "Zeke's" first experi
ence away from home, he soon became acquainted w;th
his surroundings and made friends with everyone.
Bubbling over with "prep" school enthusiasm, he was
early the victim of several of the "gang." But they
fooled themselves, for behind his youthful appearance
they found a man with a proficient knowledge of the
outside world.
One of the wittiest fellows among us, few escaped his clever repartee. A great
debater, he would obtain the floor and fight for woman suffrage with forceful logic
and emphatic gestures.
He loved to sleep and loved to read, and lost several room deposits paying for
extra electricity. When "Gig's" piano arrived "Zeke" displayed his melodious voice
in "The Trail of the Lonesome Pine."
There should be no lecturing in a classbook. But the writer would like to gently
take this talented fellow to task for not applying himself more seriously.
Tom has attained such a high standing with such apparent ease that we won
der what he would have done if he had worked hard like the rest of us. He may
have been a victim of circumstances and imbued this spirit from h;s debonair room
mate. His preparation for an exam was shocking. Yet every paper was mere child's
play to him. In philosophy he simply gloried, grasping the hardest theses at a glance,
and in science he was the envy of all.
Hoping you will not take this to heart, we leave you, "Zeke," with every hope
of a brilliant future before you.

CORNELIUS

J.

HURLEY

Worcester, Mass.
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It was fortune and misfortune, the one for us and the
other for 1912, that a long illness interrupted "Neil's"
course at Holy Cross and brought to our Sophomore
that social prodigy, that clever student, that prince of
good-fellows, handsome, gay, irresistible Cornelius J.
Since then "Neil" has become a prime favorite. "Tammany" knows him, "Society" knows him, the "Litterateurs," the "Hierarchy," yea even the great unclassified
know him-and all as a friend.
"Neil's" popularity is not confined to the college, but extends far extra muros.
Witness his burdensome correspondence and over-stocked date-book. "Cuss" is the
class arbiter elegantiarum; a society free lance with a roving fancy and cosmopolitan
tastes, always, however, with an eye to the picturesque.
Our levity may be misleading, for "Neil" has a serious side to him more worthy
of notice. He is a clean, straight character with high ideals, that he keeps mostly under
the rose. "Neil" might have ranked among the class leaders if he wished; for his is an
unusual intellect, swift, keen and vigorous.
He is a poet of real ability. The Purple gives numerous testimonies of his
genius; and in this volume will be found others, including his Latin lyric for our Senior
Holy Cross Night. Altogether we must dub him class-poet.
With his good-nature, wit, and cleverness, he makes a thoroughly good "mixer,"
and hence, we may deduce the ergo of his friends. Ability, magnetism, and charac
ter are excellent premises to conclude with success. We will be interested to see
what he can do when he really extends himself; we know that it will be something very
much worth while.

JOHN E. HURLEY

West Warren, Mass.

"Jacf' "Scout" "Tris" "Uncle Dan" "The Old Man"
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John came to us as a product of the Palmer High
School and the Iife insurance business, in both of which
he achieved great success. Business, by the way, is one
of "Jack's" strong points. To substantiate this, give him
a good cigar, mention a certain kind of policy, and you will receive information on in
surance and soliciting in general from A to Z.
Since gracing the hill with his presence, "Jack" has directed his energies to various
activities, viz., baseball, orchestra work, debating and, incidentally, his studies. Dur
ing all his college course, "Jack" never attained a greater triumph than in Junior, when
he led the band which preceded the student body on its march to the Tech game. At
this time he made a decided hit with the fair sex. In whatever branch he was engaged,
John brought to it that zeal and energy for which he is noted.
The same may be
said of his social activities, which, though almost nil in Worcester, assume extensive pro
portions in towns toward the West. "Jack" was ever gifted with a golden tongue,
which has resulted in several bursts of oratory. At present, he is exercising the same
in the management of the 1913 PATCHER, and with John at the helm a successful voy
age is assured. On the other hand, "Scout" is not all business, for he can enjoy a good
time as well as the rest of us. His genial good-fellowship, ready wit and humorous
anecdotes make him a welcome comrade in all gatherings. Combine with these his ex
perience in the world and his great fund of nervous energy and we have little to fear re
garding John's future.

LAURENCE J. JACKSON
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Literature is his forte. Name a good book-he has
read it; discuss with him any work of literary excellence
and you find a man who has covered 'ihe field and range
of bookdom. He knows the exotic as well as the domestic and is therefore entitled to admission to the fireside
circle of any esoteric causerie, but let us hasten to add that the bizarre and the grotesque
are by no means penchants of his-no, sir!
Jackson is familiar with all the live questions of the day; sociology, diplomatic re
lations, party principles, national policies, all fall under his ken. Because he thinks so
logically and because he has the ability to express himself in a m3.nly and convincing
fashion, he has upheld the class and debating societies many time5 where wit outwits
wit and voice voices reason. His pen is as potent as his speech. Look at The Purple
for the last four years and you see evidence of his force. Verse, stories, essays, edi
torials, any and all furnish to the delectation of those appreciating form as well as mat
ter. His good taste isn't altogether confined to the fruits of literature. The Purple
staff and gentle Ed. McDonnell are witnesses that in matters 0f cuisine he has rare
judgment-and endurance.
To sum his character in a paragraph is impossible, for he is a man of many marked
individualities. Dominant attributes are originality and forcefulness, yet he is broad
minded, generous and sympathetic. The one word better approximates an appreciation
of him, character-he has character.

FRANCIS L. KEENAN

Cherry Valley, Mass.
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The wild optimist who saw fine sand at the bottom had
no contemporary; the age could not have stood it. But
there is a compeer, at least in prowess of cheerfulness, in
our time. Here he is on the screen; look at him. In his
lexicon there's no such word as gloom, not even in the
footnotes. His geniality is uncanny. It is the despair of
the class cynics. They deem it inhuman that a man
should be tickled at everything, rejoicr in the stupid, see
fun in the sad. But Keenan isn't like other people, anyway. He obeys no laws con
ventional. He is the grand exception, and why? Some men do the work of many in
a single lifetime; he has done it in a single course. Standing well up to the forefront in
scholarly endeavor, he has found time to ply a lightning pen for divers newspapers,
local and otherwise, time to hunt rabidly, even to the "wee sma' hours" for specks of
news and particles of dark doings to be viewed not by Diogenes' honest lantern-far
be it-but through his own patented, guaranteed magnifier.
Carlyle's "Produce! produce!" and gospel of work have no message for Cherry
Valley's phenomenon. His capacity is unlimited. Recalling that it is allied with clear
and agile mental parts, one looks for Keenan, '13, to be popular in The Purple's
Alumni Notes. Step aside. He's coming.

WILLIAM L. KEVILLE
"M auprat"

Haverhill, Mass.
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"Bill" has come up from the ranks. Holy Cross has
been both his Prep. school and his college. And yet
"Roland" suffered very little. Quiet and somewhat retiring in disposition, he sometime::; relaxes and has established quite a reputation in the society of the "Eagles"
and at the Lake. That was to be expected. For those
that know him best realize that he is one good fellow and a true friend. "Will" 1s a
bit of a student also. A hard, conscientious worker, very few attain his ranking and
still less surpass him. And the same holds good in the Dramatic line.
This year
"Richelieu" was so much better because "Roland" was in the cast. So good was he,
in truth, that one of his admirers "just adored the way he spoke."
"Bill" made a record in Prep. baseball, but while in college he has rested on
his laurels. Perhaps "Zip" kept him too busy. It must ha,. e been the case, for you
could always hear a complaint about lack of sleep from "Will." "Herb" now en
deavors to keep him awake long enough to confide their troubles to "Emil," but it is
only on rare occasions that the deed is accomplished. Be that as it mo.y, lhere is
one thing of which we are sure, and that is that "Bill" is sure to take Mantell's place in
contemporary dramatics.
1

JAMES A LAHEY
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At the opening of our first year a quiet, sombre, erect
figure with slowly measured footsteps mounted the "Hill
of Pleasant Springs" to share the joys and sorrows of
Nineteen Thirteen.
Such was the advent of "Jimmy"
to Holy Cross, as calm as the soft rustling of the pines.
To his associates in class it soon became evident that
"Jimmy" possessed exceptional ability as a student. In
this capacity we may say he stands magna cum Laude, as his large collection of
tickets readily show. Recently he has developed a slightly argumentative spirit, due,
in all probability, to his close companionship with Freel and the indomitable "Mike."
In the social world also, "Jim" has won distinction. On account of his masterly
skill as a pianist, as also his amiable nature, he is a welcome figure in all circles.
"Jim" is of a mild, quiet disposition, a frank and sincere character. His slow, de
liberate speech, with a touch of melancholy, manifests his ever calm composure.
Mirabile dictu, such disquieting influences as issue from the Day Scholars' Quartette
do not disturb his even temperament. He is rather difficult of acquaintance and strong
willed, though in this respect he inclines to be somewhat obstinate. By those who know
his true worth, his spirit of study, his success in serious things. his devotion to friends,
he is regarded only with feelings of the deepest love and esteem.

MICHAEL E. LAHEY

Worcester, Mass.
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"Mike" came to us from the Worcester High Schools
with a reputation for fiery debating and ready speech;
he soon outstripped rumor-as a student, in particular,
his brilliancy has made him a mclrked man. Michael E.
is markedly individual, a personality: not tall, but with a
strong, aggressive face, and a flashing eye, his appearance is striking; the brain of a
philosopher and an unlimited supply of energy and ambition are the efficient causes of
his consistent class-leadership. His large collection of prizes and premiums are tributes
not only to mental ability, but to the stamina and concentration of his student work.
"Mike" has been a day-scholar first, last and all the t,me. In fact, he was Pre
fect of their Sodality, collector of their nickels and dimes, their friend in need and cham
pion of their rights.
By nature, "Mike" turns to the more serious pursuits. His frequent contributions
to The Purple have won the high and deserved praise of other magazines in the college
world. As Chronicler, he has brought that department of our monthly up to a stand
ard which it has never before attained; and the success of this book will be due in a
very great degree to his interest, generous labors, and editorial ability.
With a mind vigorous and independent, always keen for an argument, from which
he rarely emerges laurelless, "Mike" is something of an intellectual Hotspur. If you
oppose him on the field of wit, beware!
We know him for a strong, virile character; he is loyal, generous, courageous in
his convictions, resolute of action-a man whose friendship means much to his fellow
students. He is the kind that compels success-but be sure that it will be a clean and
honest success.

RAYMOND

J.

LAVELLE

Burlington, Vt.
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No one says that he looks like Carlyle. In fact, he
has the benignity of a cherub, &nd the "sweet and comely
visage, passing fair." But there is not a scintilla of
doubt that the mantle of the great critic is wrapped
around him in seven folds. He is, without reproach or
approach, the mighty analyst, the observer of all things
and the favorer of none. His sixth sense is keen-sightedness repeated and he wields the
two-edged sword of slaughtering speech. Conformity with your opinion and mine is
unknown to him. Sweet charity passed him by. Had he been Diogenes, he would have
railed at the tub.
"Ray" is no frothy "word-artist," mind you, and as he would remind you. He
is the adroit and clear-eyed fender that always drives home. His classmates who feel
the distinction between genuine criticism and mere "crabbiness" delight and have de
lighted in those rapid, aptly turned, never repetitive sentences that shadow forth a lit
erary gift whose worth its possessor has not learned to value. "Hap" is an admirable
companion, a finished conversationalist, a charming teller of old tales. He is a person
ality, and attractive as few men are attractive.
"Pi's" college-and prep-career has been quiet in the eyes of officialdom. He
has not striven for the daily glory. Indeed, he is much too independent for such in
terests. All of which recalls that mildewed saw about proud heads that bend back
too far.
"Ray" stands firm. It is, in an extreme sense, a man's work and a man's battle
for which he is intended.
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Lee, Mass.
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It has been refreshing to know this classman for he
possesses a character markedly individual. Fire might
destroy this city, an earthquake might come and go, yes,
let the orals be held tomorrow-throughout all Maurice
would show no evidence of excitement. If one man were
to be selected from this class whose intellect worked
least impeded by emotions or prejudices, Maurice J.
would be the choice, and let no prudent man doubt it.
Yet he does not lack in enthusiasm and in Holy Cross spirit, but each is deep and quiet,
and perhaps more true and lasting on that account.
Gifted naturally with a clear and logical mind, his class work throughout the
course has been exceptionally high. When marks were read in those forgotten under
classman days, this one arose unfailingly from our midst to receive Alm� Maler' s tes
timonials. In philosophy he grasps the most abstract and abstruse ideas and principles;
we have yet to learn of a thesis which he did not understand or one he could not ex
plain to less fortunate classmates. But his mind isn't altogether machine-like, far from
it. With the renowned shortstop of the Conway team he played in review all of the
games of the world series in room thirty. He also holds the record for losing and win
ning the most potential money in solitaire. Moreover, he and Pious John Quinn have
had many sessions behind closed doors, and this alone is evidence of appreciation of
true humor.
Kind and calm, able and steadfast, loyal and consistent, he has been while among
us, and being in a measure immutable, he will remain so-to his credit.

JOSEPH P. LOVE, JR.

Webster, Mass.
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When "Joe" entered the halls of Holy Cross four
years ago the first thing he did was to smile, and imme
diately everybody he met smiled with him. Since then
"Joe" has been doing the same most of the time, and it
has always proved infectious. Early in his first year, his
happy-go-lucky ways and fun-loving disposition won for
him entrance to the Midnight Chafing-dish Club, of
which he was ever a popular member.
Showing his loyalty to class, "Joe" went out for and made the class football team
both in Freshman and also in Sophomore, when we won the championship in the inter
class series. Though making no pretensions to being a star athlete, nevertheless he did
excellent work for the team in every one of these hard fought games. As a social
luminary, however, "Joe" stands out more prominently. During his course, he has
provided many a good time in Webster for a number of his classmates, who always re
turn with enthusiastic accounts of generous hospitality and pleasant experiences. Con
sidering this and the fact that there is a Love lane in his neighborhood, it is easy to see
why "Joe" spends most of his Sundays in his native town in preference to Worcester.
With his care-free ways and happy nature, "Joe" has gone through Holy Cross,
always making friends and no enemies. Ever a good student, with a lively interest in
the welfare of his class, he has always had and well deserves the good will of his fel
low students. Regarding his future we can offer no information; however, of this we
feel certain, that with "Joe's" career in his own hands there will be no doubt of his
ultimate success.

THOMASF. MARKHAM

Lowell, Mass.
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Ever since the balmy days of Freshman we have
looked upon "Tom" as one of the heavyweights of the
class; now although "Tom" may never be taken seriously as a "white hope" he surely was our hope in Junior, when under his guiding tutelage we produced a winner on the gridiron. Versatility must certainly be predicated of "Tom's" character. He has been a faithful and hard-working member of the
football squad, an ardent cheer-leader and "lest we forget," the hustling business man
ager of The Purple. "Tom" during his years with us has been an exemplary student,
putting into practice the Mens sana in corp ore sano of Juvenal.
He has shown
keen business acumen in his connection with The Purple, and is always on the alert
when there is a question of business or the possibility of securing an ad, and his ex
perience gained will in later years be of no mean worth. "Mark" is very popular and
as a cheer-leader has been a distinct success. He was always on hand when any class
function was to be held, giving freely of his time and talents. Of late, owing to press
ing invitations and earnest pleadings from Donlon, he has yielded and joined the so
cial whirl, and Dame Rumor reports he is a welcome addition. We shall always like
to think of "Tom" as our big cheer-leader, working hard to rouse our seemingly dor
mant spmt. The "get there" faculty, which is so singularly predominant in "Tom's"
personality will, we are sure, achieve big results in the future.

ALFRED F. MAYHEW

Worcester, Mass.
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In sketching the career of a man it is customary to
view his life under various aspects, e. g., as a soldier, as
a statesman, as president. If we were to treat of "Al" in
this manner, chapters would be written on many and
various subjects. As a student no one in the class has
taken a livelier or more intelligent interest in his work,
whether in the classics, science or in philosophy, than has
he. Out of class, he has had occupations ranging from
special police officer to member of visiting committee of Oxford public schools, duties
too numerous even to mention.
He will be a teacher, and if his career is like that of the past we may expect to
see him hold chairs in psychology, history, reading, mathematics. geography-every
thing in the curriculum from accountant's course to Xenophon, with one exception, pen
manship. "Yes, yes, the lines are very quaintly writ." This he will teach on the type
writer if at all.
"Al" has been a busy man of the world, yet he allows himself respite occasion
ally from his duties. In those intervals you find him arranging entertainments for his
friends, which entertainments vary from house parties and straw rides to pool tourna
ments. His recreation passes as busily as his work-a-day hours.
Mayhew has been a good-tempered class-mate. Fun-loving has been one of his
characteristics, withal he has displayed seriousness and earnestness. Energetic, con
vincing, sympathetic, positive in his opinions-these qualities and more have we noted.
As professor of-well, most anything-we assure him of success.

JAMES M. McCARTHY
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They say that Diogenes once hunted for an honest
man. It seems that the town of Woonsocket was not
on the map at that time, and genial "Mac" did not exist
even in some previous incarnation, as the wise men try
to make us believe. But "Jim" from all appearances
would have filled the bill very rntisfactorily. However,
he has not been honest with himself, since he does not
realize that he is about the best aH-around man that we
have among us. One of his hobbies is a discussion of the question of the Origin of
the World, the Theory of Ideas and a few other simple subjects, though nevertheless
very confusing to the rest of us poor "Dubs." He is erudite even in the latest baseball
''dope.''
In class football he was certainly a phenomenon, for he supported a winning team
for two seasons and would have done so again; but alas, 191 3 won the championship
and then the custom became obsolete.
"Jim" soon found a new outlet for his superfluous energies in the "Gym." Here
he played a heady and consistent game of basketball and as captain helped the Seniors
to uphold their established reputation. The talent "Mac" displayed with the Franklin
Stock Company convinced his friends that he should have gone upon the stage.
If one should ask "Jim" what the first duty of the day was, he would probably
answer, "take a smoke with the boys," and this advice he carries out every morning in
Lavey's room.
"Mens sana in corpore sano" can rightly be applied to "Mac," for he has de
veloped that golden mean in things, which will assure him a respectable position in the
world of a ffairs.

Fitchburg, Mass.
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As one of the long list of Holy Cross men from Fitch
burg, "Walt" bids fair to follow in the footsteps of his
predecessors and contribute largely to the reputation of his
Alma Mater. Of this we can feel assured after five years
acquaintance with him on the hill. Both in Prep. and
College "Walt" has always been "one of the boys" in
the best sense of the term, a true friend and classmate
and a consistent student. "Mac's" opinion being that
the quietude behind a barred dc,or is a great incentive to
hard study, entrance to his room during working hours is usually difficult
His variations in the line of recreation run from a game of baseball to a short bout
with O'Toole, and from theatre parties to Sunday evening socials. On these two lat
ter diversions he is perfectly at home, his powers of conversation always making him
a prime favorite. During the theatrical season, "Mac" has a season ticket, which, it
has been rumored, covers not one but all the theatres in town. This has never been
proven absolutely, but we have fairly strong evidence at hand to substantiate it.
Having heard a great deal of "Walt's" summer experiences in dealing with the
public, we venture to predict a business career for him in the future. For this he is
well fitted. His naturally keen mind, capacity for work and �ood-fellowship should
win a high place in almost any profession. Of one thing he is assured already, namely,
that his unassuming ways and generosity have won the best wishes and sincere friendship
of all Holy Cross men.

EDWARD F. McDONNELL

Chicopee, Mass.
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Behold the sage, the wise man. When the world was
much younger, the gods, in a holiday season, desiring to
do something novel and strange, took nine parts of clear
sightedness, nine of sympathy, nine of justice, and the
rest of good cheer, and they moulded them all into one.
There was a touch of diplomacy, but no ingredient of
rashness or immoderation or pique or ill-humor. The whole became the latter-day
"laughing philosopher," and it was a happy commingling.
"Ed" has been everybody's quiet friend. His advice, given with scholarly calm,
passed into proverbs. His sly humor, the child of a fine sense of the inappropriate and
the contrasting, always shot home. Attention followed his slow, sober utterance, and
his words had wings; he sat on Apollo's tripod.
"Ed" is retiring and a little over-modest, but he was elected to the managership
of football, and, being in, knew how to fit. He graced the debating platform with ease
and unction. But his real pose-which is calumny, since he cannot pose-was in the
smoke-filled room, with the eleventh cigar of the day in its appointed place and the
spectacles wiped and the chair tilted, whereat the fountains of wisdom were let loose
after intervals. It was in this attitude that he tolerated "Sawlomon," his chief claim to
beatification.
"Ed" is the safest man in the class-and that's a big bouquet.

DANIEL McGOWAN, JR.

Newport, R.

I.

"Sliclrer" "Fuzz'J)"
'"Yea, another Daniel.''

It was a hot September day in 1909, when what
seemed to be a suit-case was seen moving up Mt. St.
James; and as many of the early arrivals stood gazing at
it with wonder and astonishment, a fuzzy-headed indi
vidual peered over the top of it and greeted them with an
amiable smile. Enter "Fuzzy." Newport, R. I., the
resort of the idle rich, the gathering place of the ultra
fashionable, sent this cute and bespectacled youth to us.
However, "Slicker" does not claim to move in the
"thame thircle" as these members of the elite. (No doubt, for while among us he has
been inclined to move in the vicious.) Dan's good nature has done much to promote
the general good feeling existing in 'I 3. He is athletically inclined and because of his
slight stature the athletic department lost much that otherwise it would have gained.
It was in basketball that Dan excelled and with all due respect to his modesty was quite
a player. He has invented a method of cultivating and developing the mental faculty,
namely, the copying of his notes on the eve of a paper, and with which he has had won
derful success. But we are somewhat sceptical of its practicability.
"Dan" has a good intellect, however, as was shown by his very good success at
answering objections in Junior Philosophy, and in this study, as in all others, was
creditably graduated. When we remember his attractive personality, his power of con
centration, his latent ability, and his willingness to respond to the call of duty, we can
picture nothing but success for Daniel.

PAUL J. McMULLEN

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
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When Paul bade farewell to the majestic Hudson
and directed his steps hither, it is safe to say, without
fear of contradiction, that many unfortunates bemoaned
their lot, and that all were not of the sterner sex. We
are of the opinion (rather it is stronger than an opinion)
that the same may be said when "Mac" departs from the
Heart of the Commonwealth. Once with us he readily
evinced a decided interest in our science branches and
nothing short of an abstract mathematical problem delighted him. Paul is a very social chap and well liked by everyone. His popularity
is by no means confined to the limits of Mt. St. James but has asserted itself even as
far as Webster. "Red" owes his present position in social circles to this youth from
Po'keepsie. The casual observer might depict him as one of quiet and retiring dispo
sition, but we think external appearances are liable to deceive, and again there are his
social proclivities to be accounted for. We must not forget that there is a serious side
to "Mac's" character. He has been a consistent student throughout the course, fre
quently manifesting much enthusiasm. He has drawn the line when it came to taking
part in athletics, saving all his energy for mental activity. Once a friend, always a
friend, may well be said of Paul. We heartily appreciated his company and sincerely
wish sunny skies for him in the future.

EDWARD J. MELICK

Syracuse, N. Y.
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The class phalanx would certainly be incomplete
without this member of the old guard. "Ed" has
covered the ground thoroughly and consistently-has
played a "heady" game. With an ease all his own he
has managed to keep well up on the Roll of Honor-a
term which savors of "marks" and "tickets." But some
how he found time to visit with the boys, thus giving the
lie to the college sophism that "Life is one damp day
after another.''
Willie Hoppe may play billiards, but "Ed" takes the cake in the sister-game
pool, though V. Mullen disputes the title. They generally play before dinner, since a
frolic on the "grass" aids digestion. "Mellik" is a progeny in Fletcherism, for coming
from the village of Syracuse he has learned to take everything with a grain of "salt"
perhaps 'tis just as well.
Dinner over and "important" correspondence re-read, likewise the S_yracuse Bugle,
"Ed" enjoys a game of "catch." By the by, no one ever saw him miss one. So this
inclines us to the belief that he might have been a "Tris Speaker" had he cared for the
limelight.
This sketch would be incomplete without some mention of his Jewish propensi
ties. Yes, he loaned the cash for many a dash, but forgot to ta.ke his interest.
When these fads and fancies are forgotten, the calmness and reliability in "Ed's"
character will be carrying him forward with the same certainty as in college days.

DONALD S. MOONEY

Syracuse, N. Y.

"Don" "Cupid" "Sassiety"
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Enter the man from Syracuse. If you have any
doubts about it, namely Syracuse, just ask "Don" and
you will receive a fund of information concerning that
city, which will cause you to blush for your ignorance.
While inclined to doubt "Don's" theory of the universe,
with Syracuse as the center, nevertheless we shall take
for granted the welcome which he promises to all Holy
Cross men who should ever visit the city of his birth.
Another field of information, wherein "Don's" word may be taken as final, is
that of plays and players. A recognized authority on such matters, information con
cerning the dates or cast of any good show is never lacking in his circle. Naturally
plays dealing with social problems have the greatest attraction for "Don," inasmuch
as he has made a deep study of society in Worcester and other cities of the East. His
practical and experimental work in this line has been carried on extensively at Smith
and Wellesley.
Seriously though, "Don" is something of a Beau Brummel. with the offensive
side lacking. An ardent devotee of dancing and music, he is never known to miss the
musical comedies or the Sunday night concerts. Though indulging at times in a little
"grognerie," "Don" is ever the gentleman; one whom it will always be a pleasure to
recall as having met and known. The oracle tells us that "Don" will one day be wield
ing the surgeon's scalpel and, if so, his capacity for conscientious work will win for him
that recognition which he well deserves.

E. LELAND MOONEY

Syracuse, N. Y.

"Hunlrer" "Lee" "Vincent" "Doc" "Colonel"
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"Lee" managed to escape roast duck and apple sauce
for a whole year, but returned in Sophomore. You can
bet we hung out the old sign "welcome little stranger,"
because we recognized in "Hunker" a real good fellow.
As a tennis player he has made a decided hit and was
even known to play one of the faculty for a feed, which
he never tasted. But he nearly recovered the feed in the
form of chicken sandwiches, which "Crab" saw first.
As a vaudeville patron, our "Hunker" certainly is a
But "Lee" is at his best in legitimate drama. He wrote a very scholarly
winner.
criticism of the "Wall Street Girl," in fact some of the cast journeyed to Alumni Hall
to be interviewed.
Being a member of the "Regulars" he was in demand at all the meetings, pinochle
and otherwise, and even added a few rules that Hoyle neglected.
It was his custom
during these meetings to hand out choice "smokes," or perhaps luscious peaches when in
season-'These cigars are not up to the standard.'
"Hunker" wore away much of Main Street sidewalks, 'working both sides at the
same time,' resting now and then at the Ideal Hotel and freq�ently at Zaeder's, where
he discussed matters philosophical with the renowned John Kant Quinn.
He began the Southern Trip with the team, but dropped out after the steaks were
served. His ticket cost him two dollars, however. He also joined the chemistry class
when it was announced that the class would visit the Cold Blast plant.
A man with great ability and happy disposition, his large heart often prompts to
neglect his own interests for others. Whatever field "Lee" enters we feel sure that he
will put vim into the work and reflect credit on Alma Mater.

A VINCENT MULLEN

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
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Bid me discourse, I will enchant thine ear. "Vince"
just loves to argue. Perchance it is through vanity, for
the charming manner in which he gestures with his grace
ful "south-paw" and the forceful emphasis with which
he clenches his fist are much to be envied. So whenever
"Abe" would emerge from his room and would find no
argument brewing, he would simply say "Hello, fellowsso long." Having spent four years in the "Prep," he
enjoys the distinction of being the oldest Holy Cross man
of the class. Besides being a skilled orator, "Vince" possesses much talent as a cornet
ist. He is also a strong believer in physical culture and every day immediately after
class could be seen stealing off to the gym. The bell for rei:iring would bring him
forth again with his tooth-brush and water pitcher. "Vince" is the only real Stoic of
the class and has ever greeted all happenings whether joyful or sorrowful with indif
ferent mien, but always had an encouraging word for others. And who will forget his
unexpected remarks in class, which, by their clever application to the matter in question,
were wont to set the students in a roar?
Under all his humor and wit, however, there lies a large heart and a sympathetic
nature. If a class-mate is in trouble, in "Vince" he is certain to find help and consola
tion. All know him to be generous, friendly and true and be goes away the friend
of all.

MICHAEL T. NOLAN

Worcester, Mass.

"Spike" "Mike" "Empty"
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Worcester, Mass., is to blame for this student of rosy
countenance, who has ever been serious in all his under
takings at Holy Cross. He has few faults, and hence the
difficulty of writing him up. "Mike" is a graduate of
South High with the other personages, the O'Connells
( forgive us "Mike") and has always stood well in his
lessons. In school and outside. during the entire course
he has been a faithful and constant student and the approach of examination time caused within him no excitement nor undue application to work. He has been consistent in all his actions and this
characteristic was clearly manifested, when during a circle, in which he was defender,
he insisted upon inscribing a circle upon the desk with his finger, during the whole hour.
Objectors, the O'Connells. Though a pitcher of some repute, "Mike" employed all
his time in college in his studies, with occasional relaxation in the gym. We know not
what his calling in life may be, but we can bear testimony to the fact that he has a
special one on Sunday evenings.
If, as someone has written, the wise man is he who can mind his own business,
then "Mike" can be called a Solomon. We doubt that anyone has heard him attack
an absent fellow and surely this is honor, as well as wisdom. By these signs, then,
shall you know him.
Honorable and outspoken in speech, deliberate and consistent in judgment, gen
erous and true in friendship, tireless and persevering in purpose, he leaves us, and the
hopes for his future shake us not with doubt.

THOMAS F. NOLAN

Waterbury, Conn.
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God bless the man by whom mirrors were invented.
Between "Shorty" and "P. J." even the old vacuum
glass was wearied and worried by constant use and abuse.
His room-mate sincerely regretted that a full-length glass
was not on hand the night "Richelieu" was produced and
the Worcester theatre was adorned with the most bashful men that ever wore an open
faced suit.
The "Major" is a wonder. No ordinary youth could have carried so well the
onerous duties that Secretary, Coach, etc., entail as did our valiant "Tom." And then
his baseball efforts for the Alma Mater and class. All that saw him in action were
sorrowful, because the diminutive back-stop was handicapped by an injured shoulder.
But for that Mount St. James might have seen another Carrigan, His studies, too,
were never neglected. While not a grind, "Tom" has always ranked among the honor
men in the class and deservedly. He enjoys a quiet little time but is at his best when
debating. Ask him about Waterbury, or in fact, most anything, and you will be the
recipient of some choice, well-worded, and enthusiatically delivered addresses. The
world will recognize the "Major." Such a personality, combined as it is in "Tom"
with a high quality of perseverance, must win a place.

JOHN F. O'CONNELL

Worcester, Mass.
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Where can we find the equal to the sunny disposition
and unselfish nature of this energetic little soldier?
"Peanuts" is his nickname, but his parents call him John.
A diploma from South High entered him in Freshman,
and by commendable scholarship he strode to Senior.
By the day scholars he is more particularly known and
his popularity in their midst is enviable. He is riotous,
but not bold, rough, but not a nuisance. The arrival of
"Mike" Nolan is the cue for "Jack" to begin exasperating heckling, to the delight of an appreciative circle.
Athletics never bothered him, but in the class-room, while not a leader, "Jack"
is a very capable scholar. A high percentage in examination never surprises him and
any low mark can be traced to misfortune, rather than incompetency. When corrected
in his recitations he invariably asks, "Well, couldn't you take it this way?" and was
told by a Junior professor, "Yes, you could, but may not, and please don't."
His diversions are whist and pool after military drill with the cadets and an oc
casional picnic with a select gathering of "friends."
His failing, if such it is, can be attributed to the fact that habituated to recklessness
and merriment he sometimes disregards the call to serious duty, but this we trust will
disappear when the clamor and the glamor of college days have passed.
At all times he is loyal, pleasant, generous, sympathetic in the trouble of his asso
ciates, and if you know him intimately you will cherish his friendship. Good quali
ties, and in him they are, always purchase success.

JOSEPH V. O'CONNELL

\Vorcester, Mass.

"Rip"
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Joe has ever been a close friend to Holy Cross, hav
ing always lived within its very shadow at the foot of
Mt. St. James. Trained in the grammar schools of
Worcester, South High fitted him and sent him forth to
Holy Cross with "Mike" Nolan and John O'Connell
( with whom, however, he disclaims all relationship).
You will know him for his divination of the mystery of
sleep, his antipathy for alarm-clocks and for anything
feminine. His favorite piece of literature seems to have
been "there's a race of men that don't fit in," and he has favored us with it in elocution
for four consecutive years. His recreation is an occasional stroll with Ford and oft
have we seen them starting off together to explore the wilds cf Quinsigamond. Evi
dently Ford's influence was not of the best, for during his Senior year Joe contracted
the dreadful and abominable habit of smoking, and the considerate way in which he
handled the treacherous looking stogies was quite amusing.
Talk with Joe as a student and you find him logical, erudite, interesting. His
rating in class, gained with little exertion, declares him to be a scholar of no mean
ability. Converse with him a while and you will observe his ideals, so worthy and
refreshing that your indifference towards him changes to admiration.
For such, then, have we known Joe. Serious, imperturbable, friendly, he com
mands your respect; courteous, able, ambitious, he excites your interest. He is leav
ing us as calmly as he came; but goes out a developed man with qualities so valuable
and ideals so clean that to say he will succeed is unnecessary.

Texarkana, Ark.

JOHN C. O'DWYER
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"Jack" was drafted frotn Little Rock College. He
played there a whole year before deeming himself ripe
for ·Billy Dyer's fast aggregation.
During his first year in our midst, he made good with
the varsity and played a spectacular game until hard
luck visited him in the guise of a badly sprained ankle.
This kept him from playing during his Junior year; although "Jack" and "Dashing Jack" lost sleep waiting
for the Southern Trip. "To be or not to be-that's the question!'' Now in our
Senior year "O'D." has made a new start. His work against the Red Sox marks him
as the hero of this year's team. We understand that Jake Stahl is looking for John C.
In his sleep "Jack" is truly an angel, for he talks of simp!icity, spirituality and
other pet names, such as "Maggie," "Lizzie" and "Minnie."
When aggravated, he generally utters the awful oath "My goodness alive!" an
expression which denotes ungovernable wrath-in Texas.
"O'D." has made several trips to the near-by co-educational institutions, which
leads us to suspect that he is very much interested in Woman Suffrage.
"Jack" is a great admirer of Lincoln. The emancipation proclamation is his
favorite topic of discussion. He also has a warm spot in his heart for Booker T.
Washington and his co-workers; has even been known to go out of his way to-get
further from them.
His persistent efforts in the field of athletics show the stuff of which "Jack" is
made. Generous and democratic to the last degree, he has never shown a criticizing
spirit, but has earned a reputation as a "prince of good fellows." We hope that For
tune will show him a career that will bring him once in a while to see the boys in New
England.

RALPH
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O'NEILL
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Characterized by equanimity, Ralph J. rises above the
Celtic strain in his nature. When arguments are flying
hot and fact and the battles of wit are on, he soars to the
occasion with a pertinent "Well" and proceeds to ex
press his views not a whit disturbed by opposition. He
is a hard man to convince of error, yet by the same token
he will not yield a point that he holds to be true even
causa argumenti.
After Freshman year he returned to Fitchburg with the medal for Trig as a watch
fob. Since then he has contented himself with lesser honors, satisfied with a working
knowledge of his studies and "seeking not the palms." In circles he has generally
routed the objectors by answering to their propositions, "I deny that," instead of giv
ing the usual distinctions and near-distinctions. With that undaunted advocate of the
working people, A. Vincent, he formed a close friendship and most any free day they
might be seen in urbe, their haunts, alas and alack being the movies, Monsey's and the
bowling alleys.
Ralph has been an easy going chap, not much inclined to worry and generally
cool-headed. Affability and generosity are two of his conspicuous traits. By them he
has made friends here, and certainly will continue to do so after leaving Alma Mater's
portals.

LAWREN CE F. O'TOOLE

Clinton, Mass.
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One of the brightest names in the history of Nineteen
Thirteen is that of our friend "Larry." When but a
short time from his native hamlet. Clinton, he attracted
much attention at the college by his pleasing personality,
good-nature, as also by his ability in study; for "Larry"
is indeed a student, earnest, persevering, and progressive,
as his record through the entire course will readily show.
If "Lawrie' s" life at college is an active one, still more so is it in other spheres. Be
cause of his skill as a pianist, he gives his services quite frequently to a local orchestra,
delighting the dancers with the charm of his melody. His music:il talents are not con
fined strictly to the piano, but our youthful "prodigy" would aspire to a singer's fame.
He is prominent among the Day Scholars' "Yowlers," lending much to the "harmony"
quantitative sed non qualitative; for it is to be feared that with the gentle muse of song
"Larry" has carried on a rather unhappy wooing. Yet by all those associated with
"Larry," whether in class or in other activities, he is respected for a strong character,
admired for a spirit of work, loved for a generous nature and staunch friendship. Firm
in his convictions, he shows courage in expressing them and power in their defence. He
inclines somewhat to pessimism, sometimes even to an unconscious cynicism. His
facility in making and in keeping friends, his interest in serious things, and, above all,
his admirable character, are among his best qualities and will, we trust, enable him to
attain success in his future career.

E. Pepperell, Mass.
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"Tom" spent his first year at Holy Cross in the
ranks of the Day Scholars and, being unable to resist
the lure of the country, resided meanwhile among the
green fields of Sterling Junction. As acquaintanceship is
slow the first year between boarders and day scholars,
we did not fully appreciate the representative from Pepperell until his Sophomore year, when he took up his abode on the hill. Since then
"Tom'' has been "one of the boys," in the best sense of the term.
Upholding his famous name, which so many Holy Cross men have held in the
past, "Tom" has always been one of the willing workers in the various college activi
ties. In his Freshman year he distinguished himself as a member of the day scholars'
nine. Since then he has given excellent service to both the football and baseball squads,
especially so during the last football season, when his good work was noticeable in the
several games in which he played. In studies and academic circles an O'Toole has
never been known to fall behind the front rank, and "Tom" has continued to uphold
the reputation.
Even if he had no other claim to distinction, "Tom" would be noteworthy as the
three years room-mate of the famous "Scout."
In the days to come, "Tom" will best be remembered on account of his unaf
fected simplicity and frankness as well as his buoyant and happy nature. With his
ever-ready smile, his generosity and true comradeship, he has won the friendship and best
wishes of all those with whom he came in contact. Considering his all-round good
fellowship, his ability and earnestness in work, "Tom's" prospects for success look
very bright.

JOHN F. PICKETT

Ansonia, Ct.
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A strong, vigorous athlete, a robust fellow with a
most pleasant disposition and youthful appearance, from
which shines forth a man of sterling worth. This is
young "Pick." He is one of whom the class is justly
proud, for he has combined his physical and intellectual
growth with so much discretion that both have gained
thereby,
"Jack" has never been known to manifest a grouch, his good nature being always
evident and winning him a host of friends. For creating fun and starting something
"Pick'' was a wonder and if he should greet you during leisure time with his contagious
smile rest assured that "Vince," "Nance O'Neil" or Stuart had fallen for some of
"Jack's" work. Even the mighty "Biscuits" sometimes succumbed to "Pick's" wit,
especially his "five step'' rule.
Yet, the other side of his nature is serious and thoughtful. He has always main
tained a high standing in all his studies, especially in Science and Mathematics, for
which he showed a particular aptitude. In Philosophy he was a clear and logical
thinker.
What induced "Pick" to don the "moleskins" we do not know. At any rate
from an unknown quantity he became in Junior varsity material of the most aggressive
calibre. In Senior he again adorned the varsity eleven and his fame spread over the
continent. Why, was it not young "Pick" who startled himself and St. Louis fol
lowers with two touchdowns?
His interest has not been directed solely to football. He hurdles a few, broke into
the tennis game with "Biscuits" and can also throw the hammer.
We leave him with the best of wishes and we are confident that whatever he in
tends to follow he will be a success because he will enter it with the same energy and
determination he has shown in the past.

Cartagena, Colombia, S. A.

JOSE J. DE POMBO
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Behold the only bona fide exotic member of the class.
As a scion of Spanish lineage nurtured beneath Carri
bean skies, he joined us during our vernal days. After
a strenuous but soon-won battle with the English language he was able to acquaint us with his people, his
country and his biography and much that was of interest and profit. At the same time he readily acquired the
spirit and mannerisms o.f the North Americans with whom he came in contact. But
let it be remarked that South America has had in him an earnest, able advocate and
champion. By birth and by association he deserves the title "All-American."
In school life he has been a prominent figure. No more loyal rooter has ever
found a place in the grand stand. In the debating societies he has held office, served
on the more important committees and has appeared as a debater. As a league pro
moter and a member of the Scientific Society he displayed active interest. Philosophy
in his course has been his forte, of which fact many testimonials are evidence.
During the vacations he has traveled much, having varied experiences in the Berk
shires, Adirondacks, New York and the South. Boston and other neighboring cities
have become as familiar to him as his native town. Everywhere he has made friends
by the score; occasionally romance and real adventures have filled pages of his life in
North America.
Activity is a true proprium sui. By it he has won friends and a wide circle of ac
quaintances in a dozen cities and perhaps there is no other undergraduate so widely
and favorably known. We will remember him as independent, forceful and alert;
fonder reveries will display his generosity and true sympathy. In the years when school
life has become a golden haze we will await his successes, they are sure to come.

JOHN J. QUINN, JR.

Portland, Me.
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"Jack" is one of our five year men, having finished his
preparatory course at Holy Cross. During all the time
that he has spent among us, John has been known as one
of the most ardent of prohibition advocates, his attitude
being explained by the fact that he comes from a prohibition city. Whether in debate or ordinary argument,
the forensic ability of "Buzz," regarding this pet topic, has been a marvel to his fellow
students. John is also a linguist of a high order, not regarding the number of lan
guages with which he is familiar, but his command of our own mother-tongue.
Joking aside, John is one of the very busy, studious members of the class. His
activities have reached to almost all branches of student life, having served as class
beadle, Prefect of the Sodality, Promoter, member of committees and official collect,)r
of dimes for the boarders, John has ever been in close touch with all the members of
the class. However, the good feeling that exists between Quinn and the rest of us must
be explained in another way, namely, by the fact that he is just John J. Jr., always
frank, loyal and true.
Slightly fussy, excitable and full of energy, "Jack" is never happy unless he is
busy with something. As a consistent student, he has no superior in the class. More
over his happy nature, which is always manifest, has won for him the friendship and
best wishes of all. If his success is as great as we would wish and expect, John has
an enviable place in life awaiting him.

JOHN K. QUINN

Newport, R. I.
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The renowned "Jake" had experience in the South
ern League before coming to Holy Cross. Somehow the
Antarctic atmosphere did not agree with "Jawn," so he
gave us a trial. Certainly he has never regretted the
step, judging from the host of friends that "Jake" has
here on Mt. St. James.
As a classical scholar he was without parallel in the
history of the college. He fairly galloped through the intricacies of Greek and Latin
constructions. Coming from a town which MacLoughlin and Beales Wright have
made famous, it was up to "Jake" to show the boys how it is done. As a result we see
"Jawn" daily on the courts, all slicked in white flannels, trying to improve the beauty
of our campus.
Gaze on the boy in basketball paraphernalia. He certainly reminds one of a 2.20
pacer, with his combination of braces and bandages. These seem to help his marvelous
'long shots.'
It is only proper that some recognition should be given to him on account of his
artistic ability, for did not he regularly adorn the flower shops of the city, purchasing
"chrysanthemums" and other rare flowers.
"Jack'' has long been familiar with Peiper Heidsick and Lord Salisbury, but we
regret to chronicle that 724 made him take the count at the Freshman Banquet. "The
Dawn of a To-morrow" should have no terrors for "Jake," for he has talent which if
developed ought to produce a great scientist of Pasteur's type. "Jake's" breezy style
and ever helping hand have won him many friends here and will certainly gain many
more out in the "cold" world.

FRANCIS REGAN

Waterbury, Conn.

"Gus" "Zip"
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Quiet, unobtrusive in manner with an inclination to
keep to himself, it was a long time before we really knew
this bashful looking fellow. Yet once known "Zip"
proves a most delightful fellow. He claims Waterbury
to be the fairest and cleanest city in the nutmeg state and
an example of a wise and well regulated municipality.
Till "young Tom" came to us in Sophomore "Gus"
was the only "abrigador" among us.
After a noisy Sophomore year, in which the "King"
was a nervous and rather quarrelsome neighbor, Corey departed and Frank joined
forces with "Nance" O'Neil. A transformation came over this erstwhile reticent chap.
His latent powers of oratory were called into play in order to convince the obstinate
"Ralph" that his views on certain subjects were absurd and ancient. Truly Frank's
life with this militant suffragette was rather unhappy.
With a slow and deliberate delivery he often delighted the "frat" with stories
gathered from his vacation experiences. Though from his outward appearance you
would not imagine it, he can use very forcible language, and if you wish a choice crit
icism on any subject pertaining to our daily routine or event in the world at large, ask
"Zip." Indeed he expressed himself at times so emphatically that "Ralph" thought
of a divorce.
As was said, you have to know "Zip" to appreciate him and to realize there lies
hidden a jolly disposition beneath his reserved manner. Because of his good consistent
work through the course he has a record to be proud of.

Fall River, Mass.

JAMES E. REILLEY
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How a man could live with the "Cub reporter" dur
ing four long years and still survive is a mystery as yet
unsolved. And that is one of the "Swede's" minor
feats. "Si" has said the only way he can explain is because of the marvelous songs and melodies "Jim" sings.
They could not sleep, it is said, unless Morpheus was
charmed by the strains of "Sweet Marie," sung in a
dulcet tenor voice by "Jimmy." Be that as it may, Durfee High went into mourning
when "Jim" departed for Holy Cross.
"Curly" caused commotion in Freshman year by claiming two things, the first
being a question of relationship with a certain gentleman in which he lost out. In the
other case "Jim" bet "Red" that he had the more money at the time. But sad to
relate "Rile" bought a "Boston American" and thereby lost the bet. Now that he
is singing his swan song-nothing to do with ducks-] ames has made a companion of
"Fitch" and the twain are some chums. They make a great showing at all times and,
judging from the past, the future seems to hold little save good for "Jim.'' Nothing
seems to worry him, he has a happy smile in all cases and circumstances and will do
very much to cheer and uplift his chosen sphere.

JAMES ]. REILLY

Scranton, Pa.

"Opie" "Jim"
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On the opening of our Junior year "Opie" came to
us, the dust of Scranton still clinging to his raiment and
saddening the sunshine of his countenance. In spite of
his brief stay he has made himself a familiar and a wel
come figure at the college, his fondness for broken chairs
and his jaunty gait being known to all.
"Jim" is one of the brilliancies of Holy Cross. He
is always ready to converse or argue, as the case may be,
whatever be the subject; and none is too deep for his
recondite mind. His profound knowledge and vast information is, perhaps, best shown in the refectory. Surrounded by admiring associates,
he rarely misses an opportunity of mentioning how things were done at "Toronter" or
of quoting his "guv 'nor." His power of getting the last word is remarkable, having
earned for him the well-deserved title "Autocrat of the Dining Table."
Among his class-mates, "Jim" is held in high esteem for his bright, cheerful dis
position, sturdy moral character, and beaming smile. Though possessed of no musical
talent himself, not even as a singer, he has taste for good music, and often attends
high-class performances. In athletics, he is an ardent supporter, and indulges quite ex
tensively in one branch of sport-in wrestling the proverbial "bovinum animal.'' As a
student, he has shown marked ability on many occasions, although we cannot call him
a "grind." His constant good-nature, upright character, and facility in winning friends
are among his best qualities and have won the respect of all who know him.

JOHN H. REILLY

North Adams, Mass.
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Jack thought that North Adams did not furnish suffi
cient field for the display of his musical ability, so he
came to Worcester and took up his residence at St. Vin..,
cent's. Here he passed the time with his mandolin and
melodious voice, and despite the many and abusive invec
tives hurled at him by Dan Kennedy continued to entertain the patients. Three years did they endure him there,
and then "Caruso" moved to Alumni Hall, and although
"Blondy" admits with all frankness and candor that he had nothing against the fellows
yet he kept up his angelic singing. "Jack'' has done JnUch with his pleasant and so
ciable nature to make college days-college days. He never went in for athletics, but
confined himself to his studies and the social side of college life. He has been a promi
nent figure in the entertainments at Holy Cross and in outside parishes and societies, so
we would recommend him highly to Dockstader. During his first three years "Hughie"
used to be a steady attendant at Father Mathew's Hall, but, since his determination to
room at the college, the patrons of Terpsichore there have missed his comely coun
tenance-as we, too, will miss him. This is the John of good fellowship.
As a student "Jack" has shown unusual talent, especially in Freshman and Sopho
more. Examinations in Latin and Greek held no terrors or dark places for him, and
his free translations were refreshing. In Junior and Senior his excellent answers in
original matter showed a still active intellect. With his keen judgment, rare attractive
ness, charming companionship and exceptional capabilities we look to John to garner
honors for Holy Cross.

SIMON A. ROURKE

Fall River, Mass.
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Here we have the most sought gentleman in the class.
He is a veritable bureau of information and hands out
his "dope" on anything from ladies' hair-combs to bat
tleships. In noting "Si's" character, versatility should
be spelled with a capital "V." He has demonstrated his
worth on many a class committee, and a successful class
basketball team is testimony of his managerial ability. "Scoop," as he is familiarly
called, is a small package overflowing with good fellowship. His presence seems to
electrify any gathering with a spirit of cheerfulness. Occasionally he sets aside his care
free disposition and assumes a more serious one, especially when an exam is hovering
near. "Cub" is by no means a misnomer for him, since what many term news "Si" calls
ancient history. He has kept close to the books throughout the course and was always
well up in class work. He is an energetic fellow, but all his actions are productive of
results. Aggressiveness is predominant in his makeup, but not to the extent of the un
desirable. His magnetic personality won for him many friends who have found him a
generous friend. He did not take any active part in athletics, but was ever an ardent
fan at all events of sport. We might say that our Junior banquet would not have been
the success it was without his brilliant oratory. If from the past we may argue to the
future, "Si's'' career in the years to come shall be brilliant.

JOSEPH A SAN SOUCI

Providence, R. I.
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One bright afternoon in September, Souci loomed upon
the horizon of Holy Cross. He was leading something
by the hand, no other than the precocious Dannie.
In Sophomore year "Red" became the thorn in the
side of Father Mahony, just because he put into prac
tice the theory that "windows were made before doors.''
Big Bill Colleary became the father of "Souci'' in Junior year, and has waxed
weary with parental cares-everybody picked on the little one. Right here "Red"
commences his major career. Day by day his manly chest expands while we find him
one of "Bart's" lieutenants; but "Red" never could invent a strangle hold capable of
throwing
his room-mate.
·
Hardly an athletic sport escaped "Joe's'' attention. He had the ability too, but
hard luck kept him from winning a sweater. Just when he had a chance to make good
in Hockey the Athletic Association called in the sticks.
Nor was "Souci" too much devoted to serious pursuits. For at Poli's matinees
we find him in his element. In this palace of joy many a bashful "ingenue" was en
couraged by "Red's" assuring smile and hearty applause.
"Red's" occasional walks to Spear's were marked by his absence from supper.
For at this hospitable Inn the ham and shell fish are extremely delicious according to
"Souci,'' and the apple juice is very conducive to digestion.
Much of the improved cheering is due to him, for rooming with one of the "lead
ers" he made suggestions that were responsible for many victories on the field.
If a frank manner and generous disposition count for much. "Joe" ought to cap
tain a ship of commerce before many days.

HERBERT J. SCHUHART

Rochester, N. Y.
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Another one of those quiet, noiseless chaps. "Herb"
never intrudes, never puts himself forward, nor is he ever
particularly boisterous. And yet one gentleman down
town has been bold enough to accuse him of disturbing
the peace. It naturally provoked a great deal of excite
ment but, true to his nature, "Schu" was the most un
concerned man in the crowd. It is probable he had
just received one portion of "franks and sauerkraut"
up on Pleasant St. For a sweet and satisfied smile always lingers with "Herb" on such occasions, for he is patriotic even in a gastronomical
way. "Piel," "Ruppert" and "Schlitz" and other such names will never fade into
memories while Herbert J. is on the earth and alive.
"Opie" and "Oscar" teamed up in Junior year and since that time the parental
authority has ever been manifest. No linen soils now the "Sapolio" appearance of their
room. And the "Bull" is always on tap, even though everyone seems to do their best
towards making "Schu's" tobacco vanish in a night, especially when the great game
of pinochle is being indulged in. "Roland" says that owing to certain tendencies he has
observed "Herb'' will make a star member of some bachelor's club. At all events
minor things like that will not disturb "Hugh's" calm mind. His work will be quietly
and thoroughly done and the community that harbors him will surely honor him.

WILLIAM F. SHANAHAN

Lynn, Mass.
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"Bill" jumped the Boston league and came to Holy
Cross last September. After due time he was admitted
to the 'inner circle' where he made good from the start
doing 'grand," 'upright' and 'square' work. As a mu
sician he has Wagner beat to a 'frazzle.' The bassoon,
clarinet and piccolo are all child's play to this born
genms.
Also "Will" is some athlete. On the horizontal bars
he demonstrated his ability to bend himself into a Human
(?) Here also in the "Gym" he dispensed harmony to the swing of our indian-clubs,
until the Spring weather drove us afield.
"Bill" could easily baffle his professors. No one has yet been able to solve that
riddle proposed in Evidences, "Father, can a man marry his widow's sister?''
Really we would be lonesome without his entertainment. He is sought after
much in the same way when he 'goes out,' for his musical genius coupled with his powers
of conversation make him a regular 'social lion.'
"Bill" preferred to coach the class football team even though "Skal" offered to
let him play Full-back. But he didn't have his cleats on, so he feared the slippery
ground.
"Shan" has gladdened many an hour with his classical entertainment and genial
good-fellowship. He has the proper amount of aggressiveness to insure recognition in
one of the artistic professions. But we fear that he loves his native hearth too much to
risk the inconvenience of a concert tour throughout our great country. For it is signifi
eant that "Bill" never wasted time in this beautiful city of Worcester. Moreover it was
with heart longings that he left his seaside home to return to the scene of his labors. The
explanation is purely materialistic, for "Bill" generally managed to bring back a "feed''
ample enough to suffice until the next visit.

JOHN P. SHEA

Worcester, Mass.
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"Jack" broke into Holy Cross shy and smiling, and
drew immediate attention by his ability as a student, as
well as the black string that anchored his "specs" in
safety. Later he saw fit to discard the sombre orna
mentation, but to his unhappiness; for, after an encounter
with some athletic Day Scholar, the floor is usually decorated with broken glass.
During the past summer "Jack" rusticated with the
City Laborers in Holden, where he established a record in carrying water. This rec
ord, h�wever, was peculiarly "Jack's" because it was not for speed, but for-but
we must hasten on to his social prowess.
It was at a recent minstrel show that "Jack" became a devotee to Terpsichore.
For a fellow that is supposed to be shy, he certainly made a favorable impression upon
the "ladies," to the envy of others who were astonished at his ease of manner and pretty
speeches.
Except for an occasional display of argumentative power, "Jack" is a rather quiet
fellow, but genial and generous. He is very reserved, so that one finds it difficult to
make his acquaintance; however, when he becomes a friend, few friendships could be
stronger or truer than his. A diligent student, he has worked consistently through the
entire course, holding an estimable position in the class. He is possessed of an unusual
memory though it unhappily plays jokes upon him. Wherever "Jack's" future may lie,
we trust that his strongest qualities,-honor, industry, sincerity,-will assert themselves,
and bring him well merited success.

Wheelwright, Mass.

JOHN J. SLEIN
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Up to four years ago, few of us had ever heard of
the town mentioned above, but when this tall, dignified
young man from Wheelwright came among us, with his
quiet nature and studious ways, we soon became cogni
zant of its existence. Noted from the beginning for his
entire lack of boisterous tendencies and for his unassuming manner, he won the respect and friendship of all the
undergraduates. As a student, "Jack" is one of those consistent workers who never
fall behind the front rank. Frequently, when he decided to spurt, the prizes came to
him very easily. However, his ambition seems to lie rather in the acquirement of know
ledge than in drawing prizes.
During the latter part of his course, we succeeded somewhat in coaxing John from
his quiet and retiring ways, so much so that an occasional theatre party or a Sunday
afternoon social gathering is not distasteful to him. We can offer no particulars con
cerning these affairs, as he is in no wise talkative about his outings, but we can say this
much, that here as in all other things John never forgets his motto regarding moderation.
As a friend and class-mate, "Jack" is just as big in nature as he is physically.
His loyalty to fellow-students, his generosity in all things and his gentlemanly bearing
will cause him to be remembered as one whom it was a pleasure to have known. With
his diligence, ability and the good-will of all, he leaves us well equipped for future
achievements as an alumnus.

A ROGERS SMITH

Rochester, N. Y.
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Charter

There are still some people who have never yel seen
the mighty Atlantic. Fresh water lakes have been to
them the very "omniscience of aquaeous substance."
Such was the case with "Rajah." for coming from an
inland village, it was only natural that he should hanker
after a glimpse of real ocean. But we must not carry
away the impression that "Smidy" was a "Rube,"-far
be it from such! On the contrary he was very wise for
one so young.
Now "Smidy" was in the "Prep" one whole year before the rest of us boys
landed. Hence he had become saturated with the idea that study was necessary to a
well regulated college. In Freshman he caused the "Stars" to sit back and observe at
tentively. That wonderful brain performed feats that were the wonderment of the
"Profs" as well as the students.
But "Rajah" earned a place in the esteemed "Coterie." This honor deserved
some external decoration, so "Smidy" journeyed to Manhattan for a misplaced eye
brow, a la Cagliostro. He also discovered that canes were quite the thing, but the boys
would not stand this Peruvian heresy.
As an amateur athlete he was to be reckoned with, for he won a point in the
high jump during his first year. For several years he set the pace around the cinder
track. It was on the steel runners that "Smidy" made a hit-and incidentally 'got hit.'
It was a bright moonlight night on Crystal Pond. Our hero lost his shoes and a portion
of his beauty. Who could have done the foul deed? If we knew there would be
sweet revenge. Adonis has fallen from his pedestal!
"Rajah" is a hustler through and through, yet preserves that undaunted spirit
which is characteristic of the energetic and efficient man.

ANTHONY T. SMYTH

Springfield, Mass.
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The call of the outside world was too much for "Syd"
and he forsook Cathedral. shook Springfield's dust from
his heels and arrived at Holy Cross. And the fame
of his coming spread rapidly and he was and is certain of
a welcome in all the territory between Southbridge and
Providence Sts. The only thing that mars his record
is the fact that he missed the play this year. But his
reputation is still secure and he remains a popular idol, for his tremendous speech on
Holy Cross Night carved his name among the immortals. He cannot "Dodge" suc
cess. In fact, dodging is come to be a lost art with "Tony," except when he blushes.
And he has the greatest blush of the class, save for "Andy's." And he has a happy
faculty of always doing the aforementioned act at the opportune, psychological mo
ment-sometimes.
"Tony" will meet with future triumphs. A genius such as he, with such a voice
and eloquence, will undoubtedly shine at the bar. (No jokes allowed). Actions, not
words alone, are other cha�_acteristics of our hero. He is a diligent and apt scholar,
well informed at all times and has a ready wit. Though the latter has been disputed,
"Tony" frankly admits that it is the truth. The stage lost a great man but college and
class are so much the better. "May your shadow never grow less, 'Syd.' "

JAMES P. SULLIVAN

Dorchester, Mass.

"Jim" "Scalsy'' "Cap" "Seal" "Sully" "Pierpont"
"/. P." "Henry"
".t llicc, tcltcre art thou?"
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From all reports and according to "Scoop," "Jim"
was considered an infant prodigy, being the only young
ster in the world able and willing to change a hair-cut.
But that did not deter "Sully'' from journeying to Worcester and becoming a bona-fide ' 1 3-er. It is a good
thing that he did so, for he came to know the pleasure
that lies in going back to "Southy" and telling the natives things they never could know.
If B. C. had held him, "Red" and "Bill" would never have had the opportunity of
telling him where a nice big bar of soap was to be found.
With all his sores, broken arms and pompadour "Jim" is one of us, and no meet
ing in any room or at the Hotel is entertaining without him and his discussions on poli
tics, the Red Sox, safety razors, etc. And, while never a grind. "Seal" never fails to
reach and maintain a good standing in the class. How he manages to do so is a secret
that has never been divulged. Even "Gil" admits that it is some kind of natural phe
nomenon. Also, the "Cap" has been one of our stars in class athletics. Indeed so good
has he been that the "Inquirer" has never ceased to ask for a picture. Space is short
but if any one knows why it is that Mr. Sullivan buys his cigarettes far down Main
Street, he will confer a favor on the crowd by telling us.

MARTIN J. TRACY

Worcester, Mass.

"Mart" "]imm})" "Trix" "Jim" "Trace"
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He is a man to be remembered-one of those whose
influence while you rub shoulders with him you are scarce
conscious of, but only perceive and value later,-when
you remember. The memory will be pleasant: of a slen
der, straight figure with a clean-cut face; of a sweet
tenor in the long slant from the grand operatic to the
carmen vulgi, that wedged an opening to many a social
triumph, with himself of course as the finishing force.
"Trace" is above all a student, ranking steadily as a leader, often as very first,
and indeed we may look and hope for the summa for him in this, our Senior. "Mart"
has held aloof somewhat from the more spectacular side of college activities,
and an outsider might be deceived as to his importance in the class. We think it partly
due to what, for want of worse, we would characterize as his failing-an exasperating
placidity, a nil admirari attitude of his when the occasion calls for some enthusiasm.
An excellent debater, he has never contended for public team-contests, though in the
"Crusades" he tilted and threw the redoubtable Jackson, doughty champion of inter
collegiates. (He modestly reminds us, however, that McDonnell handed down the
decision.)
That you may know him a little as we do well, and love him for it, his character
paucis verbis: he is an unassuming fellow without a shade of affectation or conceit,
despite his exceptional ability; he is all honesty and sincerity, of rare kindness and
courtesy; he is strong and lasting in friendship, earnest and resolute in all matters of
importance. We believe there are even finer things in "Mart" but they are such as go
poorly on paper; perhaps you will know when-but that is a secret.

CHARLES

J.

WALSH

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio
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After a stay of four years at St. Francis Xavier's,
"Charley," wishing to change quarters, gathered his be
longings and came to Holy Cross. "Charley" is, per
haps, the most widely known fellow within the college.
His jovial smile, quiet, unobtrusive manner are known
both to faculty and student, and cannot but claim respect from everyone. Though not a prominent figure in
the Elite Circles of Worcester Society, still he does sometimes, with no little trepidation, venture forth from his shyness into the Social Maze.
On these occasions, he glories in mentioning his musical talent and his conquests in the
little town that rejoices in the classical name, "Cuyahoga." More than once, as Durgin
can testify, "Charley's" fame as a violinist has suffered grievously.
Although a professed Republican, he has several Communistic tendencies. He
firmly believes in a communism of matches and tobacco, maintaining that such an in
novation, once established, will beget a "golden age" in the history of Holy Cross.
It we were to seek a man who possesses all the qualities of a gentleman, our
search would be amply rewarded in "Charley." In him we find honor, generosity,
loyalty, and devotion to friends in a remarkable degree. He delights in sound read
ing, but finds a keener pleasure in excellent music. When not engaged in study,-for
"Charley" is known to have displayed ability in this regard-he may often be found
with a short, brown pipe, a deep soft chair, and the latest "best-seller," realizing his
sweet dream of peace. His constant good-natured disposition, manifested in a beam
ing smile, charms everyone with whom he comes into contact, and will, we trust, bring
him success.

WILLIAM A WALSH

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio

"Bill'' "Will" "Will um"
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"Bill" is the eldest of the sons of prudence. He re
joices in the silent contemplation and enjoyment of
things. His words are long, as regards time, in the
choosing, the cutting and the polishing and consequently
long in the shining. He is the most unobtrusive of gentlemen, the most correctly constrained.
He never
wearies. All this predicates a man of action, decisive and effective action. "Will"
has the power of "doing things," though noiselessly withal. His field of action in
course has been unusually well plotted, worthy of a man anxious for experience along
many and varied lines. Both class and student-body honored him with elective offices,
a sure sign of deep popularity in the local democracy where men are almost always
valued with surprising accuracy. "Will" has carried his distinctions lightly, if not too
retiringly. He is clear-sighted.
If there is a severity that shapes our ends, "Willum" will arrive at a decided
terminus. He is as grave as Nestor. He has chosen not to cultivate the more social
_propensities of brother Charles, the friend to everybody, but this does not conclude
that he lacks in any degree an abundance of sympathy and delicacy of feeling and in
terest. "Bill'' is a man of maturity in character. He is an anticipator of those calmer
qualities often associated with later years. His is a harmonious personality-and that
is saying a very great deal.

WILLIAM J. WHOLEAN

Westfield, Mass.

"Bill" "Gus" "Willie" "Prex" "Sticks"
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"Bill'' first intended to be an engineer, but soon left
our rival on the gridiron and became a full-fledged col
legian. It did not take him long to acquaint himself
with his surroundings, and he soon made a mark for
himself in the class-room, mastering the sciences and the
languages alike with ease. William admits a good appetite, but he worried very little, as he has "Biscuits"
around most of the time. His popularity is evidenced by his election to the highest
office in the class during Junior and Senior, and it must be said to his credit that he
acquitted himself nobly. Upon his election he stationed himself in a conning tower
and focused his searchlight into the region of possibles for any trace of a class
privilege, and if there was any shadow of one, it rnon became an actual reality. "Bill"
is a serious fellow, perhaps too much so, but when we consider his onerous duties, we
feel that this must be overlooked. Though possessing a magnificent physique, he ab
stained from athletics. He has an attractive personality, and makes friends of all he
meets. He is earnest and sincere in all his undertakings, and it goes without saying
that we prized those qualities most highly. There is every indication of a most bril
liant career destined for our William, and we all extend our best wishes for a realiza
tion of true success.

ROBERT R. WISEMAN

Worcester, Mass.

"Russ" "Red" "Wise"
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If one should pass along the Rialto certain evenings,
he may hear the sounds of a spirited discussion issuing
from a little tobacco store. Upon entering, he sees a
tall, very fair youth with curly nut-brown locks dispens
ing cigars, and lending invaluable assistance to the argument. Our Socratic "Russ" has his little clientele of admiring friends, who come to hear the words of wisdom
that drop from the master's lips.
Possibly the Fates
have placed a budding genius in our midst, though we knew it not.
His remarkable tastes are not confined to cigars and conversation, but extend in
other lines as well. Although his presence is sought among many social sets, his heart
warms particularly towards the Normal School. He is a rather frequent visitor here,
his delight being to attend some social and glide about with dignified grace; for
mirabile dictu-his appreciation of the art is hardly restrained by his meagre six feet of
corporeality. "Russ'' is a good student, although he would disclaim all relations with
study; for, his position in the class has always been a high one, and could have been
attained only by constant and conscientious work. He possesses a strong aptitude for
"knocking," but the good-natured spirit with which he exercises it permits but a slight
sting. His is a brusque, candid character, tactful and sympathetic in the troubles of
others, buoyant in his own. In these traits, and others, we find a real manliness and
ability to cope effectively with whatever obstacles may beset him in the future.

WHEREAS, Our Father, the Omnipotent, in His inscrutable wisdom, has seen fit to lay the heavy hand
of early death upon Francis Leonard Prior; and
WHEREAS, During two happy years he was a member of our Class of 1913 of Holy Cross College, and
always our beloved friend and respected companion, be it
RESOLVED: That, in warrant of our esteem, we render this slight testimony of our appreciation of his
unselfish character, his exemplary devotion, and the laudable nature of his achievements among us.
His was a cheerful, sturdy heart; he was modest and retiring in manner, of strong and honest ambition,
unswervingly loyal to Alma Mater, and with an unquestionable faith in the goodness and clem
ency of his Creator.
His unhappy passing in the incipience of his manhood has engendered in our hearts a lasting sorrow, but
we are consoled by the hope that, as he has been the first among us to answer the call of the
Father, he may also be the first to aid us in our ultimate hour of need.
PAUL J. McMULLEN,
LAURENCE J. JACKSON,
FRANCIS X. COUGHLIN.
Committee of Class of 1913.
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C. Carroll Baxter
Arthur L. Bouvier
Frederick W. Brady
Edward P. Burns
Frederick W. Callahan
John M. Cleary
J. Edward Cogan
William S. Corey
Joseph P. Coyle
Andrew J. Daley
Percy H. Desnoes
Harry J. Diamond
William H. Dooling
Edward L. Dugan
James P. Dunn, Jr.
Pierce J. Dunphy
Joseph J. Durkin
Francis I. Gallagher
Francis T. Gilligan
John P. Gilrain
Ignatius A. Hamel
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William J. Hanley
George N. Hazard
William J. Heffern, Jr.
John E. Hegarty
Alfred C. Hines
George P. Hughes
James J. Hurley
James P. Kelley
Charles T. Kenney
John E. Kraft
Edmund L. Kreft
William J. Lillis
Thomas J. MacMahon
Joseph A. Mahoney
Walter H. McCarthy
James L. McGuire
Thomas H. McNally, Jr.
Thomas F. Moriarity
Daniel B. Mulhearn
John R. Mulroy
James B. Murphy

John J. Murphy
Paul D. Murphy
Philip G. Murphy
James M. Oates
George C. O'Brien
John J. A. O'Connor
Sylvester R. O'Haire
Ulderico A. Pettine
Edward B. Powers
Francis L. Prior
Stephen P. Regan
Clarence J. Rhatigan
James T. Rooney
Edmund Russell, Jr.
Allan W. Slattery
Bernard Spillane
William P. Tally
William G. Tobin
Ernst T. Voigt
Alphonsus T. Wickham
Charles R. Wilmot
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In the fall of 1910 there came to the Hill of Pleasant Springs a sturdy
band of noble youths, one hundred and sixty-five strong, who made them
selves at home at once and immediately started to "do things." Their earliest
boast was that they were the first class to register over 150, thus making the
total college registration exceed the five hundred mark and giving Holy Cross
first place among classical colleges. From present indications, theirs will also
be the first class to graduate one hundred or more. Numerically, al least,
they have some claim to distinction.
The standard of scholarship maintained throughout their three years has
been remarkably high and warrants the warm praise lavished upon them from
time to time by the faculty. Their record in Junior Philosophy and Analyt
ical Chemistry is without parallel, according to reliable authorities.
But the activities of the class of 1914 have not been confined to the class
room. In everything that contributes to the advancement of true Holy Cross
spirit and the college we! fare they have been foremost figures.
For three years they have been the mainstay of the Varsity football, base
ball and track teams, and in recognition of the sterling worth of their ath
letes the signal tribute was paid to them in Sophomore year of electing from
their ranks the captain of football, Fred Ostergren, and the captain of track,
Joe McLoughlin. In interclass games they have easily surpassed all others.
In Freshman, they won the track meet, and the football and basketball series.
In Sophomore they succumbed to the powerful 191 3 aggregation -in-f'OC>tball
and track, and to the Seniors in basketball ; but in Junior they reasserted their
supenonty and romped away with the basketball series without a defeat.
In debating and dramatics they have shown similar excellence. Twice winners of the class debate,
they have also an intercollegiate victory to their credit. In dramatics, the cast each year has been strongly
re-enforced by their actors, and this season the title role was given to a Junior for the first time in many
years. "Richelieu," as interpreted and most capably acted by Henry L. Irwin, ' l 4, made a lasting im
pression in college dramatics. Other very important parts were most creditably played by Juniors.
The college orchestra, choir and glee club have always drawn heavily and most successfully upon
them for support. In the Blessed Virgin Mary Sodality they have established and maintained an attend
ance record throughout their three years which is unequalled in the history of the college. In the League
of the Sacred Heart and St. John Berchman's Society their zeal and enthusiasm have been most edifying.
In view of the foregoing, gentle reader, do you not think they have some reason to boast?

J. S. D.
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JUNIOR A
Thomas A. Bolan
Stephen F. Bowen
Louis J. Bringardner
Walter W. Claffey
James J. Clinton
Francis D. Comerford
Clarence H. Coughlan
Thomas A. Dowd
Joseph J. Durkin
Robert E. Ferry
Ralph T. Foye
Joseph A Gabriels
Wilfred A Hamel
James J. Hurley
Henry L. Irwin
Joseph V. Laughnane
Patrick J. Mahoney
Eugene F. Marshall
William F. May
Edward B. McCaffrey
Jeremiah J. McCarthy
John D. McGowan
Walter P. McManus
Thomas J. Migauckas, Jr.
Andrew C. Moran
Joseph P. Mulhern
Joseph A. Murray
John E. O'Rourke
Louis J. Petritz
John J. Rady
Joseph M. Ryan
John J. Shea
J. Philip Sheehan
Joseph R. Strickland, Jr.

JUNIOR B.
Henry W. Bre.tt
Robert J. Cairns
Laurence A. Carey
John T. Carmody
Frederick L. Carney
Edward M. Casey
J. Leo Clancy
John D. Cooney
Martin F. Crotty
Richard J. Dee
John P. Donahue
Pierce J. Dunphy
Francis .J. Finn
Charles E. Foley
Joseph P. Hanlon
Walter L. Hogan
Walter J. Hutchinson
Michael E. Kearney
William F. Kearney
Leo H. LaPlante
John M. McGrath
William A Melville
Wilfred J. Metivier
John D. Monahan
Jeremiah C. Murphy
George W. Nesbit
James E. O'Brien
Frederick V. Ostergren
J. Francis Shea
Edward F. Tobin
William E. Trowell
Aloysius P. Walsh
David J. Walsh
George S. Wickham

JUNIOR C.
Thomas F. Brady
David J. Canavan
George L. Carey
J. Stanhope Coster
Joseph P. Craugh
James P. Cullen
Francis X. Curley
Timothy E. Curran
Francis I. Curry
William F. Daly
Joseph S. Dinneen
William V. Dolan
Philip E. D�oley
William J. Dooling
C. Stuart M. Dowd
John Duke, Jr.
J. Vincent Growney
Walter C. Harris
Martin H. Hickey
James J. Kane
Christopher C. M. Kelly
Harold D. Kelly
Bernard A. Kerrigan
John F. Lynch
Francis P. Maguire
Daniel A. Martin
Edward J. McPartland
Robert J. Murray
Harold I. O'Brien
Alfred S. O'Connor
Michael C. Rogers
John F. Rooney
John P. Shannon
Clayton P. Sheehan
Thomas A Vogel
Richard A White
Ralph J. Williamson
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With the rising of the sun on September the eighth, nineteen hundred and
eleven, Holy Cross beheld in the class of Fifteen the largest that was
A Freshman class numbering one hun
ever registered within her walls.
dred and ninety-two was such an unheard-of thing that a full holiday was
granted to the school at large in recognition of the distinction, and along with
their numbers, the record of which has not yet been broken, the present Sopho
mores brought all that could be expected from any class in brain, brawn and
spirit.
Numerous testimonials and contributions to The Purple have every month
shown the high standing and scholarship of these men. And in debate, ref
erence has only to be made to their recent victory over Fordham University.
In dramatics we find them ever starring in leading roles, bringing glory and
renown to themselves as well as to their college. We have but to hear men
tioned the names of Lane, McAloon, McDonald and Healy, the champion
declaimer of the world, and we are reminded of what the class of Fifteen did
towards making the last two college plays the successes that they were. And
in musical ability, too, they stand out prominently. Rightly, indeed, may they
glory in the talent of Horgan, the pianist, and Lettieri, the 'celloist.
On the field of sports, whether it be football, baseball or track, Nineteen
Fifteen has always furnished men of the highest calibre.
On the gridiron,
time and again we have heard the praises of Cahill, Donovan, McCabe, Mul
len, Quinn and any number of other important factors of the eleven.
And
this very year they can boast of harboring in their midst the man who, of a
string of five, is said to be Holy Cross' best pitcher.
In track they have but to sound the name of "Barney"
Lee. While, in general, on occasions of inter-class events Nineteen-Fifteen has always manifested un
excelled spirit, and if not victorious at times, we know that it has been because, out of love for their Alma
Mater, they were willing to sacrifice class victory for Varsity success.
In the manifestation of class spirit, especially this year, have the Sophomores proven themselves re
markable. On Holy Cross Night they were surpass ed by none in the neatness of their tokens and the
rendition of their cheers and songs. To them, also, is due the credit for the originality in decorating the
theatre boxes at the production of "Richelieu." But what redounds most to their glory is their banquet
of February third last, an affair which was unique an d unprecedented. So replete with novelties was it
that all who attempt a banquet in the future will ha ve to make great strides to reach the standard set by
these wise-foolish fellows. Among the many things for which this banquet will long be remembered are
the fake strike on the part of the waitresses, arrang ed by the committee, and the Sophomore Herald, in
every respect a real live newspaper, edited by the sa me board.
Thus far the class of Nineteen-Fifteen has alw ays striven to do her utmost for the honor and glory
of Mt. St. James, and we may well expect that in t he future, as upper classmen, they will continue ever
as true and loyal sons of old Holy Cross, in imitation of those men who are about to enter the ranks of
her Alumni.
J. F. McC,
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SOPHOMORE A
Francis E. Barry
Roger C. Bowen
Christopher J. Brennan
Thomas J. Broderick
William F. Casey
Paul A. Connolly
Raymond E. Connors
Walter F. Coonan
Louis A. Coyle
William F. Cullen
James A. Deery
William E. Dever
James J. Duffy
Francis C. Garstka
John B. Hannigan
J. Alfred F. Lane
William E. McClusky
George P. Murphy
John E. Murray
Daniel F. O'Connor
John K. O'Connor
Augustine B. O'Grady
Francis W. Power
James J. Rice
Edward J. Scanlon
William F. Shea
C. Ernest Stone
Oliver A. Strickland
Henry C. Walsh
SOPHOMORE B.
Francis X. Atkinson
Francis M. Cahill
George V. Coleman
Edward J. Costello
Cornelius G. Cotter
Leo J. Cunningham
Daniel A. Donoghue
Eugene J. Donovan
F. de Sales Duggan
John E. Dynan
Joseph E. Feeney

Joseph F. Giordano
Frank G. Gleason
William F. Grzankowsk;
Albert J. Harder
John B. Healy
Leo H. Healy
Patrick F. Hussey
Francis M. Lahey
John J. Lettieri
Henry E. Manning
Jerome F. McCarthy
Bernard J. McMahon
Emmett A. O'Connor
Michael J. O'Connor
John B. O'Leary
J. Joseph Quinn
Thomas A. Reardon
William J. A. Reardon
SOPHOMORE C.
Francis E. Carroll
William L. Casey
Edwin F. Colton
D. Murray Cummings
Thomas F. Curran
Joseph A. Delaney
John J. Derosier
John J. P. Dunn
Richard E. Dunne
John S. Evans
Charles F. Foley
Dennis C. Haley
Walter E. Haley
Michael F. Hastings
John M. Hogan
Francis J. Holloway
Daniel E. Horgan
Charles A. Kelley
William J. Lannary
Bernard F. Lee
Thomas P. Long
Edward P. McAloon
Thomas J. McCabe

Irv;ng T. McDonald
Charles McEnerney
Tames J. McGuinn
William B. McGuire
Arthur J. McNamara
Joseph A. McNamara
William F. Moloney
Edward M. Morrissey
Harold E. Mountain
Thomas F. Mullahy
Walter J. Mullen
William H. Murphy
William R. North
Thomas J. Quirk
James W. Roche
Harold R. Russell
Edward F. Simpson
William R. Smith
Sidney E. Sullivan
Thomas A. Tierney
Paul W. Wagener
SOPHOMORE D
Benedict F. Boland
Thomas B. Boland
James F. Conlin
William B. Connell
John J. Crowley
Edward J. Dowling
Edward S. Feeney
John D. Hughes
Alfred L. Madden
Jeremiah F. McCarthy
Robert F. Murray
Stanislaus G. North
Cornelius J. O'Neil
Francis R. Quinn
Edward F. Riley
John L. Rogers
John F. Shea
Bernard A. Smyth
William S. Walsh
Martin J. Welsh
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The first class meeting was held on October first, nineteen hundred and
twelve, for the purpose of electing officers. The balloting indicated that we
numbered one hundred and sixty, and since that date our numbers have been
greatly augmented.
We all rejoiced in the fact that we were "College Men" at last, yet not
for an instant did we lose sight of the all-important fact that, though within
the walls of the largest Catholic college in America, we were merely Fresh
men.
Well aware of the sportive light in which "Freshies" are not infrequently
held by upper classmen, we vowed to eradicate any false opinions as to our
earnestness and capability.
That we were not lacking in either of these essential requisites is clearly
evidenced by the fact that we proved a valuable asset, not only to the Purple
eleven, cross-country team, and baseball nine, but to dramatics as well. The
work of Freshmen in this sphere made obvious the fact that we possess a
wealth of material which will prove of great value in next year's production.
In the first class-debate of our college career we were defeated by the
strong Sophomore trio, the champions of a Fordham-Holy Cross contest, but
our argument and presentation were in common estimation of unusual keen
ness and finish for a Freshman team.
In the orchestra and other college organizations, the Freshmen have been
well represented.
Thus during our first year much has depended upon .our mental and physical
capabilities, and we feel that there still exists much I atent talent which the remaining years of college life
will bring to light.
The first year in the history of a class is, without exception, a year of formation, which naturally
produces a spirit of dissension. Such, however, has not bee; our experience, and we hope that this spirit
of harmony and good fellowship which has charac terized our first year will continue, not only until the
day when we receive our sheepskins, but that as Alumni, this same spirit will be found among us, and that
it will prove a valuable incentive to us irrespective of the path we choose.

W. R. P.
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QHaBB
L'HE:-;H?\IA� A.
Louis W. Cupelli
Frederick <J. Carney
Ueorge F. 'onway
J osevh J. Coouey
Ed\\'ti r<l. L. oughlall
'lwrle F. Coveney
'11;1 l'les E. DeLorme
.Johll J. Dignan
Jul.In H. Engstrom
l 'rederick E. Fitzgeral<l
\\'alter J. 1'. Fleming
Walter J. Gendreau
Johu l\l. Grandfield
Joseph D. Hawes
J o�eph A. Henderson
Haymond J. Kennedy
Sylva C. Lachapelle
Francis J. Laflin
Thoma.- A. Lang, Jr.
Haymond F,. Larkin
William E. i\Iatthew
'1 l.lomns J. McLean
Owen F. McMahon, Jr.
John J. l\Icl'adden
:\Iortiwer A. l\Ioriarty
.Tohn l\f. l\Iurphy
John J. Power
.\udre,v I'. Quinn
William E. Reilly
William H. Hice
James J. Riley, Jr.
Joseph P. Riley
Francis 'l'.. canlou
'asimir Scz;esnulevicz
William U. �hea
J olrn lJ. 8heehan
◄

l.!'HE�Hl\L-\N H.
William J. A.lien
Prancis D. Heaurnette
Francis \V. Brun11agan
Georcre 1--.. Clarke
Da Yid H. Condon
John l\I. Connor
John D. Coyne
Jame B. Dannemiller

i!tnll

Arthur J. l >e�omme
Berna nl J. Dolan
John F. Donohoe
.\lfred
J. Finn
l
''homas F. Fi1111
Joseph E. l!'it:;q>t1trick
Lewis l\f. Fraga
James A. I-Iarkins
Joseph 'l'. Higgins
Joseph A. l\IcUarthy
John J. l\lcCounell
Arthur H. l\IcGO\Y:.111
William D. l\IcKenuey
Peter l'. l\Iichaud
W. o·connell
.Howard
Leo '11 O'Connor
William 1'. 8tauto11, Jr.
•

J,'l{]_ij, 'Hl\IAN C.
Harry l\L Burke
Harold D. C'u11ui11gll:un
ll. Leo 'lark
Leonide .\. De):0111rne
8tanislaus D. Donohoe
1'1lorence J. Donohue
.JOllll L. Drury
l >. Haymon<l. Dwyer
l'hilip J. Gorman
W"illiam K Grimes
l<Jdward L. Kelly
Patrick 1'. Kennedy
Hie:hard F. Leuahau, Jr.
Francis A. ?\Ladden
Joseph J. l\IcCa<.l<le11
Leon D. McGraw
Gerard l\Ic):a1uee
Walter L. l\Ioore
Arthur J. Murphy
Harold '. O' 'onnor
John J. O'Loug!Jlin
Arthur O'Neill
Paul B. Prince
Pierre F. PronoYo.·t
Leo G. Rondeau
Leo l\f. Sexton
Edward C. Sullivan
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J;rn1es F. Sulli,·an
l'atrick J. \Vhelan

COLLEGE SPECI.\L

Richard M. Ahern
Daniel lVI. Bergin
FHE81-L\L\� D.
Edward M. Brawley, Jr.
Geor,.,.e U. Bader
George P. Burns
.James II. Hl'ackle_y
Harry A. Carroll
Joseph K Cahill
Halph A. Carroll
.
Jolin .J. 'al<lon
Arthur B. Cogan
.John F. 'arriga11
Jobn F. Creamer, Jr.
John A. Chisholm
Francis i\1. Crowley
Corneliu� K Cole11ia n
John J. Cumming , Jr.
John F. Cornl.la
Thomas E. Day
Frank I'. Uullen
U'ra11 k C. De�la rco
Josevh 'l'. Daly
I'nul ,·. Deneen
Haro.Id U. Deeley
Frank l\I. Dolan
Charles II. I )oualrne
.J osep!J L. Donigan
Jame· .T. I )011oglrne, .Tr.
W. !◄--,rank Doyle
Jo. evh N. Ducharme
Frederick J. Fla!Jerty
1 >e1111i:-. A. Fitz;"eral<.l
Leon P. Flaherty
I :urnuud K H. <Janey
Harold F. Flynn
?\Iaurice J ,. Urittin
Harry F. Gallagher
Williarn .A. Heaphy, .Tr.
James P. Gilrain
�IicLiael F. Homucl
George V. Grady
Joseph i\I. Hughes
John W. Grifl:in
Leo 1''. Hurd
Thomas J. Halpine
\.Iden L. Judge
John J. Hyland
John lf. Keaue
John R. Hennessey
Micl.lnel .J. Kelley
Francis J. Kemp, Jr.
Edward .\. Ly11cl1
Robert A. Kenary
Jame� E. l\Iah:111
Benedict B. Landry
Haymond T. Mahon
Paul W. Larkin
John NI. Manion
Joseph C. Lynd
,John H. i\Icrn.nm, Jr.
Edwin F. McCabe
James .T. l\IcMal1on
John J. McCarthy
J. Joseph Mc:\fahon
I!'. Howard McCullough
Riel.lard A. i\JooneY
Joseph E. fcDermott
iJ..'imot!J,v l\I. :Uori;;rty, Jr. Joseph H. l\IcDonough
Basil H. l\Iurpl1y
Michael JJ'. l\IcGauley
James B. l\Iuq>hy
George E. McKenna
Claude W. Norton
John F. Milliken, Jr.
.Tosepb J. O'Lean·
Francis A. l\Ionah:i.n
William H. fieck
James B. Moran
James J. Reardon
J. Aloysius O'Brien
John T.. aunders
Walter F. O'Brien
Russell L. , 'plaine
Francis A. Powers
Franci W. Sullivan
Thomas F. Shea
◄
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With the opening of the fall term m September began another successful
year for the Preparatory Department. Though small in number, the stu
dent body was made up of fine young fellows of the right fibre, and when
the first bell rang for work they were off with a flashing start. All during
the year they kept up that persistent work which has brought for them ap
plause and admiration from the college departmrnt and cong.alulations and
commendations from the Faculty.
It was realized early that nothing could be done wi�hout organ:zation.
Election was held, and John M. Zerbey of Allentown, Pa., together with
a corps of capable assistants was chosen to pilot the Preps for the year. The
selection of officers proved entirely satisfactory, and the Preps have had a
success i ul year. As soon as possible, the Holy Angels Sodality, under the
supervis:on of Mr. John Meagher, S.J., was launched, and from the first
the meetings were characterized by a large attendance of sincere young men,
all showing interest and devotion. The Fitton Academic Circle (the aim of
which is to look after and develop the abilities of its members, in elocution
and debating) with Mr. John Fasy, S.J., as Moderator, was reorganized,
and with Francis Foy of Quincy, Mass., as president, boldly pushed forward
to what has proven, as was predicted, its most successful year. Many and
interesting debates were conducted on subjects of interest and importance.
Though anyone may belong to a sodality, and the chosen ones are the
marked men in debating and elocution, studies include all. The high stand
ard of scholarship attained by the Preps this year is well worthy of praise.
Every month the reading of marks was characterized by bursts of applause for men marching to the stage
to receive their four "tickets" (testimonials of merit). The number of Preps fondling three testimonials
was also gratifying, while two testimonials and single tickets were common.
In athletics not much was expected from the P reps, because of the few men to pick from, but the
few proved to be fellows of ability. When on the g ridiron the little band dashed around with speed and
weight, with the result that but one defeat was charg ed against them, and that by a close score.
In basketball, though somewhat handicapped b y size and weight, they made a good showing and
were party to many a great exhibition of the indoor game. Though results in football and basketball
were pleasing, it was left to the baseball team to brmg the crowning success in ath!etics. Hard, con
sistent work, coupled with a sincere interest, has produced a baseball team without a peer in high school
and prep school ranks. They have not lost a game, while the best high school teams in the vicinity have
bowed before them.
All things considered, one can't help but admit that the Preps have had a highly successful year.
An organization which has won merit in athletics an d in studies; an organization composed of fine fellows,
all of the right spirit, must win, and the Preps have w on.
J. M. Z.
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Jreparatnry illnll
FOURTH YEAR A.
Alfred M. Bauer
Raphael F. Blanchet
John W. Curley
Henry T. Dolan
Gregory 0. Duffy
William J. Duffy
Paul J. Fitzpatrick
Francis H. Foy
Paul C. Graney
Joseph H. Kean
Joseph J. Keenan
William J. McDevitt
William C. McLaughlin
Thomas H. McQuade
Arthur M. Michaud
Charles E. Poirier
Maurice A. Quirk
Edward A. Rumler
Marcellus J. Schotten
Daniel J. Sullivan

Walter P. Talaska
Dorval E. Viger
Joseph F. Whalen
John M. Zerbey
FOURTH YEAR B.
John R. Blum
Henry M. Boland
Napoleon L. Bouley
Walter J. Carr
Henry J. Champagne
Thomas 0. Doyle
Clement Ducharme
Henry Farley
Victor D. Feeney
Robert B. Fitzsimons
John C. Gagnier
Raymond B. Goddard
Raymond D. Kennedy
Charles L. Kirby
John E. Lawler

Harry B. Lorenz
J. Harold Manning
Charles N. McAdams
William A McManus, Jr.
Richard H. Mooney, Jr.
John E. A. Rauber
Thomas D. Teal
James B. Whalen
SPECIAL.
James C. Broderick
Vincent Brophy
John C. Chenery
James F. Colbert
F. Chilton Collins
Walter J. Kane
Joseph E. Lawrence
Eugene S. Loughlin
John J. McHugh
Vernon C. O'Brien
Edward F. Sullivan
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After fifty years of internal growth, Holy Cross has now burst the bonds which restrained her
development and is in the dawn of a great future. Simultaneously with Beaven Hall there is arising The
New Holy Cross. Her progress during the past de cade has been exceptionally rapid, so much so, indeed,
that in the fall opening of 191 I all available dormitory space was quickly occupied, As indications
pointed to even larger classes in the future, it became necessary for the F acuity either to recogmze that
the college had reached its highest
development, and to rest content
among the small colleges of the
country or to extend the lines and
erect new buildings. It was then
that the questinn was settled by the
Bishop and the priests of the
Springfield Diocese, who donated
Beaven Hall. This building will
afford room for at least one hun
dred students, and is the beginning
of a new and expansive Holy
Cross.
In this new age the Seniors, as
Father Rector has frequently re
marked, will receive added dignity
and will occupy a position unique
and unprecedented on the hill.
They will be Seniors in environment as well as in studies, for Beaven Hall is primarily a Senior building,
and will offer to them more privacy and privilege.
With the avenues to healthy expansion opened to her by her loyal priests, Holy Cross must progress,
and with added strength from her generous alumni the future will undoubtedly see other buildings rising
on the shining hillsides of Mt. St. James, proclaiming the glory of the old and the activity of the new
Holy Cross.

J.L.Dar,tt
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It is difficult indeed to pen a fitting tribute to the Alumni of our Alma Mater, espe
cially during these latter years. Tireless indus try and painstaking endeavor applied to true
scholastic principles have broken down the walls of prejudice and bigotry and have admitted
our graduates into honored places long denied them. And how well they have succeeded in
their public offices and professions is too we;i k nown to call for repetition.
Their names, with honorable mention, are found in the lists of every reputable profession,
and are beacon lights of hope to the ambitious undergraduate. From Bishop Walsh in Maine to
Bishop Conaty in California, �hey are blazing paths and preparing ways for their brothers who
\•di follow, making their fight with ability and worth, not through influence and wealth.
Look at the returns of the late elections. In Massachusetts, conceded by ail to be a Re
publican stronghold, the voters have placed in the office of Lieutenant Governor our own David
I. Walsh, of the class of ninety-three. Especially promising and prophetic of our future will
this happy incident appear when we notice that Mr. Walsh was elected on a Democratic ticket
and won by a plurality of thirty thousand votes.
To the National Congress our graduates
have found their way, and municipalities have chosen them to preside in chairs of Stale.
The past year has been especially expressive of the devotion to A Ima Mater, for as a
tribute to the sacrifices of her galaxy of priests Beaven Hall will soon open its doors to receive
the Seniors.
Looking back, then, over their achievements of sixty years, Holy Cross is justly proud of
the Alumni. Even where: through accidental causes some have failed of signal honor, their
honesty and integrity have never been in question. Their every act has raised the dignity and
enriched the history of Holy Cross.
We cannot close this meagre tribute with out a word of thanks to our watchful and gen
erous friend and alumnus. Bishop Beaven of the Springfield Diocese. To him in great part is
due the erection of our latest building; for his devotion and solicitude for his Alma Mater insti
tuted the campaign for a new Holy Cross. His fellow Alumni have given loyal aid.
These are the Alumni of Holy Cross. You will know them when you meet them by
their upright character, unflinching moral courage and true Americanism, aiding the progress
of their fellow man and struggling with the pr oblems that trouble their nation. They are an
active and practical refutation of the charge t hat a true Catholic cannot be a true patriot.
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(_@ffirrr!l for 1913
IDqr i\lumtti i\aaoriatiott of tqr (!lollrgr of tqr i;oly (!lroaa
Organized 1 869
Rt. Rev. Thomas D. Beaven, D.D., '70, Honorary President
Thomas H. Sullivan, '91, President.
Dr. Edward J .Welsh, '87, First Vice-President.
Rev. Patrick J. Madden, '00, Second Vice-President
Dr. John W. Cahill, '03, Secretary-Treasurer
Executive Committee.

Dr. Michael F. Fallon, '84
Peter
Joseph E. Underwood, '89

J.

McLoughlin, '95

THOMAS H. S. LLIVAN, '91
Pre ident Alumni As ociation
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Ujnly Q!rnss Ntgqt
" Thy honored name shall never die,

Holy

Cross,

old Holy Cross!"

What a wealth of memories rise up in our minds at the sound of
these words! Memories of the old college, advancing foremost among
its sister institutions of learning, memories of her sons fighting con
stantly to manifest their devotion and loyalty to Alma Mater.
These
are the memories that are ever so dear to us, memories that cluster
about Holy Cross at all times, but never so closely as on that "nox noc-_
tium, Holy Cross Night.
To all associated with the college, Holy Cross Night means very
much indeed. To Facuity it means a rebirth of the close companion
ship with the student of the past, or a recital of their triumphs in the
various fields of life. The student finds in it encouragement and in
spiration to persevere in his labors so that he, too, may represent Alma
Mater, and reflect glory to her name. The Alumnus, returning from
the cares of his profession sees in this night a retrospect of "the old
days" or an opportunity to express words of sound advice bearing a spontaneity that comes right from the
heart. But to Alma Mater, Holy Cross Night carries a joy far greater than these. She glories in the
return of her son, her heart is warmed by the manifestation of sympathetic and friendly intercourse among
her three representative bodies; she points with a par ticular pride to her youngest children who hasten in
ever-increasing numbers to drink deeply at the fountains of wisdom and turn away refreshed.
To those who participated in its observance, Nineteen-Thirteen's Holy Cross Night will be a mem
orable one. Nothing was lacking to make the occasion successful, and truly a success it was. With the
hall resplendent in the rich purple of Holy Cross, with classes rivaling each other in singing the praises of
Alma Mater, with the Senior clad for the first time in the academic cap and gown, while the strains of
music sounded sweetly in the ear, F acuity, Alumnus and student became united, as so many links, into one
strong chain of love and loyalty that must surely wi thstand the test of time. The success of this night
we may attribute, for the most part, to Mr. Anthony T. Smyth, '13, who as chief marshal displayed un
tiring zeal and marked ability in arranging and con ducting the programme.
We feel assured that,
knowing the true worth of all Holy Cross men, and recalling their generous co-operation in the past, this
same success will long continue in the history of Holy Cross Night.
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tinly Q.trn.as Nigqt Jrngram
Barth

March-''Frat''

Bennet

Overture-"The Feast of Lanterns"
College Orchestra
Introduction

Anthony T. Smyth, '13

Address

Joseph J. Reilly, '04
Fincq

"In the Shadows"
College Orchestra
Address

Dr.

J.

Arthur Barnes, '95

Chorus-"Yachting Glee"
College Glee Club
Address

Thomas H. Dowd, '94
Monckton

Selections
College Orchestra
Address

Rev. Michael A K. Kelley, '92

E nsemble-"Holy Cross, Old Holy Cross"
Heeves

March-"Second Regiment"
College Orchestra
COMMITTEE IN CHARGE
Chief Marshal
Anthony T. Smyth, '13

William

J.

Class Marshals
Wholean, '13

Jerome F. McCarthy, '15

Joseph S. Dinneen, '14

William R. Peck, '1 6
Prep Marshal
John M. Zerbey.
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The Scientific Society did not convene until January 23rd, 1913, but from that time on, under the
energetic direction of its Moderator, Mr. Lynch, S.J., the members took up scientific work with remark
able enthusiasm. Much new apparatus was set up, and a lively impetus given laboratory work and orig
inal research.
Perhaps the most notable part of the new equipment was the wireless station, including a transformer
of four kilowatt capacity. The laboratory was also fitted up with all the latest appliances for original
work on a large scale in the comparatively unexplore d field of high tension and high frequency.
This gave rise to a wireless club, several of the members installing buzzers in their rooms, thus learn
ing the code, and enabling them to read the wireless messages. A Camera Club was also formed in con
junction with the society.
At least one paper was read at each weekly m eeting. These cover.ed vanous scientific questions of
the day; all proved highly intertsting and instructing. The greater part of them were demonstrated by
experiments giving the lecturers a chance to acquire s kill in the manipulation of scientific apparatus. Later
on places of scientific interest were visited, in order to learn the practical and commercial application of
the technical principles and theories discussed at the meetings of the society.
The laboratories were placed at the disposal of the members of the society, and all lines of supple
mentary and research work encouraged.
Attractive programs of the year's lectures were printed.
The officers of the society were: T. Clifford Dempsey, ' I 3, President; Louis J. Petritz, ' 1 4, Vice
President; T. Linus Hoban, '13, Secretary; James J. Clinton, '14, Treasurer.

J. G.

r:=-,
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High Tension Apparatus
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UJqr i;nly <tlrnss Jurplr
The pages of The Purple have always been m arked by a distinctive literary finish. But this year
a change in the tone of the magazine has been strive n for, aiming at a less serious vein than had formerly
characterized its columns. "Simplicity, gaiety and el egance" has been the motto, and, with this always in
mind, the magazine has been made lighter, and, we hope, more entertaining and literary-certainly more
collegiate. Many of our best exchanges have congratulated The Purple on this year's work, emphasiz
ing its "new literary garb." It had the pleasure of being placed on the "Five-Foot Book Shelf" of the

Williams Lit.

Let it not be supposed that this happy change was an accident.
It was due to the personality and untiring efforts of the Editor-in-Chief, Laurence J. Jackson, whose spicy editorials were a treat
of originality and wit. He made repeated and power ful attempts to analyse and instill Holy Cross spirit.
He kept an ear to the ground, and his eagle eye saw everything that came into our little college world.
Incidentally, the Seven Watchers Society, alias Crab Club, was totally powerless to "pull off" anything
without the editorial notice of th� sleepless Laurence. He revived the long-gone exchange column in his
Entre Nous. Here he was enabled to exercise his splendid critical faculties, and it is fair to assert that
The Purple exchange department for the year '12 an d '1 3 ranked with such notables as the Sign of the
Shears of the Williams Lit and the exchanges of the University of Virginia Magazine.
The Seven
Watchers, by the way, tried for months to get vengeance for the manner in which Laurence kept tabs
on their unholy councils. Imagine their glee when they discovered that they could ruin Sawlomon's
peaceful night's rest by frustrating the building of his pet gate.
Francis X. Coughlin maintained a remarkably well-written "Under the Rose" this year. Many a
brilliant flash of electric humor illumined his work. Gifted with a pen at once imaginative and dynamic,
he was able to glean secrets from the Rose-sprite that many would have missed. The fairy seems to have
taken this child-prodigy completely into her confidence. We regret, however, that Frank did not deem
it best to entertain us this year, as he has in the past, with his delightful stories of South American life
and Mexican athletics.
For two years past the College Chronicle has b een entrusted to the able hands of Michael E. Lahey.
Every passing event on the hill, or having any connection with Holy Cross, was religiously noted, and in
an easy, charming manner. A considerable responsibility rests on the shoulders of the chronicler, and on
the way in which he discharges his duty much depends. The present-or, rather, the late-incumbent hap
pily possessed a style of great lucidity and masculine strength. These qualities, combined with an unlim
ited capacity for the tedious work required of our "s coop," resulted in an ideal news department. Nor
did Michael content himself with his regular "copy." He contributed several times to the regular literary
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pages of The Purple, attracting wide and favorable a ttention from our exchanges. His strikingly vivid pic
ture of Sunday afternoon life on our village green will remain a happy memory with those unfortunates of
the class whose peregrinations after leaving Alma Mater's apron strings will take them far from the en
chanting influence of our beautifui city.
To another Senior, William A. Walsh, was delegated the writing of the Athletics. He acquitted
himself of his duties in an admirable way, always k eeping us supplied with the latest achievements of our
champion teams. It was rather the unaccommodating disposition of the weather than the fault of the alert
Bill that the triumphs and reverses of our hockey team must for all time go unrecorded.
Thomas F. Markham, the J. Pierpont Morgan of the sanctum, has worked hard and faithfully for
the financial interests of the lit. His able generalship and diplomacy has borne m safely over many an
unpleasant obstacle. Had it not been for his generous co-operation, the hungry wolves who comprise the
staff would on many an occasion have gone "supperless to bed."
It would be an inexcusable oversight if we neglected to make mention of the good fellowship that
prevailed on the staff this year. The members were most closely knit together and were always full of
the spirit of harmony.
But little could have been accomplished had it not been for the magnificent backing and ever-ready
help of our Moderator, Father John A. Morgan. He cannot be too heartily congratulated for the mas
terly way in which he guided The Purple through o ne of the fairest years of her notable existence. There
is no member of the staff who will not vote this genia 1, scholarly character, with his strong man's strength
and his woman's sympathetic heart, .a prince among men.
R. T. F., '14.
(The board: Editors-Laurence Joseph Jaskson, Francis Xavier Coughlin, MichaelEdwardLahey,
William Alphonsus Walsh, Ralph Thomas Foye, '1 4, Jererniah Joseph McCarthy, '14, Robert John
Cairns, '14, John Joseph Crowley, '15, Daniel Emmett Horgan, '15; Business Managers, Thomas Fran
cis Markham, David Joseph Walsh, ' 14).

DEBATING

if. L.D. '13
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Recognizing long ago the necessity of ready and convincing speech, of clear expression of thought
and the power of close reasoning in the educated men of the country, our colleges and universities have al
ways held of prime importance the aims and ideals of the Debating Society. In this department· of edu
cation, Holy Cross, practically since her foundation, has taken a leading part. With her two societies, the
B. J. F. for Seniors and Juniors and the Philomathic for Sophomores and Freshmen, she has produced far
reaching results, which can be seen to the best advantage in the pulpit and on lecture platform, at the ju
dicial courts and in the politics of our cities and states.
As the oldest society at Holy Cross, and one c onfining its membership to the classes in philosophy,
the B. J. F. Society stands out most prominently as representative of the debating ability of our under
graduates. Her record is an enviable one, judging both from her inter-class debates and from the mem
orable inter-collegiate debates of former years. Many of our alumni, well known in the different pro
fessions, where eloquence, clear thinking and ready re tort are requisites, will ever remember with gratitude
and pleasure the spirited meetings and splendid practice of the famous B. J. F.
The history of this society dates back almost to the birth of our college. The B. J. F. was estab
lished in 1846, but three years after the foundation of Holy Cross, which is convincing testimony of the
foresight of our founders regarding the needs of a college student. An article of the constitution informs
us as follows: "The Society adc,pts as a token of affection and gratitude the name, 8. J. F., these letters
being the initials of the Rt. Rev. Benedict Joseph Fe nwick, one of the Bishops of Boston and founder of
Holy Cross.
Each year during the month of May an inter-class debate between the Seniors and Juniors is held
for the benefit of both public aud students. Spirited rivalry is always manifested to make each class team,
as such membership is considered. the crowning glory of a year's work in debating. A purse of forty dol
lars, the interest on a fund founded by the Rev. John J. Fallon of the class of '80, is awarded each year
to the winning team in this debate.
The Philomathic Debating .Society was instituted a few years ago to offer to the members of Sopho
more and Freshman the same advantages which the 8. J. F. affords to the upper classmen.
The enthusi
asm and interest shown in this society by both classes has been well testified to by the success of the so
ciety as a whole and by the exceptional ability of many of the individual members.
As in the other society, the Philomathic holds a n inter-class debate every year, to the winners of
which, for a number of years, gold medals were awarded. On the occasion of this debate in 1910, a
purse of forty dollars, yielded by the Joseph J. O'Connor memorial fund of $1,000, was awarded to the
winners for the first time.
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During the four years we
have been at Holy Cross an un
precedented enthusiasm for de
bating has characterized the
members of the class of 1913.
This was especially evident in
the inter-class debates, which
take place yearly in Fenwick
Hall. Before each contest pre
liminaries are held, in order that
the team representing each class
may be the best possible, which
always assures a close and ex
citing debate. For these trials a
large portion of the class have al
ways turned out, as the honor of
representing one's class at the end of the year is considered the crownmg distinction of a year's work in
debating.
The first inter-class debate in which we took a part was held in May, 1910, with the class of 1912,
then in their Sophomore year. Our Freshman team c onsisted of Francis L. Foran, Frr.derick W. Callahan
and Timothy J. Healy, with Anthony T. Smyth as a lternate. The subject for discussion that year being
the preference of a revenue tariff over a high protec tive tariff, great interest was taken in the debate, as
the same question was occupying the minds of our st atesmen at that time. Though the judges conceded
that we excelled our opponents in rebuttal, yet, considering the general merits of the debate, the decision
favored the class of rhetoricians.
The following year, our opposing team was dr awn from the class of 1914, then in their Freshman
year. Laurence J. Jackson, Frederick W. Callahan, John R. Mulroy and Anthony T: Smyth, as alter
nate, composed our Sophomore t.eam. Though hav ing participated in an inter-collegiate debate with
Fordham but two weeks before, our representatives furnished an exceedingly close and interesting contest.
However, for a second time the rewards of victory w ent to our opponents, who were conceded to be a
Freshman team of extraordinary ability.
Realizing that the tide of fortune cannot alway s flow in an opposing direction, our men went to work
with renewed energy in 1912, and success finally came to them in their debate with the Senior class of
that year. As Juniors, we were represented by Francis L. Foran, Laurence J. Jackson, Edward F. Mc
Donnell and William L. Keville as alternate, and their signal victory over the upper class of philosophers
only confirmed their high reputations which had already been established.
Our final inter-class debate was held Friday evening, May 9, 191 3, in Fenwick Hall, with the
class of 1914. Francis L. Foran, Laurence J. Jackson, Anthony T. Smyth and Edward F. McDonnell,
as alternate, composed our Senior team, all of whom are brilliant and experienced debaters. As was ex
pected, the contest this year was exceptionally close and spirited; however, the laurels again came to the
members of our class by an unanimous verdict. Thus ended our series of inter-class debates, to the glory
of the class and the deserving credit of those who so ably upheld the reputation of 1913.
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Inasmuch as it arou es a spirit of keen and friendly rivalry, which urges the student to put forth his
best energies and exercise his greatest ability, Holy Cross has always favored intercollegiate debating.
Consequently, when it was announced in 1910 that, after a lapse of severai years, one of our debating so
cieties was to renew these yearly contests with some o f our sister colleges, there was rejoicing among both
the faculty and students at Holy Cross. To the Philomathic Debating Society is due 't:he distinction of hav
ing re-established such relations, and in the three outside debates in which she has been a contestant, the
same number of victories has been her reward.
The first intercollegiate debate was held in F enwick Hall in March, 1911 , between teams from
Holy Cross and Fordham, the latter being represented by a team chosen from Sophomore and Fresh
man, to correspond ith the class standing of theHoly Cross men. The Philomathic Society was repre
sented by Francis L. Foran, Frederick W. Callahan and Laurence J. Jackson, all from the class of I 913,
with Joseph P. Dalton, '13, as alternate. Our side being upheld by men of known ability, naturally our
students felt quite confident of success, and their trust was not misplaced, for, after brilliant and spirited
debate, an unanimous decision was rendered in favor of the Holy Cross team. This first victory in inter
collegiate debating aroused the enthusiasm of the students to a high pitch and filled them with confidence
for the contests that were to follow.
In 1912 a return debate was held at Fordham between the Philomathic Society and the society
representing the same classes at the ·ew York colle ge. The Holy Cross team consisted of Jeremiah J.
McCarthy, Joseph S. Dineen and Edward F. Tobin, with Francis D. Comerford as alternate, all of whom
were members of the class of 1914. Again we were represented by men of exceptional merit, but success
seemed not so certain, as this was our first debate on f oreign ground during recent years. However, ability
asserted itself, and a second time an unanimous decision was announced in favor of the Worcester men.
Inspired by the energy and enthusiasm of the y ounger society, the B. J. F., during the same year,
arranged a debate with St. Francis Xavier's College to take place in New York City.
John A. Dore,
'12, Francis L. Foran, 'I 3, Laurence J. Jackson, '1 3, and Cornelius A. Dineen, '1 2, as alternate, were
chosen to form the B. J. F. team. Though praised as having furnished one of the best debates ever heard
in the Metropolis, victory was finally conceded to the
ew York team, owing to the remarkable work of
some of her individual members.
For the second time, Fordham's representatives journeyed to Worcester during this spring, only to
be defeated by the Philomathic team, composed of J. Alfred F. Lane, James A. Deery, Francis W.
Power and John M. Hogan, alternate, all from the class of 1915. If the future Holy Cross men uphold
her enviable record in debating as these men have d one, the reputation of our college will never be in
danger.
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It was but two years after the inception of Holy Cross as an educational institution that the Sodality
of the Immaculate Conception sprang into life.

So it is with feelings of sincere gratitude that we look back

upon those of the early days, who bequeathed to us this legacy, rich and priceless as it is.

Together with

the physical and intellectual training, Alma A1 ater trains her sons morally, and the sodality is no mean factor in the moulding of their moral cha:--acter.
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REV. WILLIAM C. NEVILS
E. LELAND MOONEY, '13
HENRY L. IRWIN, '14
J. ALFRED F. LANE, '15
WILLIAM L. KEVILLE, '13
WALTER E. HALEY, 'IS

Moderator
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Properties

In the beginning the Dramatic Society was the outgrowth of the Pakachoag Dramatic Club and the
Smithsonian Ethiopian Minstrel Club. The latter society in its day afforded great pleasure to the student
body; however it was found that this line of work could not bring about the desired results, so the society
adopted legitimate drama as a more fitting vehicle upon which the actors might ride to fame.
The primary end of dramatic training is the development of the actor's powers; by constant practice he acquires an ease in public speaking that will be very valuable in later· life.
He also receives
an intimate knowledge of the play and a store of choice English expressions.
The occasion of the play has been continually marked by large attendance and a good-natured au
dience. This year in particular, at the Worcester Theatre, special attention was given to decorations,
cheering and singing of old college songs; the arrangements were under the supervision of President E. Le
land Mooney, '13.
Great praise is due the different directors who so capably organized and produced their respective
performances. In Freshman, Mr. Charles F. Connors, S.J., delighted us with "All the Comforts of
Home"; Rev. John W. Coveney, S.J., presented "Twelfth Night" in Sophomore, and "Richard III." in
Junior year. This year we received one of the finest presentations of our course, due mainly to the efforts
of Rev. William C. Nevils, S.J.
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It must be one of the regrets of our class that we have failed to produce a "lead" for the college plays
of our course.
We think it attributable to that chance-choice of plays which favored one type of dra
matic talent rather than another.
For let it not be supposed that we are lacking in dramatic talent
the success of our actors in im
portant roles testifies quite other
wise.
Daniel J. Dolan made his de
but into college dramatics in "All
the Comforts of Home." His
success in the role of the "man
upstairs'' will go down in the an
nals of the society. Dan pos
sesses a remarkable voice, sonor
ous and musical.
John A. Fitzgerald has been
our most prominent representa
tive on the other side of the
footlights. There is an ease to
Thespians
his stage-presence, a grace to his
action, and a peculiar pleasantness to his voice that we have found combined in no other. As Louis XIII.,
in "Richelieu," this Thespian received the nickname of "Kink." However, there were no kinks in his act
ing. He also starred in "Twelfth Night," when he assumed the difficult task of reciting lines that were
originally written for a female character. "Fitz" is going into comic opera.
Francis L. Foran, playing Lord Stanley, in "Richard III.," exhibited the powers of his unusual
voice. He gave a finished interpretation of this role, while his easy bearing and clear enunciation imme
diately won favor with the audience.
John F. Grant made a most pleasing Caesario in "Twelfth Night." A voice of exceedingly pleas
ant timbre was well adapted to the requirements of the part. In his tender appeals to Olivius he truly
portrayed the depth of feeling of Shakespeare's great character.
William L. Keville in "Twelfth Night," "Richard III." and "Richelieu," demonstrated the power
of elocution in dramatic work. His unique style was very effective in such parts as the Duke of Norfolk
and Roland de Mauprat. He has recently been honored with an office in the society.
E. Leland Mooney won fame as President of the society. As such he injected new spirit into "Play
Night," particularly in the singing of college songs and the elaborate decorations of the theatre. He also
assumed roles in "Twelfth Night," "Richard III." and "Richelieu."
A. Rogers Smith has been a veteran in the show business. We shall always remember "Smidy" as
the troublesome messenger boy in "All the Comforts of Home." Again in "Richard Ill.," "Twelfth
Night," and "Richelieu" he displayed hi!? ability as a tragedian,
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Come with us to the Worcester Theatre on February 4th, 1913.
T
' is the eve of Ash Wednesday, and the students are having their final celebration before the season
of penance. Tonight "Richelieu" is the play advertised. We have seen its billboards north, east, south
and west throughout the Commonwealth. They say something novel is to be introduced-college spirit
is to be let loose for a few hours.
Behold, when the curtain rises, the scene before you. All is laughter and gayety; college pennants
and banners lend a gala appearance to the scene.· President Wholean and staff occupy one of the fore
most boxes, while the other class officers fill their allotted places. Down in the front row, like the phalanx
of old, twenty happy Seniors give evidence of their goodwill and enthusiasm.
The first scene takes us out of this every-day existence, back to flowery Franee. We see the gray
haired Cardinal trying to mend the broken fortunes of Louis XIII. In the words of the author: "Rich
elieu has justly been called the true architect of the French Monarchy and the great parent of French civ
ilization. He was no less generous to merit than severe to crime; in the various departments of the
Church, the State and the Army he selected and distinguished the ablest aspirants; the wars which he con
ducted were, for the most part, essential to the preservation of France, and Europe itself from the for
midable encroachments of the Austrian house-yet, in spite of those wars, the people were not impressed
with exorbitant imposts-and Richelieu left the kingdom he had governed in a more flourishing state than
at any former period of French history.
Mr. Henry L. Irwin, 1
' 4, gave a correct and finished interpretation of the title role. He was sup
ported by John A. Fitzgerald, '13, as Louis XIII.; WilliamL. Keville, '13, as Roland de Mauprat; A.
Rogers Smith, '13, as First Secretary; Jeremiah J. McCarthy, '14, as Baradas; Irving T. McDonald, 1
' 5,
as Chevalier de Mauprat; E. Pierce McAloon, 1
' 5, as Sieur de Beringhen; Joseph Cooney, '16, as Fran
cois; J. Alfred F. Lane, '15, as Huguet; Leo H. Healey, 1
' 5, as Joseph, and William R. Peck, '16, as
Du Mee, a spy. All of these men deserve great praise for the way in which they handled their parts. In
general they seem to have been selected with due regard for their ease, presence and elocutionary powers.
The play was directed by Rev. \Villiam C. Nevils, S.J., and it may be truly said that the success of
the performance was in great part due to him. His untiring efforts were a source of inspiration to the actors;
his former acquaintance with the play enabled him to bring out fine shades that might escape a less experi
enced director. Finally, as a result of careful training and hard work, "Richelieu" received the verdict
-"Best yet."
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Music in all of its phases and with all its charms, has ever borne a close association with the student
life at Mt. St. James. And although her reputation along musical lines does not extend far beyond the cam
pus, yet there are few of her sister colleges who can boast of a greater number of really talented musicians
and vocalists than does Holy Cross. This is evident not only from innumerable impromptu bursts of real
harmony along the corridors, but also from the many fine performances which are given from time to time
by her carefully r-===,.....,..=-----=----=,:--------:--:----:;:-;--;;----:::-----;-----:--------� was this degree of
proficiency at all
drilled musical orlessened d u r i n g
ganizations.
Sophomore, when
During Freshthe orchestra held
man the orchestra
forth under the
and glee club, unable direction of
der the direction
of Mr. Arthur
Mr. Carl A DuHart, S.J., atcharme, '11, the
tained a high deg l e e c l u b and
g r e e o f p r o
choir being under
ficiency. A series
the m a s t e r f u l
of concerts which
management o f
b r o u g h t great
the Rev. John W.
praise from all
Coveney, S.J.
was given in Fen
In Junior year,
Musicians
wick Hall. Nor
what was probably the climax in musical achievements was attained. Owing to the persistent efforts and great persever
ance of Mr. Louis J. Haubert, S.J., who had succeeded Mr. Ducharme as director of the orchestra, the
college was for the first time represented by a brass band. Under the leadership of Mr. John E. Hurley,
'13, the band made its first appearance on Fitton Field, the occasion being the annual football game
with "Tech."
In Senior the band was reorganized under the direction of Mr. Hurley, '13, while Mr. William F.
Shanahan, '13, a musician of exceptional ability, looked after the choir and glee club. The orchestra,
again under the direction of Mr. Louis J. Haubert, S.J., was pronounced the best which had ever repre
sented the college.
J. E. H.
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Air: That's How I Need You.

Quando, alma nobis mater,
lnumbrante vespera,
Vitae mare nos vagamur,
Ex luctantes fluctibus
Prorsus sursumque studemus
Portuoso litori,
Gubernabis nos fideles,
Alma Mater, Tu!
Dies laetas hoc sub tholo
Semper reminiscemur,
Tunc amoris nos catenis
N ectent horae viriles;
Et aeternas tibi laudes
Semper cantitabimus,
Tua usque vivet gloria,
Alma Mater, Tu!
"Neil Hurley," Class Poet

i;nly Qlrnaa. ®lb i;nlu Qlrnaa!

0 hear thy sons in happy song,
Holy Cross, old Holy Cross!
Thy sons are loyal, true and strong,
Holy Cross, old Holy Cross!
Thy purple banner floats on high,
While songs of praise swell to the sky.
Thy honored name shall never die,
Holy Cross, old Holy Cross!

C. J. H., '13.

With pride we view thy stately walls,
Holy Cross, old Holy Cross!
Sweet mem' ries linger in thy halls,
Holy Cross, old Holy Cross!
The hill that slopes with gentle grace,
The Blackstone gliding at its base,
Make thee majestic, dear old piace,
Holy Cross, old Holy Cross!

We give to thee our hearty praise,
Holy Cross, old Holy Cross!
In memory of happy days,
Holy Cross, old Holy Cross!
Ring out! Ring out! old "Tower Bell,"
Old Alma Mater's triumphs tell
To those who love her name so well,
Holy Cross, old Holy Cross!
AUGUSTINE

P.

CONNIFF,

'02.
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1912-1913
Faculty Moderator ........................Rev. Fernand A.Rousseau, S. J.
Graduate Manager ................................Thomas J. Faherty, '08
President .......... . .............................. John F. Durgin, 'I 3
Secretary ..........................................J. Francis Shea, ' I 4
Treasurer ....................................... John E. O'Rourke, '14

i\hutsnry �ruatr
Graduate Manager, President and Secretary of Athletic Association.
Manager Football ..............................Edward J. McDonnell,
Captain Football ...............................Frederick V. Ostergren,
Manager Baseball ................................... John F. Durgin,
Captain Baseball ..................................
Patrick J. Cawley,
Manager Track Tearn ..............................William A. Walsh,
Captain Track Tearn ..................................James L. Davitt,

'13
'14
'13
'13
'13
'13

Ctrnar�rs
Coach Football ...................................Timothy F. Larkin, '05
Coach Baseball ....................................William H. Dyer, 0
' 4
Coach Track ....................................Bartholomew F. Sullivan

THE MAENTANUM ON FITION FIELD
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As an exponent of education in its desirable conception, Holy Cross in addition to directing her
sons to moral and intellectual development has ever insisted on the value and necessity of physical trainmg.
With this latter
ton Field through fear of
training in mind she has
unfair and unsportsmanfostered the organization
like tactics. The cheerof athletic teams and raling section, though always
lies the students to their
ready to shout hearty ensupport. Yet in all this
couragement to our playenthusiasm she is not disers, never stoops to gather
tracted from the primary
victory at the expense of
end of the college course
heckling opponents.
for she properly exacts a
Its record in athletic
strict subordination of all
struggles is a source of
athletics to intellectual
pride to ourselves and asand moral progress.
tonishment to strangers.

Our baseball triumphs
In intercollegiate athwould honor any of the
letic relations Holy Cross
largest universities and
sits in a place of honor.
Never has a team been
our graduate representaCheer Leaders
tives on the national ball
unwilling to play at Fitfields have no superiors. Of late our football teams have been forcing recogmtion even in the ranks of
"The Big Four" and to have won the national championship of Jesuit colleges during the past fall is no
small honor. Track, up to a few years ago, was lightly developed, but at present we are making great
progress in this department and repeated victories during the current season augur well for the future.
The introduction of Tennis and Hockey to the list of sports indicates that modern intercollegiate sports
are not unknown at Holy Cross.
And while you will always find in the Holy Cross athlete an opponent most aggressive and tenacious,
you will ever perceive in him an observer of conduct that is clean, frank and gentlemanly, a true athlete
on the field, a true student in the class.
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The gridiron contest nurtured, developed and perfected on the college
athletic field, justly claims pre-eminence among college games. The strong
courage, physical stamina and mental cunning required for its proper expos
ition all speak for the game itself, while its stimulating force toward the en
livenment of college spirit can in no way be better exemplified than in a con
test between two rival college elevens arrayed in battle amid November's fit
ful settings. Supported by student bodies, loyal and true, cheering with
lusty shouts and words of encouragement the plays of their favorites, ready to
applaud the vanquished as well as the victor, is the spirit that permeates the
college football game and rightly makes football dear to the heart of every
college man.
The progress of football at Holy Cross can
not be measured in victories and defeats. Many
obstacles are extant which prevent the moulding
of football elevens, that would rival the high stand
ard of her baseball nines.
The paucity of first
class material has been a handicap, while the
small amount of time allotted for practice has
served as a barrier against proper finish and due
training.

In spite of these obstacles, Mt. St. James has given stiff battle to the
formidable elevens of the college football world and has won honest com
mendation for pluck and ability from the most observant critics. The result
has been a strong incentive to future development. This awakening is al
ready evident in various ways.
Victories are more frequent, while our
schedule contains games with Yale, Harvard, and Princeton and several of
the smaller colleges.
The number of candidates has shown a decided
increase, all arguing for future development and just reward for past per
formances and many disappointments.
Football history at Holy Cross would not be complete without a word
of praise for Mr. Timothy Larkin, '05, our graduate coach. His ceaseless
McDonnell
endeavors and untiring efforts have gone far towards raising the football
standard at Alma Mater, laboring long and faithfully not for personal distinction but for the name of
Holy Cross.
And so as time winds its way, year following year, we may look forward to the days when the
Purple representatives on the gridiron will enjoy the football victories commensurate with those attained
by her baseball nines.

19r2 FOOTBALL TEAM
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ln our Senior year, Mt. St. James was represented by an aggregation of football warriors fast and
aggressive, who not only upheld the splendid record of the previous season, but greatly enhanced the pres
tige of Holy Cross by giving stubborn battle to the foremost football teams of the college world.
The initial game was played against Yale, and resulted in a victory for the Blue by the score of
7-0, the Purple being deprived of a tie by a lone forward pass which resulted in a score for Old Eli in
the last minute of the first half. Such a commendable showing against the winners of so many football
championships served as an auspicious beginning for a successful season.
On the following Saturday Harvard was met at Cambridge, and while the outcome of the game was
not so satisfying as the Yale contest, yet considering the superior weight and perfect team play of the
Crimson, the defeat of 19-0 was in no way disheartening.
The third game of the season was a real disappointment. Marking the opening of the Maenianum,
our new football stand, flushed by the splendid showings against Yale and Harvard, the 6-0 defeat by
Norwich was entirely unexpected.
Springfield Y. M. C. A. College was the next opponent, and in this contest Holy Cross achieved
her first victory, the score being 7-0.
On October 26th, Massachusetts Aggies succeeded in holding the Purple to a tie score, although
during the last few minutes of play a victory for Holy Cross seemed imminent.
The game scheduled with West Point was cancelled in due respect to the death of Vice-President
Sherman.
In a game marked by hard, aggressive football, Holy Cross defeated University of Vermont by the
score of I 3-0. The game was one of the most interesting football contests seen on Fitton Field in some
years.
The Saturday following found Holy Cross facing her inter-city rival, Worcester Tech. Amidst all
the settings of a classic contest, the Purple inflicted a decisive and telling defeat on the Tech by the score
of 27-0.
The season was brought to a successful termination with a victory over St. Louis University on
Thanksgiving Day, the long and tedious journey to the Mound City depreciating not a little the con
dition of the team. Score 24-15.
Members of the 1912 team: Captain, F. V. Ostergren; Manager, E. F. McDonnell; J. L. Davitt,
]. F. Pickett, W. J. Metivier, J.E. O'Brien, J.T. Carmody, T. J. McCabe, E. J. Donovan, W.E.
Mullen, F. M. Cahill, B. S.Lee, J. J. Milliken, E. F. Brawley.
1912
Sept. 28.
Oct. 5.
Oct. 12.
Oct. 19.
Oct. 26.
Nov. 2.
Nov. 9.
Nov. 16.
Nov. 28.

Yale (New Haven)
Harvard (Cambridge)
Norwich (Worcester)
Spr. Y. M. C. A College (Springfield)
M. A C. (Worcester)
West Point (cancelled)
Univ. of Vermont (Worcester)
W. P. I. (Fitton Field)
St. Louis Univ. (St.Louis)

H.C.

0
0
0

Opp.
7
19
6

7

0
6

13
27
24

0
0

15

77

53

6
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A few days after our registration at Mt. St. James, the first call for foot
ball candidates was sounded. The class of 1913 responded nobly to this
summons, both in ability and in numbers, anxious to offer service either in the
capacity of a regular or scrub. Of our numbers, four possessed and exhibited
such football talent and finish that they soon won their way to positions on the
Varsity, and continued to fight the gridiron battles of Alma Mater for the
remainder of the season.
The spirit of our Freshman year was not dampened by our advance to
Sophomore nor disheartened by the fact that some of our candidates were
yet crude and lacked in some respect the football qualities necessary for Varsity
timber, but moved by the knowledge that many
football victories have been traced to the hard and
stubborn resistance given the now victorious team
in daily practice by the never heard of scrubs, I 913
reported again in respectful numbers and remained
faithful to the season's end.
In Junior and Senior years, this spirit of true
loyalty to Holy Cross and assistance in perfect
ing the skill of others has been no less manifested.
Davitt

On the second team which was organized during

Junior were found several members of 1913, while during Senior, the second
team was sustained by a backfield supplied by 1913.
Among the football warriors of our class, Jim Davitt, the brilliant
Varsity tackle for four years, stands out as the most prominent. "Biscuits"
has ever been a steady and reliable player, and the class looks with pride on
his football attainments.
John Pickett, almost unheard of during the first two seasons of our
course, succeeded in winning a place on the Varsity during our Junior year;
while in Senior "the fifteen-year-old guard" was a tower of strength to the
Purple's front line, and closed his football career by scoring two touchdowns

Pickett
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in the final game of 1912 season against the University of St. Louis, being a
potent force in the Purple's victory over the Missouri city eleven.
Bill Colleary, the third Varsity member of the class, was the footb3.ll
sensation of the season of 1911. Gifted with splendid physique and notable
speed, Bill easily became an excellent halfback, and his long end runs and
strong defensive work will long be remembered by the Purple football fol
lowers.
Tom O'Toole, the spry and elusive halfback of the second team, was a
potent force in strengthening the defensive force of the Varsity. As captain
of the scrubs, Tom succeeded in keeping the second team entire and aggres
sive, contributing much to the Varsity success.
Steve Egan, for two years quarterback on the
second team, gave valuable service in directing the
plays of the team and showing rare judgment in
fathoming the varied attacks of opposing elevens.
It was unfortunate that injuries compelled an early
retirement from the football squad of 1912.

Colleary

Tom Markham, the giant guard, was a tower
of strength to the second team's front line and was
always a constant worker for the success of Holy

rCross' football teams.
Jack Creamer, familiarly known as "Dashing Jack," displayed the same
characteristic energy and spirit on the gridiron as he has manifested on the
diamond. Possessing natural speed and fearlessness of opponents' strength,
Jack became a player to be reckoned with in daily football practice.
Jim Brennan joined the squad in Sophomore, and was contending strongly
for a Varsity position when a hard tackle caused aggravation of an old injury
and consequently retirement from the football field.
Tom Dempsey, better known as "Antiquus Thoma," appeared at the
first practise of our Freshman year. Tom's chubby physique and fleetness of
Q'Tool�
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foot provided amusement for us onlookers, not that we mean to say that the
attractive movements overshadowed his football ability. Tom for two years
was Varsity sub-ecnter.
Harold Anglim, desirous of exhibiting the physical prowess of the fel
lows from the Middle West, joined the football squad in Sophomore.
His
strength was true. For two years Harry did loyal service for the scrubs m
withstanding the attacks of the Varsity.
Wilfred Brophy was another of our prom1smg candidates who was
forced to retire from the strenuous game because of injuries. Recognized
as a Prep school star. B roph • s retirement was a distinct loss.
The last, but not the least of our valuable con
tributions to the footoall squad was Bill Wholean.
"Styx" excelled in secret practice and in master
ing signals. His graceful stride and chanticleer
haircut made him conspicuous among the football
warriors.

£. F. McD.

Egan

Markham

I
I
r
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wrark at iinly Qlrnss
In the past ten years track at Holy Cross has been gradually advancing
from a minor sport to a regard equal to the high esteem in which our baseball
teams have been held for years. Although from such a small squad as usually
represented Holy Cross no well-rounded track association could result, there
were always a half dozen runners who constituted a relay team that was
formidable to every college in the East. Trinity, Tufts, Wesleyan, George
town, Brown and W. P. I. have continually felt the sting of defeat in these
exciting races.
Of late years the number of candidates for this branch of athletics has
been growing steadily, till now the indoor season alone has brought forward
a squad among whom the keenest sort of competition was seen. This body
of men was augmented to such an extent this
spring by the aspirants for places in the field events
that the number now practicing assiduously is very
near fifty.
The season of 1910 saw the first decided de
velopment and subsequent success of our track ath
letes under the able leadership of Captain Mc
Kenna and the careful direction of Mr. Holland,
the coach. Two cross-country runs were held that
year, in which Baxter, ex-' 13, distinguished him
self. At the B. A. A. games in Boston, the forDavitt
mal opening of the season, the Purple relay team
was victorious over Boston College. A few days later the track team won
the point trophy at the Emmet Guards' meet in Worcester, surpassing in
strength and skill the representations of Brown, W. P. I. and Bates, as well
as several non-collegiate athletic clubs.
The success attained in 1910 was continued through 1911. Mr. Mc
Kenna, who was re-elected captain, assisted Mr. McCarthy, the coach, in
evolving the best all-around team we had had up to that time. The inter
class meet gave the college a true estimate of the success the indoor season
was to have. Georgetown was easily defeated in relay at the B. A.A. games,
and the honors for the events entered at the Emmet Guards' meet all went to
Walsh
the purple-jerseyed runners. The out-door season was featured by a dual
meet with Wesleyan, and although the Black and Re d was victorious, the showing of the Purple team was
commendable.
John F. Boland, who for three years was one of the fastest sprinters on the squad, was elected cap
tain for 1912. In the course of the indoor season G eorgetown and Tufts both yielded to the fast relay of
that year, while Brown won her contest with the Ho ly Cross quartette after a hard race. The outdoor
season was short, but full of interest. The meet with Colgate at Hamilton, N. Y., was close and warmly
contested, while the men who entered the intercollegiate games at Springfield reflected honor on the track
team of Holy Cross.

1913 TRACK SQUAD
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,S,.easnu 1g12 - 13
The training for track this season began early in October, and continued with slight intermission
Such continuity of practice was made possible by the addition of cross-country
throughout the year.
running as a permanent fixture to this branch of athletics. About a dozen candidates were developed by
Mr. B. Sullivan, the coach, to represent Holy Cross in the intercollegiate run at Brookline, and all who
ran performed splendidly. Others took advantage of the opportunity offered for training and worked
with the indoor season in view.
In November a rivalry meet beiween the Sophomores and Freshmen was held, in which the lower
classmen were victorious. This con�est brought out a wealth of material that would otherwise have bee�
difficult to find. It was at this assemblage that Joseph Higgins, '16, manifested the ability as a runner
which won him both honors and distinction on the relay team a few months later. Walter O'Brien, '16,
Francis Laflin, '16, and W. Brannigan, '16, also contested in a manner that brought glory to their class
as well as satisfaction and encouragement to the new director.
Immediately after the Christmas holidays diligent indoor training began. A squad of thirty candi
dates reported and worked arduously for places on the relay team or chances to represent the college in
the indoor meets that were scheduled. After many trials seven men were picked as best able to uphold
the reputation of the team they represented. Of these seven, namely, W. Colleary, '13, W. Hogan, '15,
W. O'Brien, '16, W. Trowell, '14, L. Bringardner, '14, B. Lee, '15, ]. Higgins, '16, the last four were
selected to run against Brown in Boston, January 25th. Brown was defeated in a fast race by twenty
yards. Two weeks later, at the B. A. A. games, the Georgetown relay team was victorious over the
Purple men in one of the fastest intercollegiate races ever held at Boston.
So difficult was a selection of four from the chosen seven that justice required that each man be given
an opportunity to show his worth, so a differently constructed team ran at each race. In Providence, Holy
Cross was victorious over Tufts, but hindered by two accidents and a very narrow track, the Purple lost
to W. P. I. in Worcester a few nights later. In all these meets there were Holy Cross entries in the open
events, and those who entered did well. Especially worthy of note was the victory of Higgins, '16, over
Marceau of the B. A. A., in the half-mile run at the Emmet Guards' meet February 24th.
After a few weeks' rest the outdoor training began on April 1st. A large number of candidates put
in an appearance, and the coach feels confident of the team's success in the coming games. A triangular
meet with Colgate and W. P. I. takes place on Fitton Field, May 3rd, and a dual meet with Colby in
Waterville, May 10th. These two contests, together with the intercollegiate meet at Springfield, May
23rd and 24th, will afford the men a hard schedule, but at the same time a far more interesting season
than ever before.
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1913 in UJrark
The class of 1913, from its organization in the fall of 1910, has always manifested an enthusiastic
disposition toward track that has helped bring this branch of sports to the position it now enjoys.
In
Freshman year we saw the upper classes and the preparatory department all defeated by the remarkable
feats of our own representatives. In that meet Colleary alone gained enough points to defeat any of the indi
vidual classes, but with him in his endeavors were Paul Murphy, Sylvester O'Haire, Walter McCarthy,
Carroll Baxter, Clarence Rhatigan, Andrew Daly, Thomas McNally and George Hughes, all of whom
have since departed from Holy Cross. These, together with those still in the class, namely, J. K. Quinn,
J. Davitt, M.Leahey and A. Smith, did well and to a great extent helped swell the total number of points
amassed by the class at that time. In the indoor meets of that year Davitt proved the mainstay of the
weight department, while Colleary was a consistent point winner in the later outdoor events.
The class team was so weakened the following year either by the advancement of her men to Varsity
rank or by absence from college that little glory was attained as a body, but honor and distinction were
hers through the athletic ability of Davitt, Colleary and McCarthy in the Wesleyan meet and on the Var
sity relay.
In Junior year a handicap inter-class meet was held which permitted the entries of Varsity men. In
these events the class of 1913 broke a custom which has long prevailed at Holy Cross by winning for a
second time. Again Colleary was a point winner, but Davitt, who with Pickett excelled in the weights,
won the highest number of points, and performing the duties of class coach rounded into condition enough
men of latent ability to capture the honors for his class. J. Creamer and J. McCarthy won over the Var
sity men in the broad jump, while J. K. Quinn assayed the dashes with marked success. J. O'Dwyer, J.
Love and D. McGowan were among the leaders in the distance runs.
In the meet with Colgate, Davitt was the only point winner for Holy Cross in the weights.
This winter Colleary was a prominent member of the relay team, and J. K. Quinn a leader among the
short-distance men. Pickett, McCarthy and Creamer give promise of setting new Holy Cross records in
the field events, while Captain Davitt has been practicing with diligence on the shot, hammer and discus
and aided by the experienced coaching of Mr. Sullivan, he should this spring reach the standard set by
Scanlon several years ago.
W.A.W.
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During the past few years the interest in this branch has increased to such an extent that it was de
cided this year to adopt it as a minor sport and enter a team in intercollegiate matches. It has only been
of late years that it has been taken up by the various colleges to any great extent, and its true value as one
of the greatest of outdoor games has
ing made was excellent when everycome to be appreciated. Now practhing is taken into consideration.
tically every college of any standing is
Messrs. Donohue, '11, Gans, '12,
represented by a team.
Desnoes, '13, and Quinn, '13, were
The four new courts which are rapthe members of the team.
idly nearing completion on the terrace
Manager Quinn has arranged a fit
slope near Fitton Field will give great
ting schedule, and from the showing
er opportunities to develop successful
made in the fall tournament hopes to
teams, as these courts are of the finest
be able to turn out a successful team.
construction and will compare favor
Although the material is not all of
ably with any of the other colleges.
championship calibre, still with the
These, in addition to the ones in front
proper coaching and plenty of hard
of Alumni Hall, will enable the Purple
work the first season as an intercol
teams to compete on equal terms with
legiate sport gives great promise.
any of the colleges of New England.
If the interest which has already
The first intercollegiate tennis
been manifested in this sport continues
match in which Holy Cross partici
to increase it will not be long before
pated was held in Worcester in 1911
Holy Cross will be able to take the
with Amherst "Aggies," and although
same high place which she now occu
the result might have been more fa
pies in the other branches of sport.
J. K. Quinn
vorable to Holy Cross, still the snow-

J.

K. Q.
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Great as are the strides that are being made by our football teams of the
past few years, yet they have not come within reach of the teams of the dia
mond, and baseball at Holy Cross is still the premier sport, in the estimation
of the undergraduate body, the Alumni, and neighborly sympathizers. Each
year Holy Cross adds new trophies to her list and accumulates friendly fans
at home and abroad by her clean, gentlemanly playing. The innovation which
has been put into practice in connection with the baseball team, namely, that
of no one except the captain talking while on the field, has called for the high
est of favorable comment; the absence of silly patter and jai·gon lends a new
interest to the game-it makes it clean sport for sport's sake.
The reason for the great success of our teams on the ball field has been
said to be pluck, and pluck it is; for from times �
traditional it has been characteristic of Holy Cross
to win against the odds; and it has been said by
many a college coach: ''I'd rather face any other
college team in the country in the ninth inning than
Holy Cross." In the tight places the men are on
their mettle, generally proving themselves equal to
the occasion. This is characteristic of our men
to love the uncertain, to take the long chance, to
be calm in the hour of victory, and to smile with a
hope of future success in defeat.
Cawley
Holy Cross is looked up to as one of the great
est in college baseball in the East, and a victory over her is a well-deserved
laurel for any college to boast of. Her name has been spread far and wide,
especially by its teams when playing as their college representatives, and again,
when the individual players have entered professional baseball and " made
good," their association with Holy Cross in other days gives to their Alma
Mater a baseball prestige unrivalled by any other college, and helps to set and
maintain the standard of our pre-eminence in the world of college atheltics.
The Holy Cross man as a fan at the games of his team is one in spirit
with the player on the field; his interest, his lust for the victory, is as keen and
as personal as that which animates the captain and his players. Holy Cross
Durgin
spirit of sportsmanship as manifested at our games is a feeling of true love for
Alma Mater, gentlemanly and clean in every form. Truly it may be said that the "H. C." in baseball
means something very much worth while; no one can wonder that the winning of one's letters on the base
ball field is the lure that it is when he considers the high standard of ability and sportsmanship which it
represents and knows how it is prized when won by those fortunates on whom it is bestowed.

1912 BASEBALL TEAM
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The season of 1912, although starting off rather unpromisingly, ended as one of the most successful
seasons of a Holy Cross team on the field. The end of the season found victories, included among the
list of wins, over Princeton, Harvard, Yale, Dartmouth, Penn State, Brown and Manhattan, together
with many others, but these victories stand forth and call for special mention. The season starting off
early in April found the squad bereft of many of the old vets, and the new boys not yet groomed well
enough in college baseball to cope effectively with their fellow college men, and it was not until mid-sea
son that this handicap was overcome and the team was finally rounded into shape by the untiring and
zealous efforts of Coach Oyer. By far the feature of the season's work was realizing the come-back of
Jimmy O'Brien, his wonderful batting that broke up many a game, and his fast fielding.
Dube and
Twomey were special features, furnishing great work for the fellows and other fans to comment upon.
Dube's pitching against Princeton was a remarkable feat, and to him may be laid in great measure the
first win of a Holy Cross baseball team over Princeton. Against Brown, Dube also pitched great ball in
the game at Providence, and won by the rally that his fellow-players engaged in during the last inning,
during which they scored three runs, besting Brown 3-2. This game was by far the most exciting and
interesting of the season, especially in view of the great rivalry between Holy Cross and Brown. When
Henry, the last batter for Brown, rolled an easy grounder to Dube, our cup of gladness was filled, and
the defeat was a hard one for Brown to swallow. The season ending here in June, even though our final
game was lost to Brown, was in many respects a wonderful season, including as it did such wins by a team
of which we can readily be proud in having developed.
BATTING AVERAGES
O'Brien . . . . . . . .
Cawley . . . . . . . .
Volk . . . . . . . . . .
Ostergren . . . . . . .
Twomey . . . . . . . .
Kennedy . . . . . . .
Dube . . . . . . . . . .
J. Murray . . . . . .
Craig . . . . . . . . . .
R. Murray . . . . .
McManus . . . . . .
Gans . . . . . . . . . .
Lynch . . . . . . . . .
Costello . . . . . . . .
Hurley . . . . . . . . .

.
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.
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.
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.
.
.
.

G.
21
21
21
21
21
12
8
21
12
11
3
20
8
2
2

AB. H.
22
69
26
82
80
23
23
82
72 20
10
36
6
24
19
80
8
38
29
5
1
6
8
51
1
16
0
3
0
3

Pct.
.319
.317
.287
.280
.277
.275
.250
.237
.210
.173
.160
.157
.062
.000
.000
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The present season of 1913, starting off as it did with a very successful southern trip, including wins
over Pennsylvania, Lehigh, Washington and Lee, University of Virginia, promises to be an interesting sea
son throughout. The games thus far played have given the team an opportunity to show its real capabil
ity, which is equal to that of any Holy Cross team of past years. In the game with the University of
Pennsylvania, the Holy Cross playing called for a great deal of favorable comment indeed. McManus,
practically a new pitcher in the college world, held Penn to five hits, two of which were of the scratch na
ture; while McManus was pitching such a game, his team-mates were hitting the ball and running the bases
in fine fashion as well as fielding their places perfectly. Against Lehigh our team also performed in a
pleasing manner, taking the game from Lehigh 2-0, not allowing one of the fast Lehigh team to score.
Washington and Lee, who had beaten our team on former trips, had to take a defeat at the hands of Mc
Manus, and the University of Virginia was no more fortunate than the former school team, as she had to
take a 4-1 trimming.
The list of southern trip games being completed, we wended our way to Fenway Park to meet the
World Champions, the Red Sox, and though the score indicates somewhat of a beating, we must give
them great credit for the flashes that they showed against the professionals. To strike out big leaguers,
steal bases on them, and in return catch them stealing, together with scoring on them, are sufficient grat
ification.
Between this game and the opening of the home schedule on April 19, Fordham and Prince
ton were to be played, but owing to bad weather, these unfortunately had to be called off. On April 19,
Cornell, before an immense crowd, was our guest, and contrary to their recent visits, when we beat them,
they took away a game 4-3, due to the lack of the form of our own men. However, the following week
we took the measure of the University of Maine, and now, with the cloud of hard luck and injuries pass
ing by, the best part of our season remains before us, and no doubt ere June has passed, many a well-won
victory will be ours.
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The present article is a departure and a novelty in Purple Patchers.
A book such as this should, of course, record the triumphs of the college at
large, but it should above all be a story of the class's contributions to Varsity
successes.

In another section of the work notice is taken of our athletic at

tempts during the year, and this article will deal only with services which 1913
men have rendered to Varsity baseball.
Cawley claims our first attention. And Pat has claimed the attention
of the college world ever since he donned the Varsity uniform.

Where is

the impartial fan who has seen him play and then departed without words of
astonishment and admiration for our diminutive third baseman with his light
ning fielding, his superior batting and clever generalship.

Many games have been won through

his efforts, and his consistent playing and general
spirit was rewarded by election to the captainly in
Senior.

The present season0 under the leader

ship of this boy from Miner's Mills, will, we feel,
be most successful.

The other players recognize

in him a good player, a just leader, and a thorough
gentleman.

Other teams are plea3ed to deal with

him, for they are assured of fair treatment and the
absence of disagreeable heckling.

O'Dwyer

Whether or not Pat decides to enter the

lists of the professional, his name will always be mentioned in the discussions
relating to famous players of Holy Cross.
Captain Cawley has always received the hearty co-operation of John C.
O'Dwyer, that clever player from Texarkana, Arkansas. Coming to us in
Sophomore, he has played on the Varsity for three years.

In Junior he was

incapacitated by an unfriendly ankle, but Sophomore and Senior have seen
him at his best.
Hurley

Jack is a brilliant fielder, a heavy hitter, and a daring base

runner. Against the Boston Americans Jack, during the spring, secured two
hits from one of their premier twirlers, o�e of them timely enough to score a
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During the present season his splendid work is the feature of the games,

and more than one pitcher has mournful memories of his dangerous bat.
No more enthusiastic player has labored with the baseball squad than
John E. Hurley.

"Jack" is a hitter of exceptional ability and his regular

position is in the catching department.

During Freshman and Sophomore the

"Scout" performed great services in right field with the Varsity, and for three
years helped to win the victories of the Second team.

"Jack," however, has

always held that studies take precedence over athletics, and to this is due
"Jack's" absence in latter years from the Varsity squad.
The work of the versatile "Tommy" O'Toole
has brought honor to the class. Perhaps nowhere
is there a better fielder than Tom, and had fortune
favored him more at the bat perhaps the Varsity
lineup would now be different.

For three years he

played on our second team, and is now coach of
the Freshmen.
John J. Creamer of Providence, R. I., is a
Nolan

player of the highest calibre, whose work it has
always been a pleasure to witness.

He came to

us as an infielder, but has also appeared on the receiving end, and some competent judges have whispered that continual practice in the latter position
would develop another Carrigan.

"Jack" has frequently played in Varsity

games, but he has for the most part played with and captained the second
team.
During the spring practise of our Freshman year the crowd in the
bleachers were asking of each other the name of a diminutive, red-headed,
smiling player who ran about the diamond handling the ball with the utmost
grace and ease.

Such was the impression that San Souci made, and it was

only misfortune that held him back from the Varsity.

"Joe" is a remarkably

Creamer
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"heady" player, and the feature column in a report of the games of our sec
ond team was always swelled by his work.
"Tommy" Nolan has been with the squad for two years.
Georgetown, his catching immediately attracted attention.
balls get by him, and has an arm that compels respect.

Coming from
He lets no

In Sophomore and

Junior year he often played with the Varsity, but the second team saw his
best work.

Tom is a player who is always a thorough gentleman on the field

and even in times of oppression is respectfully angry.

No one questions that

Tom is of Varsity material, and had fortune smiled in his face he would have
occupied a more prominent place in our baseball history.
John A. Doyle appeared for spring practise
in our Freshman year and made a distinctly favor
able impression.

Clever fielding and good hit

ting such as his have won places on our

first

teams, and we have often wondered why JohnniP.
did not continue in his efforts.

In Sophomore

year a severe fracture affected his speed an<l the
injury has unfortunately hindered the display of
his ability.
Another ball player of the class who left after
Freshman year is Bernard J. Spillane.

San Souci

Bernie is a catcher and by his ex

cellent work immediately made the team.

Though not possessed of the high-

est batting average his hits were timely and his fielding excellent.

Bernie is

now a member of the Dartmouth team.
These, then, are the men who have helped to uphold the baseball repu
tation.

How well they have done this the score cards will show, and we

their classmates, take pride in their record and match their skill and loyalty
with the best that Holy Cross has known.
Dacey

J. F. D.

H. C. WEARERS
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The man who wears the "letters" won in varsity sports has ever been the idol of the ambitious under
graduate and the model of the hopeful scrub. Nor can this be called an improperly directed esteem if
we consider what the "letters" represent. Not the easy prize of anyone who ventures on the field, they
can be captured by only the greatest perseverance and long seasons of sacrifice and toil. Nor is the honor
which they bring to their possessor vain and illusory, but it is the highest mead of praise which Alma Mater
can give to those who by their ability and application have added to her glory and success.
And the
wearer of an "H. C."deserves especial commendation since, owing to difficulties consequent upon the
strict enforcement of scholarship requirements, athletic excellence can be attained only by extraordinary
patience and zeal. Our class boasts of many letter men and we, their classmates, take pride in their ac
complishments. And from the conditions required to win the coveted "letters" will be seen the value which
they hold for the varsity athlete.
CONDITIONS.
Baseball-The baseball "H. C." shall be awarded: 1st, to every man upon recommendation of
the advisory senate; 2nd, to every man who shall have played one-half the games played under the reg
ular schedule; 3d, to the pitcher who shall have won four games.
Football-The football "H. C." shall be awarded to those participating in one whole period in at
least three of the four major games together with one full period in each of two other games.
Track-The track "H. C." shall be awarded, 1st, to the athlete scoring in the New England
Intercollegiate meet; 2nd, to the athlete scoring three points during the season in an intercollegiate meet
(open or handicap meets excluded); one point shall be awarded to the athlete running as a member of a
winning representative Holy Cross Relay Tearn, said point to count toward the three points required for
the awarding of the letters.

CLASS ATHLETIC.S
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The diffidence of newcomers was all ours as we started our athletic career on the Mount.
we did not desire to call attention to our abilities quite so early.

Perhaps

Whatever it was, our football team could

not weather the storm and went down ingloriously.
Our modesty vanished after that and when the call came for basketball, the class responded nobly.
The best team on the floor was ours and we mowed down all opposition in quick succession. That is all
save the Seniors. Theirs was the victory by two points, after the most exciting game ever staged in the
old gym. "Ed" Burns, "Jim" Dunn, and the rest played magnificently but to no purpose. We lost
and some of us were consequently forced to look up "uncles" in the region of Front Street.
Nothing daunted we came back in baseball and made the opponents look like mere novices. With
"Joe" Hartnett curving them over and "Jack" Pickett ably assisting, the other classes had not the shadow
of a chance.

We were the undisputed "Champs" of the Campus. All of which was quite refreshing

and most encouraging to inexperienced Freshmen.

1913 BASKETBALL TEAM
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We returned to college in September determined to profit by the experience gained in the foregoing
year and better all previous records.
feat in the football series.

But in some manner we slipped a cog and were forced to admit de

This was due to the fact that we were very much outweighed and also had

several of our men out with the Varsity squad.
season.

One thing we did do and that very well during the fall

After very lengthy debates and much parleying we cleverly beat the Juniors in a novel tug-of

war.
Handicapped by the absence of the preceding year's stars, we allowed the 1 91 4 team to wm the
class basketball series.

In one of the games "Pat" Cawley managed to shoot one of the greatest goals

that have been seen in the Gym.

The ball was thrown from behind a post and covered in its flight more

than half of the playing court.

The baseball season proved a fruitful one for our team, for we met and

defeated the best teams the other classes could send against us, including the famous Senior team.

It was

during this game that "Joe" Hartnett and "Red" San Souci showed the quality of baseball that made
them Varsity material the next year.
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The knowledge and skill displayed by our teams in former years gave us great hope for the all
around class championship.

And we were not disappointed.

Our football squad, aided very much by

the great punting of "Bill" Durkin and the generalship of "Major" Nolan at quarter, romped away
with the opposition and were returned victors in every contest.

We distinctly out-played the other classes

and not one of them could dispute our supremacy.
Of course, with such a large supply of capable ball players in the class, we could not escape winning
our goodly share of victories in the spring.
graduated into the 2nd Varsity team.

In fact, so well did some of our men play that they were soon

Among the notable games of the year was the one played by

"Seal's" team and another fast collection in the class.

"Tommy" Dempsey made a name for himself

and "Cap" Sullivan and "Mike" Egan won renown as outfielders. Several other members of the class
distinguished themselves, but in another way.

OUR CLASS FOOTBALL TEAM
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Owing to the desire to partake of that long-promised banquet, many candidates responded to the
call for recruits for the football team.

With the addition of some fellows that were with the Varsity

squad in other years, the outlook was promising for another record-breaking team.

"Jim" Davitt and

"Jack" Pickett were the coaches, as they were in other years, and under their tutelage the team was mov
ing nicely.

"But alas for human hopes!"

The dates were not properly arranged and our boys lost

their chance to add to their fame.
But if we lost something on the gridiron, it was made up by the basketball team.
were forced to be content with second place, it was no fault of ours.

For, while we

The Juniors bested us because of

two fluke plays and we beat ourselves, which is paradoxical but too true, in another game.

The great

floor work and clever shooting of "Jimmy" McCarthy and "Steve" Egan and the playing of "Slick"
McGowan should have been better rewarded.
A strange languor seemed to pervade our ranks when the baseball season came to us.

Many of our

boys devoted endless hours to tennis, and the ball team suffered as a result. But at all events we proved
strong enough, under the guidance of "Charley" Walsh, to clearly outplay and beat the Prep. bunch.
The game showed that our native ability was still there. June and its attendant terrors loomed up before
and the lure of the diamond lost all of its charm.
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Truly it was a momentous occasion for Holy Cross when in the autumn of 1909 the class of 1913
arrived at her gates. We boasted one hundred and fifty members, not only the largest aggregation that
had ever enrolled as Freshmen, but also the largest class in the country pursuing a strictly classical course.
After strolling into forbidden places several times we soon accustomed ourselves to the surround
ings. Surely a more cosmopolitan body never came together, when we organized at our first meeting and
elected "Biscuits" Davitt as our leader. James proved himself an able executive and pulled us safely
through the turbulent days of our first year. It was to his credit that we made such a striking appear
ance "Holy Cross Night" dressed in overalls, red bandanas and straw sombreros. Everybody was
pleased with our appearance but regretted that we did not follow our leader better while singing.
It was evident that we were a progressive and active class; for in every field of college activity men of
'I 3 were prominent. We captured the inter-class track meet and incidentally the inter-class relay cham
pionship. The varsity eleven included four of our number. In basketball we narrowly missed the cham
pionship, conceding it to the Seniors.
To recall all the happenings of our Freshman life would be impossible in this short space. Certain
events will long linger in our memory. Who will forget our first year banquet, with all the good cheer that
went with it and turkey conspicuous by its absence, and the sequel to the banquet when our celebrated
basso, "Red Hanley," advocated anarchistic methods and brought upon himself the stern rebuke of our
"Prex" James L. Speaking of "Red," who will forget his rendering of "Casey Jones" or other popular
melody or the sketch he put on with Tobin.
Time passed very rapidly. Christmas vacation was over before we fully realized it. Then came
the dreaded mid-years. However it must be said that we made a very creditable showing though we are
not a class of grinds.
Shortly after this several of our number planned a real " rough house," thinking that we could sleep
better on the floor than in bed. The watchful eye and quick ear of "Fitz" were not taken into account.
Result-"Crab" and a few more were sent to "Dorm."
After Easter baseball was ushered in and on the Varsity nine were "Zep" Regan, "Red" Spillane
Burns and Cawley.
With the Philomathic Debate, which was with the utmost difficulty awarded to the Sophomores, our
Freshman year drew to a close. Taking everything into consideration it was a happy and most enjoyable
one.
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After a most enjoyable vacation we returned to our studies. Though we missed some of our former
classmates, especially our athletes, we still had more than could be accommodated in "Aluminum" Hall.
Consequently some remained in O'Kane and the rest became subjects of the "King." For the first few
weeks rebellion was threatened, but we soon became accustomed to the manner of this mighty monarch and
gradually grew to like him, especially those of ous who were fortunate enough to be in his class.
Early in the year several aimed to be political leaders, especially our "literary wonder," and from
among the various candidates John E. Hurley was selected as our chief executive. "Jack," or "Scout,"
as he is better known, proved a capable leader and his conservative and deliberate manner tided us over
many delicate situations.
This was a year in which good fellowship prevailed on all sides. Fred Brady always was ready to
entertain us with a repertoire that couldn't be beaten. Kenney always was on hand with a good recitation
and the Durkins could never be stopped from proclaiming the wonders of "Peoria."
The gentleman
from "cultured South Boston" returned at mid-years in fine form. An account of the athletic career of
"Young Steve" and Tom will be found in another section. O'Die jumped into the limelight as Varsity
short stop.
If we had given a fresh impetus to college activities as Freshmen we redoubled our efforts as Soph
omores. In a rope pull with the Juniors we were victorious, though after the tug Fitton Field was the
scene of a free-for-all between both classes. We next started things with the Freshmen, and one day a
caricature of 1914 in the person of Mutt was flung to the breeze, among the historic whispering pines. Of
the consequences we shall not speak.
In the mid-years the large majority obtained a very creditable standing, showing that we had been
diligent and conscientious in our work.
After our exams came several most important events of our Sophomore year. We elected a class
council after the example of our college council, and the first thing this confident committee had to perform
was to explain the "Somnambulism" of "Brad" and "Peoria" to the Rector. Because of the demands
of those inclined toward society they also asked for a "Sophomore Hop." Before we knew it the "finals"
were at hand and our Sophomore year closed, leaving us a stronger unit with the best of college spirit.
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Arriving back in relays the second half of our college course was begun. After everyone had tired his
neighbor with his travels and experiences of the summer we attacked Philosophy with great determination
and strong resolutions to confine ourselves to hard labor.
Naturally the politicians in the class were early on hand looking for candidates for President. Sev
eral slates were prepared but at the last moment a "dark horse" was found by the so-called "Tam
many" crowd in the person of "Bill" Wholean, better known as "Sticks," who was elected by a hand
some majority on a platform of impartiality and fair play to all.
It was soon evident that we were going to suffer for the sins of preceding classes, as we all suffer
for the sin of "Adam." Despite the efforts of our President we were obliged to have "monthly" marks
and that dreaded elective Analytical Chemistry was made compulsory. Though a few radicals called
us the "experimental" class, we resigned ourselves to the new regime, and the long procession of Juniors for
testimonials testified to our intellectual ability and the good work we were doing.
With the opening of the football season our genial and accommodating classmate, "Ed McDonnell,"
assumed the responsibilities of assistant manager. The reliable "Biscuits" was on the Varsity, and with
him Pickett and Colleary, up to now unknown in football.
The progressive spirit of the class was manifest at this time by the fact that under the leadership of
"Scout Hurley" a college band was organized for the first time in the history of the college. This was
a feature at the annual Tech-Holy Cross game.
With "Seal" Sullivan as a leader, we defeated the other classes in football, but are still waiting
for the trophy. In track we were also champions.
The year was crowded with many incidents of interest, both in class affairs and in the college.
"Dash," "Don," "Roger," "Harry," "Young Steve" and a few more breezed into Worcester So
ciety with good results.
The celebration of Bishop's Day, on which the first sod was turned for the construction of Beaven
Hall was an event to be remembered by us.
We were also favored with visits by His Honor Mayor O'Connell, Governor Pothier of Rhode Isl
and, and Governor Wilson of New Jersey.
Our Junior banquet, which all agreed was the best yet, was a forerunner of the end, and we closed
this happy year by successfully routing the examiners in the "Philosophy Orals."
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Reduced to ninety-four members, but still the largest Senior class in the history of the college, we
entered upon our last year. Beaven Hall was far from completion, and so we did not have the honor
of being the first
eral attempts to rer--;,,---�;:::;::=========;:::::;:;;:;;:::;;;
class to inhabit it.
main with us, but
the refectory and his
On our first ap
health
could never
pearance in the class
agree. The "lum
room we were intro
ber-king" took his
duced to that dis
second degree at St.
tinguished p e rs o n,
Vincent's before we
"B i l l Shanahan,"
had
fairly started.
who soon showed us

that he was past
We elected Tony
"grand m a s t e r"
Smyth marshal for
among the bovines.
Holy Cross Night,
a n d h e deserves
When President
Wholean returned,
credit for arranging
we unanimously re
such an enjoyable
evening.
elected him with the
other officers, thus
This was our first
showing how strong
appearance m cap
a unit we were and
and gown, symbol of
t h e popularity of
Senior dignity, and
"Sticks."
we certainly were a
Class Officers
"Brad" made sevdignified crowd.
Many events were crowded into this year. Davitt gave us the best example of college spirit we
have ever known when he donned the "moleskins." "Larry Jackson," our accomplished editor, was ever
giving us a new treat in The Purple, introducing the Saws of Sawlomon and the "Seven Watchers."
"Scoop," the cub reporter, was always on hand with the dope, which sometimes incensed "Burkie." "Al"
Gagnier and Zeke (two "fine fellows"-by way of parenthesis) entertained us during idle moments with
their piano, etc. Notable among our achievements was a record baseball schedule arranged by Jack Durgm.
We must not forget to mention the organization of the K. of C. crowd. Due to the enthusiasm and
perseverance of "sub-rosa" F. X. Coughlin, "Sticks," the "Major," Capt. Pat, Mgr. Jack, "Biscuits,"
Jim Grady, Al Mayhew and Leo Finley were initiated into this glorious Order.
Before the Easter vacation, Lieutenant-Governor Walsh paid us an official visit, and we tendered
him an enthusiastic reception.
With the advent of the baseball season, we realized that the end was fast approaching. Capt. Pat
was again a star at third, and Jack O'Dwyer filled second with great credit.
Our preparation for the "finals'' was interrupted by an occasional "frat" dance, given by Joe De
Pombo and Don S. Mooney.
Now the history of our course is complete and we bade each other good-bye after a year of joys and
sorrows, in which the spirit of good-fellowship alway s predominated, a year which was made happy by
the friendly relations and hearty co-operation between the class and faculty, a year in which the class of
191 3 established a record in athletics, class spirit and in intellectual accomplishments, which will not soon
be surpassed at Holy Cross.
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Harold T. Anglim, 348 "\Naconta St., St. Paul, Minn.
James F. Darry, 40 King St., Warren, R. I.
Francis C. Berry, 24 Jefferson St., vVorcester, Mass.
James A. Brennan, Jr., 23 "\Voodbridge Ave., E. Hartford, Conn.
Wilfred R. Brophy, 323 Cambridge St., --worcester,
Mass.
Walter F. Burke, 165 Beacon St., Clinton, Mass.
Berna1·d J. Burns, 58 N. Pleasant St., Middlebury, Vt.
I atrick J. Cawley, Miners Mills, Pa.
Clarence E. Coggswell, 46 Church St., Clinton, Mass.
William B. Colleary, 300 Hyde Park Ave., Forest Hills,
Mass.
"\Villiam J. Conley, Jr., 53 Grand St., Lowell, Mass.
Philip J. Coon y, 13 Cutler St., ,v
, orcester, Mass.
Francis X. Coughlin, 802 SVashington St., ,Vatertown,
N. Y.
J·ohn A. Creamer, 114 Hamilton St., Providenee, R. I.
George J. Dacey, 522 "\Vest 72nd St., Cor1way_ Mass.
Joseph r. Dalton, 106 Hamilton St., Southbridcre, Mass.
James L. Davitt, 842 Chicopee St., ,Yillimansett, Mass.
T. Clifford Dempsey, 424 Brook St., Scranton, Pa.
Thomas F. Dempsey, 20 Grand St., Milford, Mass.
Daniel J. Dolan, 15G ,Yater St., "'iVorcester, Mass.
Charles A. Donlon, 5 Crown St., Fitchl.Jurg, Mass.
John A. Doyle, 12 Lexington St., Worcester, Mass.
Thomas L. Duane, 33 School St., Chicopee, Mass.
John F. Durgin, 156 t,arden St., Pawtucket, R. I.
William F. Durkin, 1321 N. Jefferson Ave., 1'eoria, Jll.
Stephen M. Egan, Jr., 20 Britton St., Jersey CitY, N. J.
Edmund L. Finley, fil 7 Floyd Ave., Rome, N. Y.
John A. Fitz 0·erald, 34 First St., Albany, N. Y.
Francis L. Foran, 10 Pattison st., Worcester, Mass.
John F. Ford, 54 Seymour St., \"\ orcester, Mass.
John H. Freel, 121 Orange St., Clinton, Mass.
Albert J. Gagnier, Locust Hill, Springfield, Mass.
lar nc J. Glennon, 64 Main St., Dalton, Mass.
James F. Grady, 161 Chestnut St., Corning, N. Y.
John F. Grant, Box 123, Manteno, Ill.
Stuart F. Halpine, 60 Bridge St., New Milford, Conn.
William J. Hanley, Camden, Me.
John T. Hartnett, Jr., 217 \Valnut St., Holyoke, Mass.
Joseph F. Hartnett, 217 Walnut St., Holyoke, Mass.
Timothy J. Healy, 47 South Ave., Meriden, Conn.
Thomas L. Hoban, 522 '\Vashington Ave., Scranton, Pa.
Cornelius J. Hurley, 65 Elliot St., vVorcester, Mass.
John E. Hurley, 24 Chapel St., ,¥est Warren, Mass.
Laurence J. Jackson, Oakland Ave., Mansfield, Mass.
Francis L. Keenan, Auburn St., Leicester, Mass.
·wmiam L. Keville, 56 Haseltine St., Bradford, Mass.
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James A. Lah y, 104 Belmont St., "'i1/orcester, Mass.
Michael E. Lahey, 24 Belmont St., Worcester, Mass.
Raymond J. Lavelle, 64 N. Union St., Burlington, Vt.
Maurice J. Leahy, L e, Mass.
Joseph P. Love, Jr., 25 Chase Ave., ,Vebster, Mass.
Thomas F. Markham, 12 Burns St., Lowell, Mass.
Alfred F. Mayhew, 18 Northampton St., ·worcester,
Mass.
James lVL McCarthy, 335 Providence St., "\Voonsocket,
R. I.
,Valter D. McCarthy, 56 Forest St., Fitchburg, Mass.
Eel ward F. McDonnell, 25 Pleasant St., Chicopee, Mass.
Daniel J. 1\/1.cGowan, 232 Broadway, Newport, R. I.
Paul J. McMullen, 11 So. Water St., Pon °·hkeepsie, N. Y.
Edward J. Melick, 1131 E. Fayette St., S�rracuse, N. Y.
Donald S. Mooney, 604 E. Genesee St., Syracuse, N. Y.
E. Lelnnd Mooney, 604 E. Genesee St., Syi·acuse, N. Y.
A. Vincent Mullen, 5 2 Main St., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Michael T. Nolan, 91 Southgate St., "'i?\'orcester, Mass.
Thomas F. Nolan, 4 Ayers St., \Vaterbury, Conn.
John F. O'Connell, 564 Millbury St., Worcester, Mass.
Joseph V. O'Connell, Middle River Rd., Worcest r,l\1ass.
John C. O'Dwyer, Texarkana, Ark.
Ralph J. O'Neill, 33 Cottage St., "'iV. Fitchburg, Mass.
Lawrence l!..... O'Toole. 14 Ri ·by St., Clinton, Mass.
Thomas O'Toole, 39 Groton St., E. Pepperell, Mass.
John F. Pickett, 66 Howard Ave., Ansonia, Conn.
Jose J. de Pombo, Jr., Cartagena, Colombia.
John J. Quinn, Jr., 24 Salem St., Portland, Me.
John K. Quinn, 71 John St., Newport, R. I.
Francis G. Regan, 1026 Bank St., "'iYaterbury, Conn.
James E. Reilly, 596 Walnut St., Fall Ri\·er, Mass.
James J. Reilly, 224 Lackawanna Ave., Scranton, Pa.
John H. Reilly, 33 Central Ave., North Adams, Mass.
Simon A. Rourke, 110 Whipple St., Fall River, Mass.
Joseph 0. San Souci, Jr., 4 Clermont Ave., Providence'
R. I.
Herbert J. Schuhart, 42 Morris St., Rochester, N. Y.
"\Villiam F. Shanahan, 21 New Ocean St., Lynn, Mass.
John P. Shea, 270 Millbury St., Worcester, Mass.
John J. Slein, Wheelwright, Mass.
A. Rogers Smith, Rochester, N. Y.
Anthony T. Smyth, 112 Armory St., Springfield, Mass.
James P. Sullivan, 16 Hamilton St Dorchester, Mass.
Martin J. 'l'racy, 16 Ingalls St., \\-�rcester, Mass.
Charles J. \7\ralsh, 1476 Main St., Cuyaho ·a Falls, Ohio.
William A. ,Valsh, 1476 Main St., Cuyahoga Falls,
Ohio.
vV illiam J. "'iVholean, 41 Prospect St., Westfield, Mass.
Robert R. 1-Viseman, 6 Preston St., Worcester, Mass.
0

0
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When we look back, in spirit, over our college life, the sorrows borne, the obstacles overcome, the
success attained, our hearts are at once refreshed by memories of our banquets. For a strong manifesta
tion of class spirit, perhaps no other event during the year affords so marked an occasion. Freed from the
dtttl cares- of recitation, setting aside such little differences as may, perhaps, arise, teacher and student
unite in sounding the praises of Alma Mater. Here Joy is supreme mistress of the feast. In song and
story, in verse and oratory, we learn of the excellence of the class in athletics and in intellectual activities,
while above all, the inspiring words of the professor still ring in our ears, bidding us be true to ourselves by
following out in our lives the lessons of industry, self-sacrifice, perseverance as worthy sons of Holy Cross.
Truly, the banquets of "Nineteen-Thirteen" will ever stand out prominently in our minds; they will ever
hold for us some cherished memory, and, like other occasions, they will always bear witness to the bond of
friendship, love and unity that marks our class, a spirit that has been excelled at no period in the history of

Alma Mater.
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1tiresqmatt Q1lass ilanqud
�tate lltutual 1Re.ataurant. ie.cember 14f 1909
SPEAKERS

Class of 1913 ..........................................James L. Davitt
Toastmaster .........................................Daniel B. Mulhearn
Athletics ...............................................JamesP. Dunn
Future ..........................................Frederick W. Callahan
Ladies .............................................William J.Heffern
Class Poem ........................................... Francis L. Foran
Alma Mater ............................................
Ernst T. Voigt

�npqnmnre (11:lass i!lattquet
@,tate lltutual 1Restaurant. 1Jtebruary 14. 1911
SPEAKERS

Class of 1913 ...........................................John E.Hurley
Toastmaster ........................................William B.Colleary
Ladies ............................................
Thomas F. Dempsey
Athletics .............................................Stephen M.Egan
Future ............................................Laurence J. Jackson
Class Poem .........................................
Percy H. Desnoes
Alma Mater . .........................................Francis L. Foran

1Juttint (11:lass i!lattqud
i!jotel Barrett f lltay l4f 1912
SPEAKERS

Class of 1913 .......................................William J. Wholean
Toastmaster ..........................................
Thomas F. Nolan
Athletics ............................................James E. Sullivan
Ladies ..............................................Simon A.Rourke
Future .............................................William F. Durkin
Spirit ..............................................John A Fitzgerald
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ltnrohl 'I'. Ang·lim-"Gee, the show was l'Otten."
.Jnme1o1 F. Bnrry-"Make it a short one, 'Gil.'"
J<'ranciN (;. Berry-"He did like fun."
..Jn1nes A. Breuuun, Jr,-"Th one 1 °·ot was a pippin."
\\"ilfrecl R. Brotthy-"Hoiah ! Hoiah !" ( to be said in

,James A. Luhey-"Going to study this noon, John?'·

\\·niter F. J-lurke-"Got the dop sheet?"
nerunrd .J. Durui-1-"You're not put togethel' right.·•
Patrick .J. Cuwle)·-"Good, how are you?"
('Inrence E. < J o1.:;Nwell-"Sec you next we k" (to

'l'hon1us F. Jlurkhu1n-"No ki<l.din °·."
.\lfred F. Jlnyhew-"Do you !'lubs ribe for a maga-

loud whisper).

Hui-I y).

\Villlum B. < J olleury-"\\'ell, I got one bask t anyhow."
\\'illiuna .J. < J onley, ,Jr.-"O, whack."
Phili1• J. <..:ooney-"How many pages are there?"
J<'rnueiN X. Coul!,'hliu-"l gu ss I'll have a nap."
,John .\. Crennaer-''i\1 y word."
Georl!.'e .J. Du<•ey-"l'm g-oing to quit smoking-."
.JONt'lth P. Dulton--"I leuy it, pro,·e it.''
,JnmeN L. Dn,·itt-"Howdy."
'l'. ( Jlifforcl Dem1tNey-"Nothing d-oing-, kid.·'
'l'homu1o1 F. DemttNey-"\V hat are you talking- about, it

is not."

Duuiel J. D011111-"Did you hear that joke?"
got to acknowledge
l'luarleN .\.. Doulou-"You',·

it,
Tom, it stands to reason."
.John .\.. Doyle-"! didn't look at it."
'l'ho1nus L. Duunt•-"Save the Johnny cake for me."
Jolna F. Durg·iu-"Any mail, Demper?"
l
\\ illlnm F. Durkin-"How ar
thin °·s a-breakin fer
yuh?"
-·tettheu �1. Egnu, ,Jr.-"Had a bi night, Tom."
Edmund. L. Finley-"Howdy, kid."
John A. Fitzl!,'eraltl-"Got any soap?"
FrunciN L. Forun-"'\\ ho said 'Work'?"
.John F. Ford-"\\'hat do y u ·ay, Joe; will we ·0'?"
John H. Freel-" ['m just a littl robin."
\ll1ert J. Gnguier-"Did you see Z ke anywhere?"
(;lur("nce J, Glenuou-"What did he say?"
JnmeN Ii'. l;rud,·-"Dog-gon you for a boob."
John F. Gruut-"\V 11, you see, it is this way."
Stuurt J<'. Hul1tine-"Get p rmission. Vince, and we'll
go to the White City."
l
\\ illlum J. Hnnley-"You're there, kid, you're th 1 ·e."
,John 'I'. Hartnett, Jr.-"Ey ah, who's there."
.J0Ne11h F. Hnrtuett-"Here's a nickel, buy me a ci ·ar,
hil."
•rtmothy ,J. Heuly-"By Golly, you take it clown home,"
tc.
'l'homuN L. Hobnn-"How they coming, 0 ·car'?"
l'oruelius .J. Hurley-"How is your left foot, M ik '?'.
John E. Hurley-"! was going to ask."
Luureuce J. Jncksou-"Thunderation!"
_..,rnucis L. Keeuuu-"A nything doing o,·er to th
office?"
\Villinm L. Keville--"I told you so."
Ruymontl J. Luvelle-"Got any Prince?"
0

•

0

0

(to Freel) .

Ulchuel E. Luhey-"VVhere's Ja.ckson '?" {fiercely).
iUuurice .J. Leahey-"I'll crack it."
Jo1o1e1•h P. 1... 0,·e, ,Jr.-"Hyah, fellers, how ar they com

ing?"

zine'?"

,h1m1•N M. Mc<..:nrthy-"l gue ·s I'll go dow11 �L11rl sl .ep."
�\/niter D. iUcCurthy-"Got a match? :\Lan y than ks."
E
. dwnrd F. JlcDouuell-"lVlatches arc in th
thi1·d

dra,ver."

Daniel J. JlcGowan-" \r you whittling ·?"
Puul J. Jlc1'1ullen-"\i' 11, at horn , it's differ nt."
l�dwnrd J. iUelick-"Going down to Monsey's, Al?"
Donald S. �looney-"l'm goin°· 1
g t down early and
g-et in line at the "\Vor st r.•·
.
E. Leland Moou1c•y-"How n,re ynu, old top'?'
.\. \'lucent lUnlleu--"So long."
�lichiu•I '1'. X olun-"Hello, l ean u ls.''
'l'hon1us F. Nolnn-"He's a fine 'fellow.''
John F. O'Conuell-"Sure! I was up th 1·e last night."
Jose11h V. O'Connell-"Gee, I nt>ver can o-et up on

tim ."

r

,John C. O'Dwyer-"\\ hat do you kn w aLout it, an.,·-

how'?"

Rul11h J. O'Neill-"Now that the war is over."
Lawrence F. O'Toole-"Is Wiseman up h l'e yet'?"
Thomns O'Toole-"Gee, I feel like raising
ain."
John F. Pickt.>tt-"That's a hang of a wa.y to do it."
Jose J. de Pombo, Jr.-"I gu ss I can wo1·k it alri 0-ht."
John J. Q,uinn, Jr.-"One orangeade, please."
John K. Q,uinn-"No more courts 1 ft."
Frnncis G. Reg·un-"It's all the same to m , I don·t

care."

Jumes E. Reilly-"\\ ell, no, doctor.''
.Jnmes J. Reilly-"Wait a minut and I'll

·et my little
red book, 'Schu'."
John H. Ileilly-"ls it all sound for a littl 'buzz'."
Simon A. Rourk<..�"Take it from m , I know."
Jolile11h 0. San Souci, ,Jr-"l'll ·et you yet, Bill."
Herbert .J. Sehuhurt-"Got the makin °· '?"
"\Villiu1n Shnnnhau-"Well, yes, but you know," t .
John P. Sheu-"Gee!
That's right."
John J. Slein-"By
rimminy, I think so."
A. Ro:;:.-ers Smith-"How about a little gam ?"
Anthony '1'. Sn1yth-"Say, do you knowT'
,James P. Sullh·uu-"Got the twistino-s?"
Martin J. Trucy-"Shall l fix it up for toni ·ht, Frank'?"
Charles J. \Valsh-"Do we g t a f ed today'?"
\Villium A. Walsh-"Got a magazine?"
\Villlum J. "\Vholean-"I just put one over on him."
Robert R. Wiseman-"l'm not yet convinced that animals have no intelligence."
0

0

0

Glooms (Feb., 10th also)

Joys (Feb. 10th)

Pals

Three Twins
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Sept.

16-Seniors return. We find Beaven Hall,
Maenianum, and new track arrived.

Sept.

17-Schola Brevis. We meet Fr. Farrell.

Sept.

19-"Styx" arrives
home.

Sept.

20-Fr. McNiff to Bill Durkin: "When
you go to the Seminary, you'll find
that out."

Sept.

2 1-Larry Jackson returns.

Sept.

23-" Tim" Healy cribs the "Mysteries" in
Chapel. Davitt goes out for team.

Sept.

24- The old "Scout" returns; triumphal
march across the bridge.

Sept.

and Shanahan

goes
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Oct.

4- Tim Healy proselytizing in freightyard
among Normal School girls.

Oct.

5-Harvard wins, 19-0. "Biscuits" is dis
figured.

Oct.

6-"Doctor" Durgin, returning from
Blackstone, sets a guinea's shoulder.

Oct.

7-Cig's piano arrives.

Oct.

8-" Jeff" Conley takes a walk to exam
ine his conscience. Larry Jackson,
" the boy editor," reads his first
proofs.

Oct.

1 I -Soiree in evening.

Oct.

25-Durgin and Grant begin the Rosary.

12-Holiday; Columbus day. O'Toole and
Wiseman parade with St. John's
Lyceum.

Oct.

Sept.

26-"Styx" re-elected. Doyle arrives with
prison haircut.

13- Tracy wends his way to Almont ave
nue.

Sept.

28-Yale wins, 7-0.
cigars.

Oct.

16-First number of Purple appears. Staff
meeting called off; Mike Lahey re
viles Jackson.

Sept.

29-Dalton takes singing lessons from"Sven
gali" Conley.

Oct.

1 7-Conflagration in students' corner of
Ethics class; Brady suspected.

Sept.

30-Hurley gets half-dozen letters.
Purple staff meeting.

Oct.

20-Retreat starts. Tracy smokes a pipe! !

Oct.

21- The morning after; Tracy presents the
pipe to Foran.

Sept.

31- Nothing doing.

"Biscuits" smokes

First
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Oct.

24-Retreat Holiday; rain.

Nov.

28-Holy Cross 24, St. Louis 15.

Oct.

29-Holy Cross Night; initial and remark
able appearance m cap and gown;
big men m evidence.
"Tony"
Smyth orates.

Nov.

30-"Opie" Reilly smokes loaded cigars.

Re

Dec.

1-Joe Dalton replies to Rev. Mr. Mor
ris in Sunday Telegram.

Dec.

2-Thanksgiving recess closes.

Dec.

6-Charlie Walsh raffies a
makes a fortune.

Dec.

8-Larry Jackson and his new gateway
the subject of local newspaper no
toriety.

Oct.

31-Thirteen Seniors order Review of
views and sets of Kipling.

Nov.

I -Dalton beats Donlon, 100 yards.

Nov.

2-Thirteen sets of Kipling sent back to
Boston.

Nov.

4-Smith, San Souci, et alii., order Big
Bens.

Dec.

Nov.

5-David I. Walsh elected LieutenantGovernor of Massachusetts.

10-Tony Smyth is down town; cum or
sine? "Cum," of course.

Dec.

Nov.

9-H.

12-"Mona Lisa" arrives for Hurley's art
gallery.

Dec.

14-First paper in Ethics.

Dec.

19-Tim Healy opens the door for May
hew.

Dec.

22-"Scout" confesses to Brother Riley.

C. defeats Vermont, 13-0.

pillow

and

Nov.

11-De Pombo gets measured for sweater,
chest 38", length 32", sleeve 34½"

Nov.

1 3-Walter Mac's friend apostatizes.

Nov.

16-H. C. defeats Tech,
Tech's goat.

Nov.

19-Buzz defends prohibition in B. J. F.
debate; Jackson champions the cause
of rum.

Jan.

6-Christmas vacation closes.

Jan.

Nov.

23-First Philosophy paper; lfVXYJ·

7-"Rajah" returns with a moustache and
a cane.

Nov.

26-Thanksgiving recess begins.

Jan.

9-"Styx" peddles his various prospective
fortunes.

27-0. We got

1913.
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Jan.

10- Cawley buys some soap.

Feb.

Jan.

1 I-Ralph O'Neill: " Now that the war 1s
over."

5-Ash Wednesday; water-wagon over
crowded; slump in tobacco market.

Feb.

l 0-Ethics marks appear. The stars have
fallen! Consternation, turmoil, and
confusion. " Revolutio" De Pom
bo at his best. The corridor chorus
sings "Sixty and the world is mine!"

Jan.

13-J. H. Reilly's moustache becomes no
ticeable; Fr. Swickerath commends
it.

Jan.

14-Jackson teaches Fr. Swickerath what a
poem is: '' Do you know what a poem
is?"

Feb.

16--"Biscuits" enjoys John McCormack's
concert.

Jan.

15-"Biscuits" attends Gaelic Feis.

Feb.

17-Harry Anglim under the knife.

Jan.

16-Leo Carillo brings up a section of Poli's.

Jan.

17-History of Philosophy exam.

Feb.

19-Foran and Hurley retire from among
the litterateurs.

Jan.

21-Fr. McNiff flays gossip and rash judgment in Ethics class.

Feb.

Jan.

27-Pedagogy exam.

22-Washington's birthday; unfortunately it
falls on Saturday.

Jan.

30-Mid-year holiday.

Jan.

3 1-Schola brevis-not for Seniors.

Feb.

3-Hoban gets a hair-cut.

Feb.

4-Fire in O'Kane at 4.30 a. m. Seniors
Seniors insist on having Ethics exam,
which Fr. McNiff rescued from the
flames. "Richelieu" in the evening.
"Rajah" Smith makes a hit with his
makeup. "Styx" Wholean rises to
the occasion and leads a Hoiah! for
Lieut.-Gov. Walsh. Some day! !

March

5-"Portland" Jack Quinn approves of
Maine prohibition in Ethics class:
distintincion; for Maine per se, concedo; in alio, ncgo.

March

7-Maurice Leahy loses his identity in Ju
risprudence.

March 13-"Jeff" Conley gets another share this
year.
March 17-St. Patrick's Day parade, "Buzz" and
"Rajah" starring.
March 25-"Buzz" returns from Easter holidays.
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March 26-"Buzz" calls for pictures.

P ATCHE R

May

tures.

May
"Ed" McDonnell gets a

a

telephone.

Healy

6-"Chauffeur" Brophy takes a spm m

May

9-A. Vincent holds forth at the sunlight

May

13-Little Willy proves he has a "chicken":

convict haircut.

social.

April

3-Nolan begins to coach Assumption Col

April

6-Tracy seen in the Rialto with the Nor

lege.

sic probatur: she has a "Bill"; ergo.
May

19-"Si," out calling, tells the tale of the

May

25-K. of C. men candidates for third de

mal School maidens.
April

gets

class.

March 29-"Buzz" goes down to hear about the
pictures.

4-"Scout"

mounts the giddy heights-some pipe.

March 27-"Buzz" goes down to see about the pic

fat lady.

9-Holy Cross defeated by the Red Sox,
9-1.

gree.

"Styx" has a ride-"some

April

14-New chef pro tem.

April

15-"Styx" uses a new kind of hair-glue.

May

27-Honor men announced.

April

16-French-fried for supper.

May

28-Jackson appears at breakfast.

April

19-Cornell defeats Holy Cross, 4-2.

June

1-Cawley buys soap and tooth-powder.

April

21-"Scout" does up White City.
luck!

June

4-Seniors' annual retreat begins.

June

7-Retreat ends.

April

25-"Shaggy" and "Slicker" have a "spill."

June

8-Baccalaureate sermon.

April

30-"Jimmy" Barry introduced to Worces

June

9-1913 PURPLE PATCHER

goat."

Hard

ter Society.
May

2-J. H. Reilly sings "Good-night Nurse."
"Bill" Hanley does a bit of buzzing
with a honey bee.

May

3-"Tom" Markham leads off May devo
tions.

Ave! Ave!

appears.

Final orals.
June

18-Alumni reunion.

June

19-Commencement. Prom m evenmg.

June

20-Banquet.

June

21-Vale!
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The Psychic Society, at its last meeting, heard with interest a paper read by Senior Thirteen, A. B.
The article was ordered spread on the minutes.
"Composite of Divers and Diverse Whatnots.·•
"The subject of Metaphysics is fraught with possibles and possibilities. Hence the axiom 'may be
need not be.' Proceeding with this alone as a foundation many so-called self-styled philosophers have
gone on the wrong track altogether. This is because other principles are needed such as 'a thing cannot
be and not be at the same time if detected at it,' and 'man has a right to material goods, to which there
corresponds a duty of getting them if he can.'
''We hold that the testimony of mankind is no convincing argument, for always humanity, with ex
ception of our opponents, agrees to our proposition even if humanity in this case be ourself alone. The best
method for one ·who seeks after truth wherever it may lead him' is to argue from experience. Experiences
are of two kinds, pleasant and otherwise. Our opponents who accept the first kind are called Hedonists,
those who argue a posteriori on the latter are called Pessimists. Careful distinctions in their ratiocinations
show their conclusions to be 'partly true, partly false.' Therefore, since obedience to the natural law is
liberty, or as it might better be stated, conformity with the rule of human action discoverable by the light
of reason is freedom from coaction, we hasten to declare wherein lies the truth, that is to say, by rational
procedure which is natural, therefore in accordance with the natural law and therefore which gives us lib
erty, we hasten to extract and develop the principles learned from pleasant and other experiences, carefully
applying a syllogistic test to each example, testing them for endurance, essence and whatnot and providing
for any contingent beings that may browse in the neighborhood, and also having Biological experts ready
for accidents affecting the substances.
"Several experiments were conducted on the top floor, a school for higher learning being located
there. An orange was dropped from the window. It fell a distance of thirty-four feet, thus gravity was
established as a natural principle. Impact with the ground was temporarily delayed as a horse stood in
the path of the projectile. Owing to the high velocity of the object cast, it was feared that the substance
of the horse and that of the orange would coalesce, but happily there was but an accidental change. This
shows that for union of two substances as, for instance, H and 0, there is required a force proportionate
to the resistance of the body. If a ton of earth were dropped from the roof on the birdseye view of the
horse, there would be but one substance, i. e., a funeral. As it was, the sturdy steed cantered off with
this week's laundry, and of the fragments there were about seventeen baskets. This incident proved that
animals are not mere machines. A machine would not try to climb a terrace. As a result of the investiga
tions communism was declared to be practicable in some instances, for collars and miss. were taken from the
students in the other building to last over the next Saturday. All of which shows the activity of the school
men in their pursuits. The horse was caught, the linen collected, and on the Sunday following new or
anges were given out for experimental purposes.
"Mr. Chairman, I would like to say, in conclusion, that the marvelous part of it all was-but my
time has expired.''

·'Christophers ·•

Kicking the Goal (Tech

TABS

1912)
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l\. Jarhrt of 1£imrrirhs
By

S. of the S.

Dedicated to the Hon. W. Wilson, Wash'n'ton

iflvx�-

A PURPLE ANACHRONISM.

A learned old fossil named Titch'ner
Said the soul was as mortal as Kitch'ner,
But F---, with his bludgeon
Attacked the curmudgeon-H ic jacet audacious old Titch'ner.

The sawdusty filosfer Spinoza
When they said that, to give one a doze, a
Look at his stuff
Was at all times enough,
Confessed that he aped the "Sub Rosa."·

TRANSMIGRATION.

ST. VINCENT DE BAWL.

Years agone, on Olympus the airy,
Zeus sentenced a Titan: "Take care," he
Said, "Always go blab,
You're touched with the blight o' the gab."
The Titan's alive in Col--SCANDAL ON-FITTON.
F-- Regan, the vigilant judge,
When he saw what a villainous smudge,
What a wretched assail
Gave the game to glad Yale,
Leaped up in the stand and cried, "Fudge!"

V. Mullen, a son of the wild,
Played with cannon and bombs when a child;
But now with his culture
He's meek as a vulture,
He's solemn and pensive and mild.
POLYPHEMUS.
When the citizens dined the great Dalton
They said, "Will you have any salt on
Your roast?" He cried, "Come, start,
Bring it on in a cart,
And why under the sun is this halt on?"

Room 15

The Seven Watchers

Bohemians

St. Thomas Quartette

Tammany

Carmondy's Touchdown

Society

All Sorts

Upstaters

Day Scholars

Jokers

A QTarh nf IDqankn
We find that the litany of our thanks is unwontedly long.

We believe, how

ever, that our gratitude is correspondingly great-for we know that much of the ex
cellence of this volume is due to the kind services of these friends of ours.
We appreciate keenly the exceptional courtesy of Father Morgan, the Moder
ator of The Purple, and of The Purple business management, in the loan of cuts
that have added immeasurably to the completeness and finish of the PATCHER.
To Mr. Louis J. Haubert, S.J., we are deeply indebted for his highly orig
inal suggestions and his very material and painstaking assistance in carrying them
out.
We are especially grateful to those friends whose clever and artistic sketches
have contributed to making our volume what we fondly believe to be a thing of
beauty.
We extend hearty thanks to those members of our class not upon the Board,
who contributed so materially to the success of this edition.
To the underclassmen we owe sincere thanks for their loyal support of the bur
dened Seniors in this testy endeavor.
Finally, we cannot forget our business friends, The Harrigan Press, through
Mr. W. J. O'Connor, their manager, in particular, have been courteous, sym
pathetic, and satisfying, quite beyond the usual.
H. E. Carlton Co., our engravers, have been very considerate and thorough in
their work.
We are, then, very gratefully,
THE EDITORS.
Holy Cross College, May 31, 1913.

Twilight Over Alumni

Midnight Christmas Eve, Dec. 24th, 1912

From the Valley
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Worcester Representative-New England Motor
and Supply Company

�Wdln�lrtJaJVt
NON-SKID TIRES
Tke Ideal Equipment for Your Car

fl

The one type that makes Skidding impossible. Both
the initial cost and the repair expense of chains and
inevitable w-ear and tear on fabric of casing is avoided,
representing more than 30
of total tire costs.

%

Swinehart-Keaton Non-Skids are the only real
"Never Start to Skid'' Tires on the Market
THEY NOT ONLY AUTOMATICALLY PREVENT
SKIDDING. BUT THEY HAVE FOUR TIMES
THE WEAR of ANY OTHER SO-CALLED
NON SKID TIRE

fl

We are the pioneers in solids and pneumatics. All
tires hand made, wrapped tread construction. Not
machine made.

Quality and service our guide. Watch

for the track of the tire and ask the user.

Inquire of your dealer or W. A. Walsh, Holy Cross College
Class of 1913

Svvinehart Tire and Rubber Co.
Swinehart (Keaton) Depression Type

AKRON. OHIO

ADVERTISEME
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OUR PURPOSE
To sell each article that it will reflect only credit upon the name KENNEY-KENNEDY.
To be a little more generous in Value Giving than the other fellow.
To satisfy each customer so thoroughly that he will gladly recommend our merchandise to
his friends.
To refund purchase price or adjust claim as cheerfully as to make initial sales.
To have the good will of all by deserving it.

KENNEY-KENNEDY
401-403 MAIN STREET

Classy Clothes

GEORGE P. FONTAINE, President
JOHN B. SIMARD, Manager and Treasurer

WORCESTER, MASS.

J. HE RY FOISY, Secretary
GEORGE E. BELISLE, Director

Bay State Coal Company
Agents for LEHIGH VALLEY COAL CO'S Famous High Grade Coal,
Wyoming Free Hard Coal, Hazelton and Parker Medium Hard Coal and
Jeddo Very Hard Coal, all sizes: Broken Egg, Stove, Chestnut and Walnut.
Purest Carbon Coal, Yellow Run. Pocahontas and Reliance Bituminous
Coal. Call, write or telephone.

CENTRAL OFFICE, 452 Main Street (Opp. City Hall)

Telephone Park 940

YARD, 397 Southbridge Street Telephone Park 990

TS-Page Five

DVERTI

BREWER & COMPANY
La Grippe Tablets, (Laxative)-"Break Up" Colds
20 Cents the box-Mailed to all parts of the Postal Union. upon receipt of price

DR. T. L. McGEE
mruttst
ROOM 15,

518

KNOWLES BUILDING
MAIN STREET
MASS.

WORCESTER,

BREWER & COMPANY, Manufacturing Chemists
Worcester,

Mass.,

U.

S.

A.

Shave or Hair Cut?
< On your way down street. Boys,

stop

in and let us settle this all-important
question for you, and we'll guarantee to
give satisfaction, at

F. G. Smith"s Barber Shop

Com,t,J;ments of

College Pharmacy
Cor. Cambr;dge and Soutlibr;dge Streets

"College Barber"
Worcester, Mass.

Electrical Massage and Shampooing

618 Southbridge Street,

Worcester, Mass.

ADVERTiSEME

A re You Protected

?

TS-Page Six

At the Lowest Rate !

Fire Insurance and Plate Glass Insurance
PATRONS HAVE THEIR CHOICE OF COMPANIES

REPRESENTING OVER

$50,000,000

NICHOLAS J. MOONEY
339 Main Street,

Room 4, Burnside Building
Open Saturday Evenings

Telephone Park 5152

Best Wishes to the Class of 1 g 1 3 from

Degnan' s Toggery
Jhop

If you're feeling gay and giddy
And you want to look your best,
Just step in and see Martocci ;
Have your hat cleaned up and pressed
Shining also is our business :
In everything we do we shine,
We make you neat, both head and feet
As swell as any in the line.
MARTOCCl'S,

TOM DEGNAN, Proprietor

86 Front Street

:

6 PLEASANT ST.

Next Door to Green's

ADVERTISEMENTS-Page Seven

H. E. Shaw & Co.
WHOLESALE
TOBACCONISTS
144 Front Street, Worcester, Mass.

Maurice F. Reidy
REAL ESTA TE and
FIRE INSURANCE
Rooms 716-717 State Mutual Building

Correct Styles in Young Men's Clothes
Cl The

young man who wants a graduation or business suit that is differ

Ill

ent, that has "Style and Go," with plenty of dignity and properly
balanced, will find just the Suit he . wants here.

$15.00 to $40.00

I

The Smartest Line of Furnishings, Hats and Shoes in Town

Ware-Pratt Company

Slater Building

I
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Most of the

PHOTOORAPHJ
In This Book were Taken by

Louis f abian Bachrach
One Chatham Jtreet

�

Boston Jtudio
665 Boylston Jtreet

I
I

I
�
�

I�
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''Another

Year and StiJJ Growing''
1

Hartford 2
" �}} Work and No Play
Makes Jack a DuJJ <f3oy''

ra

':1 .
1:1

New Haven 3
'Waterbury 3

B ri.d geport

2

1

I
r C onn.
I

Norwich
YOU

Have the Work

Meriden

'·11

j

I Have the Play

Su{{icit

Scranton 2
l
Wilkesharre)

ra

□

penn.

�,

�e....-.
r�==����========!l•�-��======:!l�lr>°° �'ia
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Compliments of

A Model of Perfection is the

Dr. P. W. P. Sheridan

New Capitol Lunch
Opposite City Hall

Dentist

Other Stores, 364 Main St., 190 Front St.

Room 841, Slater Building, 890 Main Street,

PORTER

Worcester, Mass.

& BLANCHARD

TelephOlle Park 5501

Rebboli Chocolates
and Bonbons

Are made of the very choicest ingredients and are pro
nounced by connoisseurs in candy as superior
to other high grade makes.
Price $0.80 the pound. Two pounds, $1.50.
pounds, $2.25. Five pounds, $3.50.

Three

Deliveredfree to any part of tlte dty.

444 MAIN STREET. WORCESTER

Ideal Lunch Co.
129, 410, 417, 532 MAIN STREET
Up-to-Date Service

Always Open
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New Park Hotel

Compliments of

P. F. SHEA, Manager
Worcester Theatre

JOHN F. KELLEHER, Manager

COMMERCIAL and TOURIST HOUSE
Catering also to College Boys
Recently Enlarged

Where they Play the Big Shows

74 Franklin St., Worcester, Mass.

Tenney's Candy Speaks for Itself

Asselta

Co.

SHOE REPAIRING AND HAT
RENOVATING

395 Main St.

Fruit, College Ices and
Ice Cream
Fresh

Soda
with
Pure
Syrups

Eggs

and
Sweet
Cream
The House of Special ties
Candy Specials and Novelties

Two minutes walk from City Hall
55 Pleasant St.

ADVERTISEMENTS-P a g e Tw e l v e

Dr. JOHN E. KING
Dentist

Dr. Walter 1-1. Welch
H. C. Prep, '07

DENTIST
397 Main Street,

397 Main Street,

Corner Mechanic

Corner Mechanic

WoucF.STF:11, MAs,;.

Won 'ESTER, MAss.

Hours: 8.30 a. m.-ti p. m.

Hours: 8.30 a. m.-6 p. m.
Open Evenings

Open Evenings
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"HERE IS THE

, N

K���o:!!,�� ..!;�youHkelyqu:onth��:n�of�me ,,n,
word. A friend asks: ··What is wltite coal?" You seek the locationof the Levant
or the pronounciRtionof jujutsu. Who was Becky SllarJ>? Is Hongkong- a city or
an island? etc. This New Cre ation answers all kinds of questions with final
authority.

Rev. Wm.Turner, S.T. D., D. D., Professor of the History of Philosophy, Catholic University of America, Washington, D. C., passed
upon all Roman Catholic terms.
400,000 Words. 6000 Illustrations. 2700 Pages. The only dictionary with the new divided page-characterized as "A Stroke of Genius."
I
India PaperEdition : On thin, opaque, strong, India paper. What
a satisfaction to own the Merriam Webster in a form so light and so
convenient to use! One half the thickness and weight ofRegular Edition.
Regular Edition: On strong book paper, Wt. 14! lbs. Size I2i x
9i x 5 inches.
l

I

e: M!��[�����!
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Write for Specimen Pages, Illustrations, etc.
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FREE set of pocket maps

if you name this magazine.

G. & C. MERRIAM COMPANY,
I

l

{
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Springfield, Mass.
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Ralston Health Shoes
There is hardly a man in town who has not

COMPLIMENTS OF

heard of the famous

Ralston

DR. T. J. BARRETT

Shoes

If you are looking •for

DENTIST

a smart, graceful

shoe which combines style with comfort,

SUITE 16, CLARK BLDG.

drop in and look over our new spring styles.

Dadmun

&

WORCESTEH. MASS.

Heywood

517 MAIN STREET

Higgins'

Dnnving Inks
Eternal "\Vriting Ink
Eug·rossiug Ink
l
'l'nuriue �lucilage
Photo �louuter Paste
DruTI·ing Boartl Paste
Liquicl Paste
I
Office Paste
l Veg·etnble Glue, Etc.

ARE THE FINEST AND BEST GOODS OF THEIR KIND
Emancipat yours lf from the use of corrosive and ill
smelling inks and adhesives and adopt th Hig·g·ins Inks
mul Atlhcsin�s. Th y will be a revelation to you; they
ar so sweet, clean, w 11 put up, and withal so efficient.

AT DEALERS GENERALLY

CHARLES M. HIGGINS & CO., MFRS.
Branches, Chicago, London.

271 Ninth St., Ilrooklyn,N. Y.

Compliments of

J.

Heslor & Co.
Worcester, Massachusetts
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Qlolnuial meal fstate IDrust

The Daniels, Cornell Co.
WHOLESALE GROCERS

J. J. HIGGINS, F. P. KNOWLES, E. P. FITZGERALD

Mullberry and Fulton Streets

Trustees

Worcester, Mass.

518 Main St., Worcester
WM. F. WHIPPLE, Treasurer and Manager

Theatrical, Historical and
Masquerade Costumes
for Rent
Wigs, Beards. and "Make Up" of all kinds
Costumes, Badges, Pennants, etc. made to order

FULLER REGALIA AND

F. A. EASTON

E. M. WHALEN

Established 187.S

Incorporated 1903

F. A. Easton Company
NEWS DEALERS
CONFECTIONERS
Corn,r Ma;n and Pleasant Sts., Worcester, Mass.

COSTUME CO.
654 Main St.,

Worcester, Mass.

JAMES MITCHELL

GRACE M. WHELEN
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Compliments of

Dr. Arthur L. V. Sharon
DENTIST
647 Slater Building, Worcester, Mass.

HOME SUPPLY CO.
Furniture and fewelry
LIBERAL TERMS IF DESIRED

6 Trumbull Street,

Worcester, Mass.

Large Assortment of Fresh Cut Flowers Constantly
on Hand

F. B. MADAUS
Florist
Store, 372 Main St.

szt'n Investigation of

Falls Hollow Staybolts
Will Prove Advantageous
to Engineers

Greenhouses, Heywood St.

Telephone Park 5075

Made by

FALLS HOLLOW STAYBOLT CO.
Cuyahoga Falls. Ohio. U.
Cable Address. "Walsh"

s. A.
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Warren Garage Co.
FAY. HIGGINS & BARRY. Proprietors

A utomobiJe

Storage

and Repairing
Worcester, Mass.

Vine Street,

= iljtbratrtr �raurQrtuiu Jnr.
------Established in 1842------

Church Goods and
Religious Articles
O UR CATALOGU E SENT ON REQUEST

Rear of Warren Hotel
20 MECHANIC ST.,

Telephone Park 4205

�SHOES�
C(. Young men -who want the best m
Footwear

wear

the

"Packard Slioe

"

C(. Great variety of styles and leathers
$4.00, $4.50 and $5.00

Wothing

'l3etter at any Price

WORCESTER, MASS.

WALBERG & AUGE
Manu facturers of

Perfection Drums
BELLS, XYLOPHONES
Traps and Sound Effects

MARK F. COSGROVE
" TJ,,e Skoeman "
550 MAIN STREET,

:

Franklin Square

86 Mechanic Street,

Worcester, Mass.
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Heywood Boot and Shoe Company
Worcester, Massachusetts

QUALITY PLUS SERVICE IN FOOTWEAR EQUALS ECONOMY
Courteous attention to our customers' needs in sensible, durable,
snappy stykt footwear has won us a steadily increasing patronage.

Retail Store,

i

Fine Shoes and Hosiery for Men and Women
415

H. P. Jhean, Manager

Main Jtreet
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State Mutual Restaurant

The Only Top Jtory Dining Room
in the City

I

t
I

i

I

t
I
Compliments of

Dr. F. J. Mahoney, D. D.S.
1

A. H. BRIGHAM, Proprietor

t

I
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Chatham Jt., Worcester, Mass.
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CAPS AND GOWNS I
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We have the record of giving the best values, the finest
workmanship, correct styles and absolute satisfaction.

Seth Fact!,lty Gowns and Hoods
JUDICIAL RO<BES
Mak= To

HOLY CROSS COLLEGE
AMHERST COLLEGE
BROWN UNIVERSITY
YALE UNIVERSITY
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
And Many Others

Special Department. Custom Made Clerical Suits and Cassocks

•:•-------------------------n-

·.· ----·----------------·-------------•-a-u•---1 -ee+
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Compliments of
His Excellency

DAVID I.

w AUH

Lieutenant Governor of
Massachusetts

I
I.1 II
1 •
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Compliments of

i

THOMAS H. SULLIVAN

·�-------!. J__ _________ ___
,
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HOLY CROSS COLLEGE

�

�

CONDUCTED BY 'l'HE JESUIT :B'ATHERS

t

i

President, REV. JOSEPH N. DINAND, S. J.

�

�

�

l<�OUNDED 18,13

�

OLDEST CATHOLIC COLLEGE IN NEW ENGLAND

�

�

�

�

�
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JAMES F. BARRY

�

Optician

�
�

EYE GLASS AIM-Goethe says: "The important thing in life is
to have a great aim and possess the aptitude and perseverance to attain it."
Our aim is to MAKE PERFECT EYE-GLASSES. Oculists'
Prescriptions Filled Promptly.

�

i
W

�

�

311 Main Street

�

�

�

Worcester, Mass.
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ST ATE HOTEL
EUROPEAN PLAN

�

TJie Leading

�

1
r.;,,

1:§1

HoteJ of

Rates for Room without Bath, $1 to $2.

Worcester
With Bath, $2 to $3. 00

�;�-�-��

Dining room nicely appointed. Service excellent. Cuisine unsurpassed
Rooms Single and En Suite
�

�

Cars Pass Door Direct to College

f
8

1�
%,
:1

�

�

Ideal Naphtha Laundry
Mrs. M. NUGENT, Prop.

WESBY�S BINDERY

Ladies', Misses' and Infants' Clothing Cleaned and
Pressed Whole. Gents' Clothing Cleansed and Pressed.
Also Lace Curtains, Bed Blankets and Piano Covers.

GRAPHIC ARTS BUILDING

'' Thorough Cleansing Our Specialty ''

25 Foster Street,

Worcester, Mass.

(l;onh iSnnkbiuhiug
&ince 1845

Tel. 6049

No. 52 SOUTHGATE STREET

Compliments of

A FRIEND
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LOOJE-WILES COMPANY
High Grade Chocolates and Specialties
Complete Line of Jtaple and Fancy Packages
11

g to

127,

Washington Jtreet North, BOSTON, MASS.

Leading Hotels of
New York
State
THE TEN EYCK
ALBANY

THE ONONDAGA
SYRACUSE

Conducted upon the European Plan. Under direction of FRED'K W. ROCKWELL
FIRE PROOF
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Printing
Plates
For This

PATCHER

Made by Us

Im
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EN who try to do something and fail a re infinitely better than men who try to do nothing
and are successful. When Daniel W ebster came up before the Bar Association for his
lkJ]
legal examination he was told to go back and study-that he didn't bow his lessons. He
replied that he thought the best way to learn law was to practice it. He was finally admitted, and proved to be one of the greatest lawyers and statesmen the world has ever
known. It is practice, after all, that makes perfect. The same principle applies to the Printing Business. You would not quit business j_ust because a customer failed to pay you-no, you would keep right
on working that much harder to make up. Same in printing-if we don't succeed at first, we try again,
and are sure to have satisfied customers. We are pr inters of the 1912 and 1913 Harvard Mirrors, Also
of Dartmouth, Holy Cross, and Emerson College C lass Books. Send us a trial order and be convinced.
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Write for Our Type Catalogue

HARRIGAN PRESS, Incorporated
"GOOD BOOK AND CATALOG MAKERS"

Corner Austin and High Streets

0

Worcester, Massachusetts

®
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When in Boston Patronize the

Cople; Square Hotel
The most centrally located hotel in Boston for
travellers and visitors.
A High Class Modern
House. One block from Boston & Albany ''Hunt
ington Avenue Station" and N. Y.• N. H. & H.
"Back Bay Station." Electric cars pass the door to
B. & M. R. R. "North Station'' and connect with
"L" and surface lines running all over New Eng
land.
� Intelligent Service, Moderate Prices,
Pleasant Rooms, Superior Cuisine.
� Ladies
travelling alone are assured courteous aitention.
Long

Distance Telephone in Every

360 ROOMS,

Compliments of

A Friend

Room

200 PRIVATE BATHS

Headquarters /or CoJlege and School Atliletie Teams

+11-1111-1111-1111-1111-1111-1111-1111-1111-1111-1111-1111-1111-1111-1111-1111-1111-1111-1111-1111-11+

DAVID E. SHERlN CO.
''

·' Growing
Better
Every
Day

Live Clothiers ''

+
+

�

''

564 MAIN STREET

Opposite Flatiron Building

\

WORCESTER. MASS.
+11-1111-1111-111,.__1111-1111-1111-1111-1111-1111-un-1111-1111-1111-1111-1111-1111-1111-1111-1111-11+
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Dr. Walter G. McGauley
DENTIJT
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1686 Washington Jtreet
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTJ
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I THE QUINCY
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HOUSE

McCARTHY & CO., Props.

BRATTLE JTREET,

:

:

BOSTON, MAJJ.
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·,1 Largest Hotel in New England I I
I
I 500 Rooms $1.00 Per Day Upwards
!
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I
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EUROPEAN PLAN

Boston Headquarters for Holy Cross College
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CO;\ll'I.DIE'.'ITS 01:•

M A G I N N I S & \V A L S H
Architects
BOSTON AND

EW YORK
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Special Accommodations for Conventions,
Banquets, Meetings and Parties.

i
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